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The local system of production, processing and distribution of

fluid milk in the Portland-Vancouver market is under challenge. This

challenge has originated in technological and institutional develop-

ments which allow fluid milk to move longer distances. These deve-

lopments, in turn., have resulted in distortions of the production-

proces sing -distribution complex. Consequently, the structure of the

fluid milk industry is changing. Local producers continue to supply

the major portion of milk for local use; however, the production areas

are undergoing a process of change. Raw milk from distant areas is

now moving many miles to the metropolitan paarket. Processed

packaged milk is being sold at even greater distances from centralized

processing plants. Even with a growing population the number of pro-

cessing plants has been materially reduced. Milk producers have

tended to become fewer andlarger. In addition, the shift from home

delivery to store distributionis continuing.
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This study concerns the structure of the Portland-Vancouver fluid

milk market and the interaction of market structure and conduct on

the performance of the market. The market is described and analyzed

in three ways: first, in historical context, second, in a geographical-

political context and finally, in the context of its constituent business

firms. This latter analysis constitutes the major portion of the study.

The basic theoretical model employed in this study is a four vari-

able market structure model. These elements or variables are (1)

number and size distribution of sellers, (2) number and size distr-ibu-

tion of buyers, (3) ease of entry and (4) product differentiation.

Furthermore, the model also incorporates the concept of conduct

conditioners in an attempt to conceptualize the unique behavioral in-

fluencing aspects of the market.

Date are presented on 7 of the 11 processing-distributing firms

in the Portland-Vancouver market. These data reveal that the

Portland-Vancouver market is oligolistically structured and that

approximately 70 percent o total fluid sales are supplied by four

distributors. The distribution of market shares among these four

firms is: Dairy Cooperative Association, 22 percent; Carnation Milk

Company, 19 percent; Alpenrose Dairy, 15 percent; and Lucerne Milk

Company, 13 percent. Fluid milk product prices are found to be re-

latively stable and price competition appears to be practically non-

existent. Accordingly, price changes are initiated by three of the



four largest firms with leadership shifting among the three firms in

an apparently random manner.

The study reveals that the market for bulk fluid milk is dominated

by the Dairy Cooperative Association, the largest producer coopera-

tive association in Oregon. This firm is the accepted fluid milk price

leader for the industry. Rivalry among producer associations is

extremely keen,; however, for the most part this rivalry;is expressed

in nonprice dimensions.

Market performance is analyzed on the basis of four criteria;

namely, stability, progressiveness, efficiency and adequate service.

Subsequently, market imperfections are identified as originating in:

the oligopsonistic organization of bulk milk purchasers;

the surplus creating character of the classified pricing system;

distortions in resource allocation resulting from application of

the quota plan; and

rivalry, among producer associations.

These imperfections are indicated by: (1) the accumulation of

surplus fluid milk in excess of market needs, (2) the unequal distri-

bution of the surplus burden among producers and producer associa-

tions; (3) uneconomic extensions of the fluid milk supply area and (4)

the proliferation of producer organizations and services rendered by

these associations.

The study concludes with the suggestion that market performance

could be improved by merging or federating a number of producer



organizations and by the adoption of a federal milk market order.
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AN EVALUATION OF SOME STRUCTURE, CONDUCT
AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE

PORTLAND-VANCOUVER FLUID MILK MARKET

INTRODUCTION

Reasons for Study

The dairy industry is second only to the meat industry as an in-

come producer in Oregon agriculture. In196l total cash receipts

from the sale of agricultural products amounted to approximately 393

million dollars. Of this amount, the sale of dairy products returned

$46, 286, 000 or 11,8 percent of cash farm income. This figure was

only exceeded by meat animals and wool which returned $107, 000, 000

in receipts to farmers, or 27. 2 percent of cash farm income.

It has been estimated that total sales of all processed dairy prod-

ucts results in a return of 83 millions of dollars to the Oregon econo-

my. Thus, value added by processing amounts to approximately 37

million dollars (14). This amount is gross income to processors and

distributors from which all costs of processing and handling must be

paid.

It is characteristic of a market economy that it tends to reward

those who act first and correctly to meet changing conditions and to

penalize those who lag behind. In order to act correctly, that is to

make the best decisions, information and managerial ability of a high

order are required. This is true for farmers as well as processors
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and others who hope to assure themselves of a share in the rewards.

Farmers and dairy managers need to know where we have been and

where we are going in order to make the necessary adjustments with

the least amount of sacrifice. Regulatory authorities need to know

what actions or regulations are required for the progress and growth

of a healthy fluid milk industry. Finally, the public interest demands

continued analysis of the industry for the purpose of evaluating its

performance in providing as efficiently as possible the goods and

services consumers wish to buy at prices they are willing to pay.

Historlcally. fluid milk production and distribution were limited

spatially to those areas immediately in or around consumption areas.

This development followed from the bulkiness and extreme perish-

ability of fluid milk. With the development of sanitary regulations,

local production and distribution practices were further bulwarked by

the unwillingness of local health authorities to inspect outlying sour-

ces of milk. Under these circumstances. production and distribution

practices developed under a protective umbrella created by the diffi

culties of moving milk from one area to another. Each market de-

veloped in semi-isolation from the competitive forces existing in

other markets and local producers and distributors in effect ac-

quired monopolistic powers with respect to potential competitors in

adjacent markets.
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Technological developments in the dairy industry have tended to end

this state of isolation. In historical sequence these developments

start with the utilization of railroads for long distance milk shipments

and continue up to and including the present use of bulk trucks. In

this respect, the following developments are, and will continue to be,

important influences in the expansion and development of supply and

distribution areas for fluid milk.

The improved quality of fluid milk resulting from decreases

in bacteria count has reduced the perishability of milk.

A trend towards standard health department regulation and

milk inspection lessens the effect of this barrier to inter-area move-

ment.

Improved roads and transportation facilities including trucks,

refrigeration equipment, and bulk handling facilities, have reduced

the time and costs of moving milk long distances.

The introduction of paper containers has reduced weights and,

hence, transportation costs, thus permitting packaged milk to be

moved long distances and to be competitive with locally processed

milk.

The trend towards store distribution has made feasible the

expansion of market sales into outlying areas. This expansion

results from the reduction of distribution costs and of barriers to
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entry into new markets which is facilitated through store outlets.

(6) Finally, economies of scale in the operation of processing

plants provides strong motivation to expand output and sales into out-

lying areas. High costs of modern plant equipment and the complex-

ity of modern distribution systems impose an obligation on manage-

ment to attain close to capacity outputs with consequent lower unit

costs.

The Problem

The local system of production, processing and distribution of

fluid milk is under challenge. The challenge has developed in two

general ways, (1) developments which allow fluid milk to move longer

distances and (Z) the development of substitute products which com-

pete with fluid milk. At the present time the first of these challenges

is of primary importance. Primacy is achieved in this instance be-

cause of the distortion of the production-processing-distribution com-

plex. As a result of this distortion the structure of the fluid milk in-

dustryis changing. Local producers continue to supply the major

portion of milk for local use; however, the production areas are

undergoing a process of change. Raw milk from distant areas is now

moving many miles to the metropolitan market. Processed packaged

milk is being sold at even greater distances from centralized
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processing plants. Even with growing populations the number of

processing plants has been materially reduced. Milk producers have

ten4ed to become fewer and larger. In addition, the shift from home

delivery to store distribution is continuing.

As a consequence of the changes occurring in the fluid milk in-

dustry certain individuals and groups are seriously disadvantaged and

resource allocatior is distorted. Some danger also exists of disrup-

tive and chaotic market conditions which may jeopardize the supply of

pure wholesome milk to consumers. Should this chain of events be

allowed to run its natural course the resulting waste and inefficiency

could result in an inordinate amount of economic loss to all members

of the fluid milk industry. The costs of any such serious distortion in

the market complex wilt be borne, in the long run, by the consuming

public.

Hypothe sis

Competitive forces are insufficient to assure a continuous and

adequate supply of pure wholesome milk to consumers under current

marketing conditions. The Portland-Vancouver fluid market is

threatened with a breakdown such that chaotic marketing conditions

will ultimately prevail. This will mean a serious imbalance in the

quantity of resources committed to the fluid milk industry resulting in



a severe loss in economic efficiency.

Alternative Hypothe sis

Competitive forces are sufficient to insure consumers of an ade-

quate supply of pure wholesome milk at prices which will compensate

producers and distributors for costs incurred in the production and

distribution of milk. This price will be the competitive price. In

general, returns will be sufficient to induce producers and distribu

tors to expand production in line with increased demand by consumers.

Thus, the competitive forces of the market will insure a balance be-

tween demand and supply of fluid milk andwill also furnish a suffi-

cient incentive to prqvide for future growth.

Deductions from the Hypothesis

Under current conditions competitive forces create a situation

wherein chaotic marketing conditions are likely to prevail. If pro-

ducers, distributors, and public agencies are adequately informed of

the nature of forces affecting the structure of the market they will he

able to make adjustments which will minimize losses. Farmers will

be able to divert resources from dairying to other enterprises.

Farmers who wish to continue in dairying will be able to make de-

cisions relative to the quantity of resources needed to achieve

6



economies of scale so they will be able to compete effectively with

farmers in other areas. Distributors will be better able to decide

whether to divert additional resources into their enterprises or be

prepared to make an orderly liquidation of a potentially losing opera-

tion. With this information, the transition from the old to the new

structure will be more orderly and will assure consumers of an un-

interrupted supply of wholesome milk.

Scope and Method

This study concerns the structure of the Portland-Vancouver fluid

milk market and the interaction of market structure and market con-

duct on the performance of the market. The forces which modify mar-

ket structure and influence market conduct act and interact on each

other. The interaction of market forces occurs through time and over

broad geographical areas. This suggests that in the study of a par-

ticular market, attention must be given to developments in adjacent

areas which may affect the market under study.

Developments in the Portland-Vancouver market affect and are

affected by developments in adjacent markets in Washington, Califor-

nia and Idaho. Urban fluid milk markets do not exist in isolation, but

rather as a part of a geographical and political complex. Consequent-

ly, state data serves as background material which is useful in
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attempting to identify underlying market forces.

In general, this study covers two rather broad areas. These are:

(1) an analysis of some of the underlying trends affecting the dairy in-

dustry with particular emphasis on the four states of the Pacific slope-

- Oregon, Washington, California and Idaho, and (2) a detailed analy-

sis of the Portland-Vancouver fluid milk market. State data on the

trends in the dairy industrywereobtainedfrom published reports of

the United States Department of Agriculture and other published

sources. Historical data on the Portland-Vancouver market were ob-

tained from records of the Oregon Milk Marketing Administration,

The Bureau of Milk Audit and other secondary sources. Other and

more current data were obtained from a survey of the major Portland

distributors and from cooperative associations shipping to the

Portland-Vancouver market. This survey covered operations dur-

ing the period 1959-60.

In all, eleven distributors were contacted however.,: complete

cooperation in furnishing the requested information was obtained from

only seven of the eleven distributors. Data obtained from the coop-

erating seven varied considerably in completeness. Twelve coopera-

tive associations shipping some part of their milk to the Portland-

Vancouver market were surveyed. Again, the data obtained varied

over a wide range of completene$s. In each instance, where the data



were incomplete, an attempt was made to interpolate from existing

data in order to give a more complete picture.

Objectives

Four general objectives were specified for this study. They are:

to describe the Portland-Vancouver Fluid Milk Market and

identify the important structural elements;

to relate market structure to market conduct and to examine

the various relationships in terms of their effect on market perform-

ance;

to evaluate the performance of the Portland-Vancouver Fluid

Milk Market in terms of specific criteria such as stability, progress,

efficiency, and adequate service;

to suggest a possible solution or solutions where actual per-

formance deviates in a measurable degree from the selected norms.

Relative to Objective (4), the deviation from the selected norm

must constitute more than a mere incongruency. That is, the devia-

tion must constitute a real market imperfection such that the sug-

gested solution will measurably improve market performance.

Conceptually, this could be done by comparing costs of correcting the

imperfection with gains accruing from improved performance. Em-

pirically, however, both costs and gains are difficult to ascertain.

9
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Consequently, the deviation to be corrected must be sufficiently large

that different subjective estimates of needed improvement will be in

reasonably close agreement.



THE ROLE OF THEORY

In this study economic theory is used in three ways. First, it

provides a general approach to investigation by providing criteria as

to which problems should be investigated. In this sense it illustrates

in a broad way what facts are relevant to what situations. Secondly,

theory is the source of numerous hypotheses concerning the determi-

nants of behavior which are to be investigated. Finally, theory is the

only source of what constitutes satisfactory beh3vior in terms of the

operative value systen (3, p. 20).

In this analysis, primary interest is directed to that branch of

micro theory denoted as price theory. Price theory is defined as that

branch of economic theory which attempts to explain and predict the

behavior of business firms in the selling markets for the goods they

produce and/or the buying markets of goods they purchase.

A logical approach to the study of phenomena is to reduce it in-

sofar as practicable into its fundamental elements. In modern capi-

talistic countries the firm or business enterprise is such a fundamen-

tal element. As such, it plays a key role in determining what, when

and how much to produce, how to distribute goods and to what uses,

how to assemble and combine the various productive factors and per-

form the other tasks of an enterprise economy. Effective
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performance of the economy as a whole promotes the general welfare

which includes providing employment, goods and services. To a

large measure effective performance is determined by the actions of

business firms.

Bain states that the performance of business enterprises takes

on three dimensions.

The performance of enterprises as buyers in the markets

for the basic factors of production: labor and natural sources...

The internal performance of enterprises in organizing pro-

ductive facilities, managing their use and that of materials and labor,

choosing effective techniques and methods of production...

The performance of business enterprises with relation to

the markets for goods or services which they produce or use in deter-

mining outputs, prices, product design, selling costs and a number of

related things... (3, p. 2).

The primary concern of this study is the third aspect of enter-

prise performance which can be described more succinctly as a study

of the adjustments of firms in the factor and product markets in which

they operate.

It is generally conceded that market performance is predicated

upon two main determinants. These determinants are: (1) market struc-

ture or organization of firms, and (2) market conduct of firms. The
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former concept embraces the traditional market structures of classi-

cal theory, pure competition and monopoly, as well as contemporary

modifications such as oligopoly and other structural types involving

complex or imperfect competition. Accordingly, the type of mar-

ket structure exerts a strong influence on the performance of the

group. The latter concept, market conduct, embraces all of the ad-

justments which enterprises make in markets and which condition

performance.

Market Structure

Market Structure has been defined as those characteristics of

the organization of a market which seem to influence strategically the

nature of competition and pricing within a market (3, p. 7). Structure

in this sense is construed to mean the pattern in which the individual

parts are organized. Furthermore, the individual parts are the firms

or business enterprises which make up the particular market which is

the tunit of inquiry. ' As Bain points out, the market structure ana-

lyst seeks to temphasize those characteristics which determine the

relationship of sellers in the market to each other, of buyers in the

market to each other, of the sellers to the buyers, and of sellers es-

tablished in the market to other actual or potential suppliers of goods

including potential new firms which may enter the market, It is evi-

dent that, in terms of the above definition, the terms "market
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structure" and "market organization" can be treated as synonomous.

The Key Variables

General agreement among writers on the subject as to what

constitutes the key market structure variables does not exist. Bain

concentrates on four strategic characteristics, in an effort to retain

a tight and unambiguous concept of structure (3, p. 9).

The four strategic characteristics mentioned by Bain and pres-

ent in almost all classifications are as follows:

The degree of seller concentration, or literally, the num-

ber and size distribution of sellers in the market.

The degree of buyer concentration, described in parallel

terms as the number and size distribution of buyers in the market.

The degree of prodict differentiation - - accordingly, the

extent to which the outputs of competing sellers are viewed as non-

identical by buyers.

The condition of entry - - the ease or difficulty encountered

by new firms attempting to enter the market by reason of the advan-

tages of existing sellers over potential entrant. (3, p. 9).

Moore has added the following factors: (1) differences and

changes in the uniformity of slope of cost curves, (2) differences in

demand functions, (3) trade associations, (4) individualistic behavior,
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(5) antitrust laws, (6) certainty of competitive action, and (7) desire

to avoid cutthroat competition( l8)

Law has suggested a further expansion of the list of strategic

elements to include certain institutional factors peculiar to particular
11

industries (10, p. 3l). In the case of agriculture these factors

are:

Durability of products

Adequacy of grade description for buying and selling

Bulkiness of product in relation to its value

Ratio of overhead costs to variable costs

Continuity and length of the production process

Followed to its logical conclusion, Laws suggestion infers that

a similar list of specific factors might exist for broad classifications

of industries.

There are sound reasons why the basic concept of structure

should be restricted to the four elements mentioned by Bain. As the

list is expanded, the theory becomes more and more specific so as to

preclude its use for comparative purposes. Each market becomes,

in effect, structurally unique such that conclusions drawn from the

study of one market have no general application. It cannot be denied

Cochranealso discusses the development of a system of classifi-
C

cation containing as many as 1500 cells (structural types) or more.



that additional elements, such as those mentioned by Moore, influ-

ence market conduct and thus have an effect on market performance.

In fact, it would seem quite plausible to expand the list of elements to

include a multitude of other objective circumstances -- psychologi-

cal, geographical, technological, or institutional which wouicon-

ceivably effect market, performance. The merits of such an expan-

sion in the list of structural elements are, however, highly debatable.

Two questions may now be posed: (1) what are the structural ele-

ments of a theory of market structure and (Z) how should other per-

formanc e conditioning circumstances be treated?

Primary emphasis in this study will be concentrated on the four

major elements of market structure as developed by'Bain. In addi-

tion, an attempt will be madeto incorporate into the model a treat-

ment of other objective phenomena which condition market conduct

and hence influence market performance. It is contended that the ef-

fect of such conditioners" is secondary, whereas the main course of

market conduct is charted and predicated by its structural makeup.

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of a model incorporating

the primary structural elements plus some of the other conduct con-

ditioning phenomena. This list of conduct conditioning phenomena is

not intended to be all inclusive. Others may be added from time to

time as empirical investigation discloses the effect of particular

market phenomena on market conduct.
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Showing the Primary Structural Elements and Indicating
the influence of Other Conduct Conditioning Phenomena

INTERNAL CONDITIONERS

Quality of management
Attitude toward risk
Firm technology
Asset structure

5, Form of organization; pro-
prietory, corporation branch,
cooperative

MARKET STRUCTURE

Number and size
of sellers
Number and size
of buyers
Product differen-
tiation
Ease of entry

V

EXTERNAL CONDITIONERS

Antitrust Laws
Trade association
Public image
Political environment
Industry custom, trade
policy or practices

MARKET CONDUCT

MARKET PERFORMANCE

Stability Progress Efficiency Adequate service
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Market Conduct

Market conduct refers to (1) theprinciples, methods, and re-

sultant actions that firms employ in establishing prices, outputs, de-

termining product designs, and selling costs, etc, and (2) the proc-

ess or mechanisms of inter-action, cross-adaptation and coordination

of the policies of competing sellers or buyers in any market

(3, p. 10-li).

The following dimensions of market conduct have been suggest-

edas being significant although not exhaustive of the subject:

The principles and methods of the firm or group of firms in

calculating price and output.

The product policy of the firm or group of firms with ref-

erence to product variation through changing design.

Sales promotion policy of the firm or group of firms. The

part played by advertising or sales promotion in individual and col-

lective marketpolicy.

The means of coordination and cross-adaptation of price,

product, and sales-promotion policies of competing sellers. Exam-

ples of these policies are: express collusion, tacit collusion, defec-

tion from collusiveagreements via secret price cuts or imperfect

collusion, interdependent action in anticipation of rival reaction, and
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complete independence by ignoring the action of rivals.

(5) Predatory or exclusionary tactics or policy directed against

established or potential rivals (3, p. 10-11).

Accordingly, these are some of the potential dimensions of

market conduct which are primarily a resultant of the type ofmarket

structure.

Conduct Conditioning Phenomena

It is contended that the main course of market conduct is pred-.

icated and charted by the influence of the elements making up market

structure. These elements in totality provide the environment in

which business is conducted. Other factors are also present which

condition this conduct. These latter influences may be divided into

two groups; namely, those which are internal to the firm and those

which are external to the firm but internal to the market. In the for-

mer group are placed the following:

(1) The quality and skill of management.

(Z) Managements attitude toward risk and uncertainty.

Individual firm technology contrasted to that of the market.

Asset structure of the firm.

Formal organization of the firm whether an individial pro-

prietor, corporation branch, or a cooperative enterprise.
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In the group of external factors which may modify market con

duct are listed the following:

Antitrustlaws.

Trade associations

Public image of the industry.

Industry custom, trade policies, and practices.

Political environment - attitude of government towards

business enterprise.

The above listings do not pretend to exhaust the number of pos-

sible internal or external factors which may influencemarket con-

duct, but merely point out some of the more common conduct 'condi-

tioners. '

From a pragmatic point of view the test of any theory is its a-

bility to predict. Almost equally important, however, is the general

applicability of the theory since, other things being equal, efficiency

demands that the general be selected over the specific for reasons of

economy. In effect then, the selection of internal and external mar-

ket conduct conditioners permits the retention of the general applica-

bility provided by basic market structure theory. At the same time,

however, an allowance is made to include that quality of uniqueness

which empirical investigation suggests is an inherent part of all mar-

kets. Market structure charts the course and tells what forces are

acting and in what directions. The internal and external conduct
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conditioners are the wind, waves, and currents which cause the actu-

al course to deviate from the charted one. These latter two sets of

factors constitute the institutional elements which, when introduced

with the general theory, assist in explaining or predicting specific

actions or reactions which might otherwise remain indeterminant.

Market. Performance

Market performance is the end result of the composite actions

of all firms in the dimensions of price, output, production, selling

costs, and product design which are arrived at through the market

conduct of these firms. As Bain puts it, UMarket performance refers

to the character of the end adjustments to the effective demands for

their outputs which are made by sellers..." (3, p. 11). The parallel

situation is, of course, true for buyers relativeto the effective sup-

plies of outputs.

The evaluation of market performance hinges on the develop-

ment of criteria by which to judge the effectiveness'of the economy in

producing and distributing goods, services, and incomes. This de-

velopment in turn presupposes the existence of a norm or optimum,

departures from which can be scaled on a good-bad cont-inum. Some

of the suggested criteria for measuring market performance areas

follows:
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The height of price relative to average costs of production.

This infers that there exists some ratio of price to average costs

which is "better."

The relative efficiency of production as influenced by the

size or scale of firms and the existence, if any, of excess capacity.

The size of sales promotion costs relative to production

costs. In this instance, evaluation involves debate as to whether ad-

vertising and promotion costs are excessive relative to social bene-

fits.

The character of the product involving choice of design,

quality, and variety in the market.

Stability - - whether the market is characterized by slow

secular changes in. price and output of a predictable nature or wide

erratic fluctuations.

The progressiveness of the firm and industry with refer-

ence to the development of new techniques and products, relative to

attainable rates ( 3, p. 12).

It is recognized that each of these suggested performance cri-

teria contain highly subjective elements such that reasonable men

can logically differ as to what the performance norm should be. They

can also differ in judgment as to the extent a particular normative

criteria is fulfilled. In evaluating market performance, primary
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consideration is usually given to the workabilityu of performance- -

workability inferring a socially satisfactory resultant of market con-

duct. Writers on this subject have subsequently developed the descrip-

tive term of "workable competition" to apply to markets or industries

whose performance may be equated favorably with an ideal -- pre-

sumably a competitive ideal (3. p. 15; 9, p. 349-361). The creation of

this new terminology appears to make the subject unnecessarily com-

plex. Stigler, for example, defines workable competition as a situ-

ation wherein: (1) a considerable number of firms are selling close-

ly related products in each important market area, (2) these firms

are not in collusion, and (3) the long run average cost curve of a new

firm is not higher than an old one (28). This definition, for the most

part, incorporates the essential structural elements of competitive

markets, whereas the desired performance need not necessarily orig-

inate in a market characterized by competition. To go one step fur-

ther, certain effects occurring in purely competitive markets, such

as a high degree of instability, may be extremely undesirable from a

social point of view. What is needed is not a new definition, but rath-

er a concensus as to what constitutes desirable performance. That

such a concensus involves a series of value judgments is not only ac-

knowledged but is deemed appropriate.

The utilization of the suggested performance criteria of relative
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profit rates, stability, progress, efficiency, character of products,

and ratio of sales to production costs require that the investigator

formulate a judgment as to Mgoodu or bad' performance with regard

to each element. Relative to the profit rate criteria and such related

factors as prices, outputs, and relative costs, it is obvious that the

norm or standard of appraisal could coincide with results obtained

from the competitive model. In this instance the mechanistic work-

ings of the competitive model achieve results which historically have

received general approbation in western societies. Tradition, thus,

reinforces a solution which is dictated by the underlying economic

forces involved. In contrast, other standards such as stability and

progress relative to costs, must be formulated by the investigator

from his knowledge of the social concensus of opinion in each relevant

area.



MAR}'ET STRUCTURE AND PRICE THEORY

Classification of Markets

In the previous section the key variables of market structure

were outlined and related to market conduct and performance. It is

the purpose of this section to introduce some of the dimensions the

variables can take and to relate the variables to each other to pro-

duce specific structural types. Subsequently, the revelant body of

theory which applies in general to each broad structural type, will be

examined.

The purpose of this section is not to suggest all possible mar-

ket types since this number can become infinitely large depending up-

on theanalystts facility in subdividing the key variables by degree

and/or the number ofmodifying adjectives available. The complexi-

ty of such a classification is suggested by a model credited to Pro-

fessor Mason involving sixty-four structural types (4, p. 56O574).

A simpler classification adopted from Bain, based expressly on the

number of sellers and modified in relative terms as to concentration

and ease of entry, will be used for this illustration (4, p. 573).

I. Atomitic Markets

With Product Differentiation

Without Product Differentiation

25
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II. Moderately Concentrated Oligopolistic Markets

A. Without Product Differentiation

With easy entry

With moderately difficult entry

With blockaded entry

B. WithProduct Differentiation

With easy entry

With moderately difficult entry

With blockaded entry

III. Highly Concentrated Oligopolistic Markets

A. WithoutProduct Differentiation

With easy entry

With moderately difficult entry

With blockaded entry

B. With Product Differentiation

With easy entry

With moderately difficult entry

With blockaded entry

IV. Monopolistic Markets

This method of classification provides a total of fifteen struc-

tural types. It now remains to introduce the revelant body of theory

and on the basis of this theory to formulate hypothesis as to the



expected behavior of markets characterized by specific types of

structure.

The General Theory

Traditional price theory provides us with a gross classification

of market structure relating primarily to the concentration of sellers

serving a single market. This classification may be listed simply as

follows.

Atomistic markets - - wherein there are many small firms

in competition.

Imperfectly competitive markets - - or a situation charac-,

terized by "fewness" of firms and/or product differentiation.

Monopoly - wherein the market is supplied by a single

seller.

Around each of these various market classifications has devel-

oped a body of theory based on a set of simplifying assumptions which

purports to predict the price and output behavior of firms participa-

ting in these markets. It is the purpose of this section to outline the

appropriate theory for each of the major market classifications;

namely, competition, monopoly, and imperfect competition in that

order.

A discussion of individual market types must be preceded by the

27
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specification of certain simplifying assumptions. These assumptions

will hold for all market structures which are discussed. In addition,

other assumptions specific to particular market structures will be

made from time to time.

Primary among these basic assumptions is the specification of

the goal to which firms or business enterprises attain. This goal or

end is assumed tobe the maximization of profits by the firm. Second-

ly, it is assumed that in pursuit of this goal firms will behave in a

rational manner. The necessity for these assumptions is obvious

since, (1) unless the goal is specified thetheory would be useless for

prediction and (2) to include irrational acts would mean there exists

no definite explanation of the wayfirms determine priceand output

policy.

Traditional price theory also utilizes the concept of equilibrium

which is defined as a position relative to price and output from which

there is no net tendency to move. This position byimplication is the

profit maximizing position for the firm. When all firms in a market

are earning a "normal profit, then the market may be said to be in

equilibrium. Normal profit is subsequently definedas that rate of

return which is sufficient to inducefirms to remain in the market or

industry, yet insufficient to encourage the entry of new firms.

There appears to be considerable confusion between the related
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concepts of the equilibrium price of the firm and the equating price

as determined by the intersection of market supply and market de-

mand curves. As Chamberlain points out, the latter is only a special

case of the former (7, p. 12-15). The intersection of the supply and

demand curve tells: us nothing about what thepricewill be and why.

The intersection tells us only at what price demand and supply will be

equated. Under conditions of pure competition the equilibrium price

and equating price will coincide. This situation establishes itself un-

der pure competition because the equating priceis the only price con-

sistent with maximum profits for every seller in the market (7,p. 14).

Given the preceding assumptions and the concept of equilibri-

um, price and output can be determined for any firm provided two

things are known; namely, (1) the cost of production for specific

ranges of output and (2) the amount of revenue which can be earned

through the sale of these outputs. Practical problems in economics

atthe firm level in general relate to the emperical determination of

these quantities.

Accordingly, the individual firm in equilibrium will produce

that output which will equate marginal cost with marginal revenue.

That is, it will always pay to produce up to thepoint whereadditions

to total revenue will equal additions to total costs. Marginal revenue

is defined as the addition to total revenue resulting from the sale of
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the nth I lunit of output where total output is equal to l.. . . nth units.

Similarly, marginal cost is defined as the addition to total cost in-
/

curred by producing the nth/l unit of output (29, p. 99). A firm op-

erating at the level of output imposed by the MC=MR constraint will

of necessity be maximizing profits or minimizing losses depending

upon the level of the relevant average cost curve. This assumes that

the firm would cover its average variable costs and hence chooses to

operate at some level.

The Competitive Model

Three conditions or structural elements are necessary for the

existence of purely competitive markets. First, a large number of

firms such that the output of any one firm represents such a small

part of the total output that its actions exert an imperceptible influ-

ence on price and outputin the market or industry. Secondly, the

output of all firms in the industry is homogeneous. That is, the

products of the industry are accepted by buyers as identical in all

respects. Finally, there must be no restriction on entry into the in-

dustry by new firms. When these three conditions are met, the mar-

ket may be said to be purely competitive in the sense that no element

of monopoly power exists.

1

/1 This may also be expressed as the total revenue of n 1 1 units
minus the total revenue from n units, and similarly the total cost
of n / I units minus the total cost of n.
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Figure2a represents a firmin equilibrium in a purely compet-

itive market. The marginal cost curve and the average cost curve

have been added to complete the picture. Figure2b illustrates the

relationship of the equating price, derived from the intersection of

the supply and demand curve, to the equilibrium price of the firm.

In order to fulfill the competitive conditions it is necessary thatthe

scale of output illustrated by 0A in Figure2b be some multiple of

output OA in Figure 2a such that OA makes up an infinitesimal part of

0' A'.

The rationale of the equating price in relation to the intersec-

tion of demand and supply curves was discussed briefly in the pre-

ceding section. These elementary concepts are part of the equipment

of the economist and hence, need not be elaborated upon. However,

in order to illustrate the contribution of price theory to the general

body ofmarket structure theory it is necessary to assume a change in

either or both the demand or supply schedule. It is immaterial to

this analysis whether the change has occurred as the result of changed

technology in the case of a supply schedule, or from a change in

taste, population, income, or in the price of substitutes as in the

case of a demand schedule. In either event, the resulting priceand

output dimensions are determinant.

Figure3b represents the intersection of demand and supply
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Figure 2. Graphic Representation of a Firm in Competitive Equalibrium Illustrating the Relationship
Between the Equilibrium Price for the Firm and the Equating Market Price
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curves in a competively structured market. Under such a situation,

anincrease in the population (cetera parabus) would result in a shift

of the demand curve, PD to the right, implying an increase in de-

mand, andforming a new demand curve - - Assuming supply to

be less thanperfectly elastic then for the representative firm, Fig-

ure3a, the price P (AR-MR) would rise to P (AR-MR). At this

price existing firms would again attempt to equate MR with MC, and

consequently would expand output to meet the increased demand. Af-

ter this effort existing firms would still be earning excess profits as

indicated by the area above the average cost curve such that new

firms would be encouraged to enter the industry. This process

would continue until supplies were increased as indicated by the curve

S'S' and the market would again reach equilibrium at the old priceP

with all firms in the industry producing outputs OA comparable to that

of the representative firm.

The preceding analysis demonstrates that for competitively

structured markets, determinate solutions relative to price and out-

putcan be obtained. This statementpresupposes that information

relative to the empirical content of therelevant cost curves is avail-

able. Such an assumption is well within the realm of possibility.

Since, in addition, the demand curve for the firm i. e., the market

price, is a matter of factual observation thenoutput for the firm can
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Figure 3, Graphic Representation of a Firm in Competitive Equilibrium Following a Change in
Demand and the Subsequent Adjustment in Supply through Entry of New Firms



be uniquely determined.

The Monopoly Model

In contrast to competition, monopoly lies at the opposite end of

a market structure continum based on number of sellers. That is, a

monopolistic market structure consists of one seller such that the

firm and industry become synonymous. From a practical point of

view the monopolist is defined as the seller of a commodity for which

there are no substitutes. Under these circumstances the monopolist

can unilaterally set either price or output at such levels as will max-

imize profits. In the latter case, the maximizing output will be de-

termined, as in the case of competition, by the intersection of the

marginal cost and marginal revenue curves.

The average revenue curve of the monopolist will always be

characterized by its downward slope throughout its length. The mar-

ginal revenue curve in turn will also be downward sloping and less

thanaverage revenue throughout its length. This follows from the

fact that in order to sell the marginal unit all units previously pro-

duced must be reduced in price.

Another characteristic of the monopolistis that output will nev-

er be fixed where the elasticity of the average revenue curve is less

than one. In such a situation it would be possible to increase total

35
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revenue by restricting output andhence under the maximizi1g as

sumptionthe monopolist would always do so.

Figure 4 :j5 a graphic representation of a monopolistic market

structure with the appropriate cost and revenue curves. Here, out-

put is represented byOA at price AR. The rectanglePRLN repre-

sents the abnormal profits obtained by the monopolist. These profits

accrue to the monopolist through his position as sole seller of this

commodity,

it is apparent that the marginal cost and revenue curves are

emperically as certainable, the former from technological functions

and the latter from utility functions, Hence, as in the case of com-

petition, monopolistically structured markets can provide determi-

nant price-output solutions, This does not mean that the data rele-

vant to constructing such models are easily available. It does mean,

however, that in the broader context of market structure theory once

a market has been classified as monopolistic, a number of questions

relative to price and output are amenable to practical solutions.

TheImperfectly CompetitiveModel

The Terminology Problem

Between the two extremes of the competition and monopoly the-

orypostulatedin the preceding section, can be differentiated an area
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Figure 4. Graphic Representation of a Monopolistic
Firm Illustrating Monopoly Equilibrium
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of market behavior whichmaybe termed complex or imperfect com-

petition. In the gross classification scheme based on number of sel-

lers outlined on page Z7 market structures of this type were termed

imperfectly competitive. This term was selected in preference to the

more generally used term oligopoly which is derived with reference

to the fewness of sellers. The selection was made on the basis that

the latter terminology h8s little to recommend it in view of the vague

distinction or fuzziness between the concept of the few and the many.

Nor, is the term sufficiently broad to cover all structures where

competition is imperfect. This implies a certain amount of vague-

ness in the classification of imperfectly competitive market struc-

tures such that some clarification would appear in order.

The first use of the term oligopoly to describe imperfectly

competitive market behavior is rather obscure, although certainly it

was Chamberlain who brought it to the fore in his classical work on

monopolistic competition (7, p. 8). In his work, the author undoubt-

edly meant to include structural types involving few as distinguished

from many sellers. This position is strongly stated in a later arti-

cle (8, p. 211-218,), As Chamberlain points out, the classification

problem is twofold, involving (1) numbers and (2) substitution. The

generic term, monopolistic competition, was coined to cover both

situations (8, p. 212). Oligopoly, on the other hand, was intended to

refer only to a particular case of monopolistic competition, namely
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the case of small numbers. Common usage has defeated the best in-

tentions of the author. Monopolistic competition h3s degenerated in

use from the general to the particular cse of many .sllers of a dif-

ferentiated product. In short, there is no single generally applicable

and accepted descriptive term to cover imperfectly competitive be-

havior,

In view of the fact that some system of theoretical model class-

ification seems desirable, the following scheme is suggested: (1)

competition, (2) imperfect competition, and (3) monopoly At the

outset, if the completely abstract models of pure competition and

pure monopoly are ignored, iti evident that whereas competition

and monopoly each represents a singular model, imperfect competition

is descriptive of an almost infinite number 'of market structures such

as is suggested by the classification on pages 25 and 2 In this lat-

ter category can be grouped all of the traditional models of oligopoly,

differentiated oligopoly, and monopolistic competition, plus other

such modifications as the morefacile theorist can devise. In setting

up this triad classification no inference is madethat either the ter-

minology or classification is new. A deliberate effort is made to a-

void treating the traditional models such as oligopoly and monopolis-

tic competition as: spate. types when, in fact, they are butpartic-

ular cases of imperfect competition. In the treatment of imperfect
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competition theory which follows, the most appropriate of the tradi-

tional models will be extracted from the general body of theory. A

simple classification facilitates this operation since a general knowl-

edge of the specific market structure to be studied permits a reason-

ably accurate, a priori determination of the model deemed 'most ap-

propriate. Hencp, the development of the proper theoretical tools

can be restricted to those required in the subsequent analysis.

The Interdependence Problem

Recognition of the problem of imperfect competition arrived late

in the chronology of economic theory when the traditional models of

competition and monopoly were firmlyestablished. This recogni-

tion grew out of the realization that much of the real world did not

conform to the traditional models. Lack of conformity was most evi-

dent in the area of pricing when it was realized that where sellers

were few in number, hence not monopolistic by definition, conditions

still existed which made possible some control of price by these sel-

lers.

Traditional competitive and monopolistic theory explains how,

given certain technological data and utility functions, other functions

are definable which give unique equilibrium outputs and prices. The

economist at once recognizes that the technological data referred to
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relate to the firmts cost curves and the utility functions tc the demand

curves. Both of these functions are empirically discernable.

In contrast to the competitive or monopolistic models, imper-

fectly competitive markets are characterized by a situation wherein

it is impossible to define either supply or demand functions for the in-

dividual firm (13, p. 11). On the supply side, the imperfectly com-

petitive firm attempts to select a price to be charged and a quantity to

be sold which in combination are optimum from the firmts point of

view. The achievement of an optimum combination of price and quan-

tity is, however, dependent on prices set by rivals which in turn are

affected by the prices set by the imperfectly competitive firm. The

existence of interdependence among imperfectly competitve firms thus

precludes not only the formulation of a supply function but also the de-

termination of a demand function from buyerst preferences alone. In

the same sense on the demand side, the imperfectly competitive firm

attempts to select a price to bepaid and quantities of goods and ser-

vices to buy which in combination are optimum from its point of view.

Again, however, the quantity the imperfectly competitive firm can ob-

tain at any given price is dependent on prices paid by rivals which are

affected by the prices it pays. This interdependence of buyers thus

negates the existence of a demand function and also precludes the de-

termination of a supply function derived from technological data

alone.
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Determinant equilibrium requires the existence of supply and

demand functions, hence in imperfectly competitive situations deter-

minant equilibrium does not exist in the usual sense. That is, it is

impossible to define a priori a unique price and output equilibrium for

the firm. It is obvious, however, that firms in imperfectly competi-

tive markets do have cost functions and utility functions which serve

to determine the limits within which they, the firms are willing to op-

erate. Theoretically, these limits are the long run zero profit limits for

the firm. At this point imperfectly competitive theory diverges from

traditional value theory. In the traditional theory, supply and demand

functions determine the outcome within the range bounded by the zero

profit limits. In turn, the supply and demand functions are ascer-

tainable from utility functions and technological data. Since these

functions do not exist, or rather, are not ascertainable for the im-

perfectly competitive firm, imperfectly competitive theory is inde-

terminant relative to unique price-output solutions. The problem of

imperfect competition then is to select the appropriate model incor-

porating the zero profit limits and subsequently to attempt to predict

the most probable type of market conduct which will be exhibited

within these limits.

The Pure Theory - Some Conclusions

Two things are clear from the brief review of the various
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theoretical models presented in the previous sections. Theseare,

first, that the competitive and monopolistic models are singular mod

els in contrast to the imperfectly competitive model which is a plural

model. Secondly, that the competitive and monopolistic models pro

vide unique price.output solutions, whereas imperfectly competitive

models are indeterminate in the usual sense. That is, imperfectly

competitive models do not provide unique priceoutput solutions.



IMPERFECT COMPETITION IN FLUID MILK MARKETS

Market Structure in the Market for Bulk Milk

The Problem of Model Selection

In the preceding sections market structure models were classi-

lied and discussed along traditional lines in terms of the number of

sellers. Once such a basic classification has been made, the re

maining key variables, i.e. , ease of entry, and product differentia-

tion can be introduced and the classification made more specific.

The objective of this process is to attempt to formulate atheoretical

model which will describe an emperical complex whose parameters

are as yet unknown. It is at this point that the theoretical framework

for theubsequent emperical investigation becomes most necessary.

In the process of model building, certain combinations of

variables can be eliminated, since from a practical point of view

these types seldom, if ever, occur. Unfortunately, however, even

though simplicity is obtained through this process of elimination, even

more complexity may arise through a subsequent pyramiding of

market structure types. For example, oligopolistic sellers in one

market may be oligopsonistic buyers making purchases in other com-

petitive, monopolistic or oligopolistic markets. As sellers, these

same firms may be operating in atomistic, monopsonistic or
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oligopsonistic markets. These various market situations, though

reasonably finite in extent, create a multitude of complex combina-

tions which are susceptible to analysis in terms of market structure

theory.

The task of the analyst is to formulat& a set oi assumptions

which most logically could be expected to describe the market or

markets under investigation, in this case a fluid milk market. These

assumptions may or may not be valid when the emperical analysis is

completed in which case a more appropriate model must be designed.

The Empirical. Setting

Historically, farmers sold bulk milk under conditions of perfect

competition with each other. Fluid markets were atomistically struc-

tured with the production, processing, and distribution functions con-

centrated in the same economic unit, the dairy farm. The develop-

ment of a more urban society, and improvements in the technology of

processing an.d distribution served to subdivide the basic economic

unit into producing units (producers) and processing - distributing units

(distributors). As the industry evolved, one distributor came to

handle the milk of many producers so that distributors became few in

number relative to producers. This characteristic of fewness

created a situation where interdependence in buying and selling poli-

cies among distributors became an import3nt consideration. On the
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producer side of the market, the vicissitudes of the business cycle

plus positive government policy in the late twenties and early thirties

encouraged the development of farmer cooperatives for the purpose

of bargaining for bulk milk sales. This process continued until at the

present time a large share of the total producer milk is handled

through producer cooperatives in the United States. Currently then,

a situation exists where the element of h?fewnessH characterizes both

buying and selling sides in fluid milk markets.

Detailing and summarizing these developments, each market is

served by a relatively small number of distributors who supply a

major share of total market requirements. These same markets may

also be served by a fringe of small distributors whose market shares

are s,o small that they have an insignificant influence on market con-

duct. Processed milk products are sold by distributors in retail and

wholesale markets consisting of many small purchasers. Insofar as

most of these purchasers are concerned, none are large enough to

exert any appreciable influence on either price or output. One excep-

tion to this rule might be the case of large chain store buyers who,

in some cases, have become sufficiently important to obtain price

concessions from distributor-sellers. The raw product (producer)

side of fluid milk markets is usually organized into one or more

cooperatives plus groups of independent producers who affiliate with

distributors on a contract basis. Such contracts can ordinarily be



terminated by either party after due notice.

Price Discrimination

Certain aspects of the market milk industry make it uniquely

different from other agricultural industries. Among these aspects is

the factor that milk production is the result of a relatively continuous

biological function such that absolute control of production is difficult.

Closely tied to this aspect is the factor of high perishability, such

that milk which is to be consumed in fluid form must reach consumers

in a relatively short time. Consumer demand, on the other hand,

will fluctuate from day to day, week to week and seasonally for a

multitude of reasons and in an unpredictable fashion. Given fluctua-

tions on both the supply and demand side and high perishability, it is

evident that in order to keep the market adequately supplied at all

times some surplus milk must be produced. The term surplus refers

to that portion of total milk production in fluid markets which is in

excess of bottling requirements. That portion of surplus which is

required to meet day to day changes in demand is referred to as the

ttnecessary surplus. In major fluid markets this amount will range

from 10-20 percent of total receipts depending upon the amplitude of

demand and supply fluctuations, balancing facUities and the efficiency

of market communication and trade channels.

A second contribution to the total surplus originates from the
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seasonal nature of milk production. Depending upon breeding pro-

grams, quality of pasture and weather, total milk production is

higher in some months of the year than others In order to provide

sufficient milk to meet market requirements in the It shortu or low

production months, a larger-tha.n-necessa.ry quantity will be produced

in other months, the so called "flush" months. This larger-than-

necessary quantity is referred to as the "seasonal" surplus. The

sum of the "necessary" and "seasonal" surpluses yields the market

surplus. Market imperfections in turn are likely to swell this sur-

plus so that the total amount of excess milk available will more than

meet requirements imposed by the necessary and seasonal surplus

restrictions.

Surplus milk is disposed of by converting it into manufactured

dairy products such as cheese, butter, condensed milk and dried

whole or nonfat milk powder. In converting surplus milk into these

products, two economically. important alterations occur: (1) perish-

ability is greatly reduced and (2) value concentration per unit is

increased. The effect of the first alteration is to facilitate storage

and transportation of manufactured dairy products. The effect of the

second is to reduce the importance of transportation costs..in terms

of the total market for these products. One result of these two

transformations is that market for manufactured dairy products

becomes national or eveninternational in scope. This is 'in contrast
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to the market for fluid milk which, historically at least, has been

local in character. The restriction in this latter instance resulted

from the high perishability and bulkiness (low value concentration

per unit) of fluid milk.

As marketing agencies (cooperatives) organized and began to

bargain with distributors on behalf of farmer members, certain

factors became evident about the ch racter of milk utilization. First,

the market demand for that portion of market milk i.e., fluid milk,

which goes to supply the fresh market is relatively inelastic. That

is, relatively large changes in price to consumers result in much

smaller changes in the amount of milk purchased. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is possible to increase total revenue by restricting

the quantity and raising the price of milk moving into the fresh

market. On the other hand, the demand for manufactured dairy pro-

-ducts, and consequently, the demand for -milk moving into these pro-

ducts is relatively elastic. That is, small changes in-the price of

these products result in relatively large changes in the quantity

taken. The classified pricing system for market milk takes cogni-

zance of the different elasticities of demand for fluid and -manufac-

turing milk. This system, in essence, is merely an -institutionalized

version of discriminatory pricing.

Figure 5 illustrates the economic logic behind the development

of the classified pricing system. DAR1 and DMR1 are the respective
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Figure 5, Bulk Milk Markets, a Graphic Illustration of the Mechanics
of the Classified Pricing System
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average and marginal revenue curves for fluid or Class 1 milk.

DAR11 and DMR11 are the respective average and marginal revenue

curves for surplus or Class II milk.

The analysis assumes that both distributors and producers are

organized and that producers have offered to supply OB quantities of

milk on an all or nothing basis at a price BT. A tentative price

arrived at through the bargaining process is assumed to be BS for

OB quantities of milk, On examination it is determined that profits

for the cooperative can be increased still more if it could persuade

the distributor to take that quantity of fluid milk (Class I) that is

needed, (0 O) at price OVA. The cooperative couid then divert the

surplus O'B to manufacturing use (Class II) at alower price BG. As

a result, returns to the cooperative would be increased in the amount

of ADMN as the Class I price changes from BS to O'A. In turn, the

cooperative will suffer a loss in the amount of FGSN on OB milk

which moves to Class II use, The process of classifying and pricing

the milk by classes will, however, yield a net gain to the cooperative

since ADMN is larger than FGSN. A further restriction of the coop

erativ&s supply to OO would eliminate losses on O'B quantities of

milk and profits would be increased still further.

In the long run, elforts by the cooperative to increase total

returns through discriminatory pricing will fail unless the production

of surplus milk c be curtailed. The ifldividual prothicer faces a
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demand curve which to him appears perfectly elastic at the "blend"

price This follows since the individual producer's production is

such a small part of total production that he ignores the effect of his

contribution to the surplus. Consequently, at the margin, the indivi-

dual pzoducer's milk has a value equal to its return in a Class II use.

On the other hand, this milkis paid for at the blend price and hence,

at leastin the initial phases, is considerably over priced.

The development of a surplus situation is illustrated in Figure

6. As before, DAR1 and DMR1, DAR11 and DMR11 indicate derived

average and derived marginal revenue curves for Class I and Class

II milk, respectively. The full Class 1 price is indicated by O'A and

the Class I quantity by 00'. Blend prices received for various quan-

tities of milk in excess of 00' are indicated by the line AB. The

cooperatives supply curve is illustrated by NACL. Since the cooper-

ative cannot control supply there will be a pronounced tendency for

production to expand to OD at which point the- blend price will be

equated with the average cost. The construction of the AC curve

indicates that a hundredweight of milk produced beyond 00' costs

more to produce than it adds to total returns. According to the con-

structjon, however, production would continue to expand until the

Li Th blend price is a composite price derived from the weighted
average of the quantities of milk sold for Class I and Class U
uses.
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Figure 6. Bulk Milk Markets, a Graphic Illustration of the Mechanics
of the Classified Pricing System Indicating the Effect of
Increasing Supplies of Surplus Milk on Blend Prices to
Producers
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losses on surplus milk, RSLP, approximate the gains NMAP, on

Class 1 sales. This point is approximated by an output of OD quan-

tity of milk.

In order to control the quantity of surplus and consequently

protect their blend or "pay..00ut prices, cooperatives have resorted

to various types of quota piansL. The purpose of these plans is

to allocate the Class I market to producers on a historical or some

other equitable basis and subsequently to shift the burden of the sur-.

plus from producers collectively to those individuals who do most to

create it, These plans have met with varying degrees of success

throughout the country, but in general have required some type of

government coercion where most successful. Quota plans have found

favor with cooperatives because of the necessity of protecting pay-out

prices from the erosion caused by burdensome surpluses. That is,

as surpluses accumulate and cooperative pay-out (blend) prices fall,

producers have an incentive to leave the cooperative and sell to flat

price buyers or to other handlers (distribu.tors)whose Class I utili-

zation is higher. A quota plan may serve to cut these drains on

cooperative memberships by holding surplus within reasonable limits

such that, for within quota producers, the blend price approaches the

Class I price. Quota plans are not limited to cooperatives even
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where government sponsorship is not present. They may also be

utilized by distributors who have limited surplus handling facilities

and consequently wis.h to discourage surplus accumulation.

The Appropriate Model

On the basis of the preceding description of fluid milk markets

and discriminatory pricing it follows that the next step is to develop

the appropriate structural model. Briefly, the model can be charac-

terized in the following way. Producer groups (cooperatives) are

oligopolists selling to oligopsonists (distributors) a situation which

may be termed bilateral oligopoly. Distributors in turn are oligop-

sonist purchasers of bulk milk and oligopolist sellers of processed

milk products. This latter situation is one of oligopsony-oligopoly.

The development of the appropriate models will proceed as

f011ows. First, the case of the producer-distributor relationship,

bilateral oligopoly, will be considered. This treatment involves

moving from the simplest case of a competitive market through the

case of bilateral monopoly. This same procedure was followed by

Nicholls in his work on imperfect competition in agricultural indus-

tries (aO). The primary objective oi the development is to define the

price-output goals of the various parties. Subsequently, the analysis

will shift from the consideration of structure to the con9ideration of

conduct as a means of explaining price and output behavior in the
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more complex bilateral oligopoly situation.

The influence of market structure on prices and quantities of

bulk milk is most evident when the producer.distxibutor relationship

is examined in the context of its historical development. Four stages

may be differentiated which serve to demonstrate the influence of

market structure and also lead into the development of the more

complex bilateral oligopoly model. The four stages are as follows:

Where both producers and distributors are unorganized;

i.e., the market is one of pure competition on both buying and

selling side.

Where distributors are organized and buy milk from

unorganized producers.

Where producers are organized and sell bulk milk to un

organized distributors.

Where both producers and distributors are organized so

that monopoly exists on the selling side and monopsony on the buying

side; i. e., bilateral monopoly.

The following assumptions are made in theinitial formulation

of the model. First, the market exists.in isolation such that there

can be no entry of either outside producers or distributors. Secondly,

there is no problem of surplus milk. All milk is sold for fluid use.

Thirdly, when producers organize they form a single cooperative

with full control of members production. Finally, when distributors
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organize, they form a single firm.

Figure 7 illustrates prices and quantities for situations (1)

producers and distributors unorganized, (2) distributors organized -

producers not organized and (3) producers organized distributors

not organized.

DAR represents the derived demand curve for milk for a purely

competitive distributing industry. AC represents the competitive

supply curve of milk to the distributing industry pruchasing from un-

organized farmers. DMR and MC are the respective marginal

curves. Under conditions of perfect competition among farmers and

distributors, farmers would produce and sell OA quantities of milk

at price AM. The intersection of AC and DAR represent, in effect,

the intersection of an industry supply and demand curve.

In situation (2) where a single distributor is purchasing bulk

milk from unorganized farmers, the distributor would buy OB units

of milk at price BS as determined by the intersection of DMR and

MC. This assumes that the distributor pays rent for scarce factors

and that such payments are included in marginal costs.

Finally, in situation (3) where farmers are organized into a

single cooperative selling to competitive distributors, the following

results occur. The cooperative in mximiing its profits may

restrict its production of milk such that the demand for the factors

of production will be lowered. Where these factors are in inelastic
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Figure 7, Bulk Milk Markets, Bargaining for Price Under Conditions
of Fixed Supply Assuming Successively (1) Pure Competition,
(2) Distributor Monopsony (3) Producer Monopoly and
(4) Bilateral Monopoly
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supply, part of the cooperatives gain will come in the form of lower

factor costs. In this situation AC will be the supply curve because it

represents marginal costs excluding rents. Here, the cooperative

will produce OC units of milk at a net price of CU as determined by

the intersection of AC and DMR. If the restrictions on entry are

lifted, producers will be forced in the long run to pay these scarcity

rents. This follows since total production will now be determined

competitively. In a realistic situation, the latter assumption of unre-

stricted entry is more nearlytrue of fluid milksheds. Hence, reia-.

ing the non-entry assumption results in the production of OB units of

milk to sell at a net price of BT. This is determined by the inter-

section of DMR and MC. MC represents marginal costs including

rents,

Reviewing the analysis, it is apparent that where both distri-

butor and cooperative membership paid scarcity rents each would

desire a volume of milk OB were it facing unorganized opposition in

the market. Since both desire the same volume of milk, it would

seem that they could logically agree to the volume OB if eachwere

the only agency on its respective side of the market. That they can-

not agree, becomes evident as the analysis shifts to situation (4),

both distributors and producers organized.

At first glance, the logical situation would appear to be the

exchange of OB quantity of milk at a price BR. In this situation, the
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cooperative would sell OB quantity of milk and would retain unit

profits of RS attributableto its position as a monopolist in the sale of

bulk milk. The distributor in turn would buy OB quantity and would

retain unit profits of RT attributable to his position as a monopolist

in the sale of bottled milk to consumers. The logic of the situation

breaks down when it is realized that the distributor is both a mono-

plist with respect to the consumer and amonopsonist with respect to

the cooperative. In this position, the distributor would attempt to

retain all of the excess profits ST x OB and would offer a price BS

for OB units. The cooperative would counter with an offer of OB

units at a price BT to secure all of the excess profits to its own

account. The distributor, on the other hand, would be unwilling to

accept a quantity of milk as great as OB at any price above BR as

determined by the DMR restriction (the distributors derived demand

curve for bulk milk). Hence, in order to s-ell-OB quantity of milk at

a price BT the cooperative would have to offer this quantity on an all

or nothing basis. In such circumstances, the price would be an

indeterminant between BS and RT,

In the real world,bargaining for milk prices is somewhat unlike

that portrayed in the preceding situation. In real world circum-

stance, bargaining for fluid milk means bargaining for a price to

prevail in a particular time period leaving the cooperative free to

expand or contract supplies according to cost conditions. Figure 8
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illustrates the bargaining situation where supplies are permitted to

fluctuate.

With the supply of milk free to fluctuate, the cooperative's

most profitable price and output position is at quantity OD and price

DX. This follows from the intersection of the cooperatives supply

curve MC and the curve MDMR. The demand curve for the coopera-

tives product, bulk milk, is DMR since the cooperative faces a single

buyer. As the quantity of milk increases or decreases, the cooper-

ative must take cognizance of the effect on the distributor's net

profits of these fluctuations in his supply. These changes in net

profit are demonstrated by the construction of a curve which is mar-

ginal to the DMR curve or curve MDMR. Simply stated this means

that if the monopsonist distributor takes onmore milk he must re-

duce his monopolistic price to consumers in order to sell the greater

quantity with a consequent effect on his revenues.

Viewing the market from the distributor's side, what is.his

profit maximizing price and quantity? This point maybe found by

equating the distributor's demand curve for bulk milk with a curve

which is marginal to the cooperatives supply curve MC. This follows

from the fact that facing a single seller, the distributor must allow

for additions in his cost per unit as the volume of his purchases

expands. Consequently, the distributor will maximize his profits

at a price EL for a quantity of milk, OE.
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Figure 8. Bulk Milk Markets largaining for Price Under Conditions
of Unrestricted Supply Assuming a Producer Monopoly and
Distributor Monopsony
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Contrasting this latter position with the former one of fixed

supplies, it can be seen that in this case, both price and quantity are

indeterminant. The cooperative seeks a higher price and lower

volume than the distributor's preferred price and volume, respec-.

tively. Thus, although the limits have been fixed between which

price and volume will fall according to the desires of the parties, the

actual price and quantity will be indeterminant.

Market Conduct in the Market for Bulk Milk

Within the framework of the bilateral monopoly situation, the

restricted entry homogeneous product model carries the analysis to

the point where the conflicting interests of the two parties yield to

two posib1e alternatives. One, they can refuse to bargain and in the

resulting "freeze out" the market will no longer function; orrtwo,

they can bargain for a price, each attempting to secure, within the

possible limits, a result which is most favorable from each indivi.

dual's point of view. The first alternative is not realistic because

rational men are adverse to self-destruction so that only the latter

course is open.

It is obvious that where there are orly two parties concerned,

the final price - quantity solution must involve a "real" agreement

between the parties. Furthermore, it is equally obvious that such

an agreement can only bereached through the bargaining process.
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A failure to eome to an agreement would lead the cooperative to con-

sider a milk strike; that is, to withhold all supplies of bulk milk from

the distributor. Since both parties stand to lose from a strike, the

final solution will hinge on each firm's assessment of the others wil-

lingness and ability to incur losses and its own ability and willingness

to suffer losses. The nature of each firms assessment, in turn, is

conditioned by the economic, political and social environment in

which it exists. In this respect, Feilner has listed four important

determinants of outcomes within the bargaining range.

"(a) Long run consequences of violating accepted value -jüdg-

ments (The consequences of faring too well),

The immediate political consequences of a stalemate in

the relations between the parties concerned.

The ability of the parties to take and inflict losses during

stalemate s.

Toughness in the sense of unwillingness to yield -in a range

in which the other party, is expected to yield if one fails to do so."

(13, p. 24-32).

It is contended that Feilner's factors (a, b, c, and d) are gener-

alized criteria against which decisions to hold out or yield, must be

evaluated singly by each firm. These determinations eist only as

subjective data to the individual firm. Unfortunately, the analyst

cannot make use of these actors directly in an empirical context
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since he stands outside the decision.-making complex involved in the

evaluation. The factors (a, b, c, and d) which determine the bargain-

ing outcome, of themselves, however, have a reasonably wide empir-

ical base. That is, they relate to subjective evaluations but are

based on objective circumstances which are empirically discernable.

These circumstances have been referred to as conduct conditioners.

The problem of the analyst then, is to discover, enumerate and weigh

the various conditioners or circumstances in order to predict mos.t

probable outcomes.

The tentative description of fluid milk markets outlined on

pages 55 and 56 laid out as .a goal, the development of a bilateral

oligopoly model to explain the relationship between buyers and sellers

of bulk milk under a realistic situation. Heretofore, this relationship

has been described in terms of a slightly more simple bilateral mono-

poly model. The analysis now considers the case of bilateral oligo

poly. In turn, the analytic emphasis shifts from a consideration of

structural elements to a consideration of the wellsprings of market

conduct.

Under the profit maximization restriction, oligopolists, were

they free to do so, might seek the same prices and quantities as the

monopolist if they were facing a monopsony of the other side of the

market. Similarly, the oligopsonists would react in the same manner

were they facing a monopolist on the other side of the market.
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Complexity arises because they (oligopolists) are not free to act as

if they were monopolists eventhough they might prefer to do so. In a

bilateral oligopoly situation, each oligopolist or oligoposonist fails to

react in the expected manner since each is uncertain as to the reac-

tion from the opposite side of the market and even more so of the

reaction to be expected from rivals on the same side of the market.

This uncertainty extends to both the extent and the timing of rivals

actions and reactions.. Given such a situation, without other qualifi-

cations, the expected behavior of market prices would be one of

periods extreme rigidity followed by periods of wild price fluctua-

tions. The uncertainty/inherent in such a situation would make all

firms hesitant to change current price policy. On the other hand,

the underlying economic forces, such as, changes in costs or demand

would build up and finally expend themselves in explosive bursts of

market activity. That such is not completely true of all bilateral

oligopoly situations in the real world infers that one of the corner-

stones of the model has been omitted.

Joint Profit Maximization

The key to oligopoly behavior appears .to lie in a theory of joint

profit maximization (13, p. 120-13 6). In its simplest form, this

concept is advanced as the motivating force governing the behavior

of rival oligopolists or oligopsonists in a market. The theory
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purports to demonstrate that, given an oligopoly situation (or oligop-

sony), a pattern of behavior will develop which will tend to maximize

the joint profit of the participants. The concept is subject to several

very important qualifications. It does, however, furnish a starting

point from which to examine the bilateral oligopoly situation, In the

process of this examination, the various qualifications to the theory

will be considered. Subsequently, the theory will be related to

existing market relationships in fluid milk markets.

Before proceeding with an analysis of the qualification of a

joint profit maximization goal, a brief digression into the nature of

the rival relationship is in order, It was pointed out earlier that the

unique feature distinguishing imperfect competition from other types

of market structure was the factor Of interdependence Under.

these circumstances it is impossible to formulate either demand

functions or supply functions respectively from utility preferences or

technological data alone. Yet, these functions do exist under actual

conditions and the limitations imposed by these functions determine

the joint profit which can be divided by the participants. This fol-

lows for either the bilateral monopoly or the oligopoly sittion.

Once, however, the joint profit maximization goal is introduced, the

hitherto indeterminate functions become determinant. They are



derived not from the utility functions and technological functions

alone but from these functions and the interaction of the factors a

through dL±..

Even the untutored observer of business behavior recognizes

that the world of buiness is a world of rules. Unwritten rules to be

sure, but rules which prevent the world of business actirityfrom

degenerating into an underworld. These rules constitute implicit or

quasi-agreements which determine the way the profit melon is to be

divided. As such, they are based upon the relative strength of the

participants.

In a given situation the quasi-agreements serve to determine

the magnitude of the market variables which in the consensus of the

participants will tend to maximize the joint profit. In a dynamic

situation, however, attempts to secure agreements which will maxi-

mize the joint profit are likely to conflict with the individual firms

concept of acceptable profit distribution. Consequently, agreements

will more often pertain to a non-maximized joint profit (13, p. 142-

197). Furthermore, not all of the market variables are included in

quasi-agreements. Because of the uncertainty involved, certain

variables involving skill in handling such as product differentiation,

advertising and technological improvement may be excluded. The

exclusion of these variables thus provides an area through which

Supra, pages 64 for factor:sa through d. ..
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cumulative strains in a market situation may be spent without resort

to economic warfare.

Qualified Joint Profit Maximization

Given a particular distribution of market shares it is evident

that each increase in the size of the total market return would result

in a commensurate increase in each share. That is, if the size of

the pie is increased (cetera parabis), any fraction of the total is

increased by an absolute amount. Under these relatively simple

conditions each firm stands to gain from any concensus as to the

magnitude of the market variables which will increase the total

returns. As a general rule, however, it is impossible to realize

such a concensus because of non-horizontal cost curves, different

cost levels and product differentiation. This follows, since in the

face of these differences individual firm profits will be maximized at

different values of the market variables. Consequently, efforts to

maximize joint profits would require agreements oninter-firm

compensation. Aside from the important problem of the legality of

such arrangements and problems of policing, such agreements are

difficult to achieve and equally difficult to maintain. Those firms

which would receive the compensation in the event of agreements are

placed in a weaker position relative to rivals should the agreement be

terminated. These firms, then, are apt to be reluctant to enter into
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arrangements which might eventuallylead to their destruction. In

view of the differences which exist between firms and the problems

involved in making interfirm compensations, it can. be concluded as

a general rule that industry profits will fall short of the joint maxi-

mization goal.

Maximization of.Safety Margins

.A further qualification to the joint profit maximization concept

arises from the uncertainty on the part of firms as to the profit maxi-

mizing price and output. In a dynamic situation both MC an.d MR

dimensions are unknown with any degree of certainty. For the oper-

ating firm, these variables assume values which can be represented

as management's "best gues&' estimates.

In making these best guess estimates .the psychological attitude

of management becomes important. That is, management must be

prepared in the event that projections or bes.t guess estimates fall

short or exceed expectations. Since the penalties involved in falling

short are likely to weigh heavier than the rewards incurred when

expectations are exceeded, the former could be expected to loom

higher on the firm's planning horizon. Under these circumstances

management will attempt to prepare for those times when "best

guesses" go wrong. That is, in setting prices or output, an allow-

ance for potential surprise will be made by including a safety margin.
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Where the potential surprise takes the form of downward shifting

demand functions or upward shifting cost functions, a maximization

of safety margins will not ordinarily result in a rate of output which

maximizes best guess profits. The pointat which safety margins

are maximized against these two contingencies will be the point

where the difference between average revenue and average total cost

is ata maximum. This rate of output wilifall short of the rate

which will maximize best guess profits.

In all probability firms do not seek to maximize safety margins.

Rather, it maybe hypothesized that they seek to compromise be-

tween two points represented by the maximization of safety margins

and best guess profits. Prices and outputs resulting from the com-

promise are not apt to maximize industry profits. Consequently, the

incorporation of a safety margin concept into the complex of firm

behavior introduces another qalification to the joint profit maximi-

zation principle.

Cutthroat C ompetiti on

A final.important qualification to the profit maximizing prin-

ciple arises out of the possibility of cutthroat competition and the

desire toavoid it (13, p. 177-183). Cutthroat competition differs

from regular competition in that the former involves an attempt to

force rivals into a particular behavior pattern or out of the market,
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whereas the latter takes rival behavior for gr3nted. Cutthroat com-

petition furnishes .a method of testing the relative strength of rivals.

Quasi-agreements once arrived at, express the relative strength of

rivals. When changes occur in this relative strength a situation may

develop where it is necessary to test the extent of this change. This

may, involve changes in price or output with the purpose of arriving

at a new agreement based on the new lineup of relative strength. On

the other hand, changes in the independent market variables may

also require price or output changes in the interest of maximizing

the joint profit. Since it is never clear whether the firm wishing to

initiate the change is testing the relative strength of its rivals or

responding to the change in the variables, a possibility for rnisinter-

pretation exists. Initiating firms will hesitate for fear rivals will

misinterpret the move as a test of strength and hence an invitation to

warfare. Conversely, a failure toinitiate mayalso be misinter-

preted. Where firms are not free to move in response to changes in

the magnitude of the market variables, then ordinarily, the joint profit

will not be maximized. Even where a process evolves which facili-

tates changes, such as the development of a barometric firm or other

leadership situation, the possibility of a wrong guess exists.

In this latter case, particularly where the leadership becomes a

Infra Pages 89 and 90. Distributor Conduct in Product Markets.
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part of the quasiagreement, it would appear that the tendency

towards joint profit maximization would be strongest. It i evident,

however, that even in these cases, the jointprofit may not be maxi

mized because the leader failed to properly evaluate the changes .in

the market variables.



RIVAL RELATIONSHIPS IN FLUID MILK MARKETS

Briefly stated, three different sets of relationships are recog-

nized in the market for bulk milk. These are, (1) the relationship

between producer groups, i.e., as between cooperative A, coopera-

tive B and cooperative C;:(2) the relations.hip between distributors,

i.e., as between distributor X, distributor Y and distributor Z; (3)

the relationships between producer groups as sellers of bulk milk and

distributor groups as buyers. The first two categories (1 and 2)

constitute rival relationships within the context of the simple joint

profit maximization concept. The third (3) category expresses a

bargaining situation such as that examined in .the bilateral monopoly

modelLi. . Initially, it would seem that in this latter situation the
/zrules of bargaining would appl. It is.contended, however, that

such is not always the case. Certain forces exist which may modify

or temper the bargaining relationship. The implication is that, in

some bilateral oligopoly situations, there.is atendency for the con-

-flict of interest between sellers as a group and buyers-as a group-to

resolve itslf into an .identity of interest. Hence, situation -(3) will

shade -over -to the extent that the problems o. bargaining becomes

similar -to those -involved -in -rivalry.

Li. Supra pages 59-60.

L. Supra page 64. R.iles of bargaining.
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Producer Group Rivalry

The existence of strong rivalry among producer groups is a

fact of life in fluid milk markets. Initially, rivalry may originate

out of personal differences among group leaders, failure of existing

groups to adequately solve specific problems or dissatisfaction with

existing group management or group policies. In a historical con-

text, one result of these dissatisfactions has been the tendency of

discontented producers to form their own marketing organizations

for the purpose of exercising greater control. Also of importance in

the creation of producer group rivalry has been the expansion of fluid

markets into areas where existing organizations have vested iliter-

ests. The existence of vested interest in both the old and new areas

has precluded, except in rare instances, amicable agreements as

to which organizations should survive. Finally, where producers are

organized in a cooperative pool and are paid under a classified pricing

system a strong economic incentive may exist to shift from one or-

ganization to another or even to organize a rival cooperative in order

to secure a higher fluid utilization-a A low fluid utilization will

yield a low blended return to producers. Consequently, where or-

ganizations are unable to control their member's supply or the entry

of new producers the blend price will tend to fall. This in turn

makes membership in these organizations relatively less attractive.
/3 Supra pages 47-55. Price discrimination in Fluid Milk Markets.
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Rivalry among producer groups in fluid markets manifests

its elf in efforts to secure a higher fluid utilization and thus a high

blend price. Competitive efforts are directed to expanding fluid sales

through increasing producer services to bulk milk buyers. In con-

trast, there tends to develop an identity of interest in (1) maintaining

or increasing the prices paid for bulk milk utilized in various classes

and (Z) restricting the entry of other groups whose production would

tend to dilute the existing fluid utilization.

Identity of interest in maintaining and increasing Class I p:rices

develops since each producer group realizes that any cut in the fluid

price to secure a greater volume of sales will be matched by every

other group such that short term gains will quickly disappear.

Identity of interest among producer groups in restricting entry of

outside producer organizations is comparable to that existing among

firms in any market where excess profits exist. The volume of fluid

milk sales is limited by the existing consumer demand. As addi-

tioal milk flows into the market it must either displace existing

fluid sales or be relegated to non-fluid used, Consequently, all

groups stand to gain by acting in concert to prevent the entry of bulk

milk from outside sources.

In this latter instance it must be assumed that the producers of
the incoming milk will share in the fluid utilization through
pooling since otherwise there would be no incentive to ship.
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An important question raised by the conclusion that producer

group rivalry is a fact of life in fluid milk markets is: can this

rivalry be justified on economic grounds? In a previous section it

was pointed out that because of non-horizontal cost curves, different

cost levels and product differentiation, the maximization of the joint

profit would involve the payment of interfirm compensation.

Furthermore, it was concluded that agreements involving interfirm

compensation were practically impossible to achieve. Since each

producer group is in one sense a firm, does the same situation

hold? Intuitively,, it can be said that it does not hold for the following

reasons:

Each producer group consists of a randomly scattered

number of farmers from within the market, such that each group's

total average cost curve is at approximately the same level as any

other group providing the same services

From the randomly scattered group of farmers it can be

deduced that the costs of signing and serving an additional. farmer

are the same as those incurred in signing and serving farmers

already part of the group. -

All producer groups are bargaining for the sale of the same

commodity, i. e., bulk milk.

If the above statements are true, then the average total cost

curves of rival producer organizations are horizontal, are at
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approximately the same level and product differentiation does not

exist, Consequently, it would seem possible, in a theoretical sense,

to maximize the joint profit through a quasiagreement on prices and

output without resort to interfirm (intergroup) compensation. A

viable agreement of this type must necessarily give cognizance to

the market shares of existing groups. A group would decline to

subscribe to any agreement which returned less than its current

share entitled it to receive. Similarly, there would be no incentive

to subscribe to one agreement if another agreement would bring

increased returns. As a result, the tendency would be to arrive at

an agreement which would maximize the joint profit.

Given that quasiagreements among producer groups relating to

price and output appear to be both feasible and desirable from the

standpoint of maximizing the joint profit, what are the practical bar-

riers to securing such agreements? Quasi-agreements relative to

selling prices for milk used in various classes would seem feasible

through the development of various leadership patterns. This

appears to be supported by empirical evidence. On the other hand,

agreements relative to output have been almost impossible to achieve.

Each producer group can control the output of its individual

members only with extreme difficulty. Consequently, there is a

tendency for producers to increase production as the result of incen-

tives provided by the claified pricing system. Group rivalry
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manifests itself in efforts to market this increased production.

Pressure may be generated to breach pricing agreements or at the

least to surrender premiums of various kinds which form a part of

the pricing agreement. In those instances where fluid milk sales

increase faster than production, producer groups will take on new

producers to meet increased sales. This occurs even though large

supplies of surplus milk may exist inthe market, albeit under the

control of rival groups. Thus, although an identity of interest may

exist among rival groups against the entry of outside groups, no

such identity of interest exists relative to entry of individual pro-

ducers,.

It can be concluded that rivalry among producer groups will

tend to result in a non-maximized joint profit because of inability to

control production. Furthermore, the pressure developed among

groups to dispose of surplus milk may lead to breaches in quasi-

agreements relative to price such as to introduce an additional ele-

meat of instability into the market. Consequently, insofar as the

individual producer is concerned, the existence of alternative mar-

keting groups involves a cost which may be expressed in the form of

lower producer returns and more price instability than would other-

wise occur.



Distributor Rivalry in Bulk Milk Markets

Conceptually, it is extremely difficult to separate distributor

rivalry in bulk milk (factor) markets, rivalry in product markets or

distributor rivalry in general. Each has repercussions on the other

such that an overt expression of rivalry in one area may be only an

opening gambit in a series of moves motivated by conditions in

another. In spite of the ramifications involved, it would appear

possible to separate out various elements which condition firm be-

havior in bulk milk markets. As before, the initial premise is that

the wellsprings of firm conduct are to be found in the tendency to

develop quasi-agreements which maximize the joint profit.

Bulk milk is a factor of production to distributors; consequently

each distributor is interested in securing the required quantity at

the lowest possible price. On the other hand, each distributor will

attempt to meet any competition from rivals in protecting his source

of supply. Afailureto protect the source of supply, that i acqui-

escing to a rivals efforts to bid the supply away, could result in

elimination of the distributor. As a consequence, each distributor

knows that rivals not only will, but must, meet any increase in

buying prices.

A price offer which would result in one firm receiving a

larger share of the available supply than its market share entitles it

80
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to receive would be considered by rivals as an invitation to warfare.

The prospects of economic warfare (price competition) are likely to

be mutually undesirable to all firms since this .type of competition

would exert a negative effect on the joint profit. This leads to a

tendency.to coordinate buying policies among distributors through

the development of quasi-agreements, price leadership or market

sharing.. An example of coordination woul.d be a continuing offer to

producers to meet. the price paid by the distributor having the larges,t

share of the market. This, in effect, is a form.of price leadership.

When local supplies are short relative to demand., distributors

are inclined .to resort to out-of-market sources, or to develop new

sources of supply for bulk milk rather than run the risk of instiga.-

ting price warfare by bidding up prices of existin.g market supplies.

The traditional policy of pricing bulk milk .1. o..b. the city plant faci-

litates the importation of milk without placing the importing distri-

b.utor at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis his rivals.. That is,

since the new producers pay any added transportation charges, addi-

tional milk can be obtained at prices pegged to the existing price

structure,.

Where an absolute shortage of bulk milk exists such that addi-

tional milk cannot be obtained within the limits .of the existing price

structure., a change in policy will be instituted. This change gener-

ally takes the form of paying premiums of various sorts, absorbing
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freight charges, etc. , in order to attract additional supplies.. This

policy exerts an upward pressure on the existing price structure

which is soon felt by rival distributors.. In these cases, however, it

is almost immediately recognized that the market is short of its

requirements and an adjustment in the overall price structure is re-

quired.' That is, a new quasi-agreement must be formulated. The

new agreement merely recognizes that the present supply price is too

low. Since the effect of this agreement is to raise factor costs (bulk

milk prices) to all distributors equally, the. opportunity exists to pass

the increase along to consumers. Consequently, the agreement will

tend to be extended to the product market in the form of a product

price increase.

For the most part then, distributor relationships in the market

for bulk milk are marked by coordination rather than rivalry.

Rivalry of a sort does, however, exist. This rivalry takes the form

of attempts to wring concessions in price or service from competing

producer groups. This is particularly effective when fluid supplies

are plentiful relative to demand since the alternative market (manu-

factured milk), is relativelyunattrac'tive pricewise.

The pronounced tendency of fluid supplies to outstrip fluid de-

mand offers a plethora of opportunities for distributors to exert a

negative pressure on the price structureL. As the number of

Supra pages 47-55. Price Discrimination in Fluid Milk Markets.
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concessions yielded by producer groups increases,the demands of

distributors may coalesce into a general attack on the existing price

structure. The end result of this attack will be in almost every case

a downward revision of the bulk milk price structure. This implies

the formulation of a new quasi-agreement among distributors relative

to the new set of prices. In this latter case, however, the agreement

may or may not be extended into the product market. If not, there

will be a consequent increase in the size of distributors margins.

Again, however, the new agreement merely gives tacit recognition

to an economic fact; namely, that the old supply price was too high

relative to the existing demand,

Producer Group - Distributor Relationships

Heretofore, the relationship between sellers (producers) and

buyers (distributors) of bulk milk has been posited as one involving

primarily bargaining between the parties.. As such, the relationship

involved the development of real agreements based on relative

strength and governed by factors a through dL.. Under certain cir-

cumstances, however, the bargaining relationship may be subordi-

nated to one involving an identity of interest or at least a tacit accep-

tance of the objectives of one group provng the position of the other

party is not jeopardized. The main interest here is to outline the

Supra page 64.
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areas where identity of interest exists, its basis and its effect on

market conduct.

One obvious conclusion which can be drawn from the previous

section is the relatively strong position of distributors relative to

producer groups in resisting price increases. Despite the apparent

disparity in relative strength a kind of comity often develops where-

in resistance to bulk milk price increases by distributors is rela-

tively weak or is of a token variety. This situation stems from the

fact that the demand for fluid milk is relatively inelastic; conse-

quently, an increase in the consumer price will lead to an increase

in total revenue. Distributor resistance to bulk milk price increases

is thus tempered by the fact that the increase may be passed along to

consumers in the form of higher product prices. This is particularly

true if some part of the increase in product prices can be retained by

the distributor. Furthermore, since the fluid milk industry is tinged

with a large element of public interest, passing some part of a con-

sumer price increase back to producers serves to justify the increase

and may mollify demands for government intervention.

Another area wherein the interests of producers and distri-

butors tend to merge originates in each groups ability to either fore-

stall or encourage entry on the opposite side of the market. Group

members, either distributor or producer, stand to lose from the

entry of rivals; consequely a group feeling develops against entry.
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Distributors, by modifying buying policies can encourage or dis-

courage the entry of new producer groups Similarly, by withholding

or offering supplies, producer groups can effect the entry of new

distributors. Each group, taken as a whole, is in a singular position

to affect the destiny of the other. Each, then, is more likely to take

cognizance of the effect of its policies on the other because of possible

retaliation and to modify these policies accordingly. As a result,

conflict in the expected economic sense as befits the bargaining rela-

tionship may be almost nonexistent.. The interests of the two groups

will tend to merge and this may be followed by the development of a

strong ethnocentric feeling. The potential competitor:in these cases

is thus confronted with an almost solid front of market group emnity.

Any factor which raises the barrier to the entry of competing

firms implements the development of a higher price structure than

would otherwise exist By serving as a barrier to the entry of poten-

tial competitors, producer-distributor rapport also exerts a strong

influence on the stability of consumer prices, In the past, price

instability following the entry of a competing producer group or of a

distributorhas been attributed to efforts to reconstruct the price

structure to discourage further entry. Actually, it maybe due in no

small part to the destruction of market group rapport followed by the

development of an "every-man-for-himself" philosophy. Entrycon-

stitutes a basic shock to the system o relationships which have
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developed over time. Each firm must now develop a new set of eva-

luations with respect to the newcomer. Each must also re-evaluate

the actions and reactions of old rivals since the old evaluations are

likely to be faulty. Consequently, price instability is not merely

evidence of efforts to establish a new quasi-agreement; it relates to

a deeper and more basic damage to the group concept. In this situa-

tion, a new quasi-agreement is apt to be impossible to achieve; at

least, until the newcomer is accepted and group rapport re-esta-

blished.

Despite the emphasis placed on the development and the impor-

tance of market rapport, caution warns that this factor must be con-

sidered only in line with other factors which condition firm conduct.

Such overemphasis as may exist here is due in part to the paucity of

treatment given to this factor in the conventional literature.



DISTRIBUTOR CONDUCT IN PRODUCT MARKETS

The previous discussion has been confined to the relationships

between producer organizations (oligopolists) and distributors (oh-

gcpsonists) in the market for bulk milk, This section will discuss the

behavior of distributors as sellers (oligopohists) of fluid milk prod-

ucts to consumers. The purpose of this section is to advance a tenta-

tive explanation of firm pricing policy in consumer markets and to

suggest reasons for the transfer of rival efforts from the price to the

nonprice arena. In the main, the model will attempt to explain firm

conduct once conjectural interdependence has been recognized and

implicit agreements (quasi-agreements) arrived at as to the nature of

the industry's objectives. The previous section suggested that this

objective could be set forth as a qualified maximization of industry

profits. Qualified is used in the sense that full maximization is hin-

dered by restrictions imposed by differences in cost functions, prod-

uct differentiation and certain subjective evaluations of firm manage-

ment. The model described in this section purports to be an opera-

tional model which suggests the way firms react to meet changing

costs and other conditions within the limits imposed by the status

quo. It is hypothesized that certain patterns of behavior are devel-

oped that enable business firms to meet uncertainty in pricing
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without resorting to periods of testing or experiment involving all

firms in the market.

The following statements profess to describe the existing situa-

tion in the market for fluid milk products:

The market is oligopolistically structured and conjec-

tural interdependence exists.

The cross elasticity of demand for the output of the

various firms is high and positive, That is, although consumer pref-

erences may exist, this allegiance can be suborned by the creation of

relatively small price differences.

The geographical limits of the market are such that

each firm faces approximately the same set of factor costs.

Given the conditions implied by the preceding statements, ef-

forts are directed toward explaining pricing actions and reactions on

the part oi fluid milk firms. In particular, the model will attempt to

explain why (1) fluid milk prices are relatively stable and (2) why

such fluctuations as occur, either up or down, are practically simul-

taneous for all firms in the market.

Relatively simultaneous price changes can be explained in im-

perfectly competitive markets in three different ways (l)by the exis-

tence of the Jkinkyhf demand curve and the "barometric1 firm, (2) the

existence of a price leader firm and (3) collusive action on the part of

all firms. Collusive action cannot be ruled out as a possible cause in
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this area, particularly in view of a recent court decision in the Port-

land-Vancouver market. In the main, however, attention is directed

to the first two types of situations on the premise that results of the

court action have required a readjustment in behavior patterns.

The Kinky Demand Curve

The existence, of the kinky demand curve was first postulated

by Sweezy in 1939 (31, p. 568-573). Sweezy suggested the situation of

a subjective demand curve where rivals will quickly match a price

reduction, but only hesitantly, if at all, follow a price increase.

This produces a kink at the existing price, Figure 9a. In turn, the

kink in the demand curve produces a discontinuity in the correspond-

ing marginal revenue curve. The length of this discontinuity is pro-

portional to the difference between the slopes of the upper and lower

segments of the curve at the kink.

Sweezy has also postulated the concept of the reflexly kinked

curve such as might exist in periods of exuberant demand, Figure

9b. In this instance, the kink occurs because of the view that rivals

will follow price increases but not decreases. The implied assump-

tion is that under conditions of exuberant demand firms are, in all

probability, working at close to capacity. Thus, a reduction in price

will serve no real purpose and probably would result in rationing of
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Output in hundreds of units

Figure 9a. Graphic Illustration of a Kinky Demand Curve Under
Conditions of Normal Demand

Output in hundreds of units
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Figure 9b, Graphic Illustration of a Kinky Demand Curve Under
Conditions of Exuberant Demand
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sales to buyers. On the other hand, an increase in price would be

followed since each firm could conceivably increase revenues without

a change in output. This latter formulation of the kink is probably of

much less importance in the fluid milk industry.

Earlier, it was stated that in imperfectly competitive markets

it is impossible to define either supply or demand functions due to the

existence of interdependence of firms'buying and selling policies. It

was further pointed out, however, that such functions do exist and

that they serve to determine the limits within which firms are willing

to operate. The particular demand function faced by a representative

firm is a subjective evaluation of the particular quantities this firm

could sell at various prices. This function has one point which it

shares with the demand functions of all other firms in the industry.

The common point is the ruling price. Each firm, however, must

necessarily include in an estimate of its demand function, some eval-

uation of rival behavior in the event of price changes initiated by the

representative firm. The concept of the kinky demand curve gives

formal recognition to such an evaluation. The point to remember is

that the kink is subjective, a figment in the mind of firm manage-

ment, but real in the sense that it is a factor in the decision making

process.

The postulate of a kinky demand curve is one explanation of
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price rigidity in. fluid milk markets. Firms hesitate to raise prices

for fear they shall have no followers, or to lower prices since all

will follow and short run gains will be merged in longer run losses.

Consequently, hesitation leads to price rigidity. Prices do change o-

ver time, however, and for the most part, such changes are practi-

cally simultaneous for all firms in the market. The second objective

of this section is to provide an explanation of this process of change.

The existence of the discontinuity in the marginal revenue func-

tion indicates that relatively wide fluctuations can occur in marginal

costs without a consequent effect on prices or output. Thus, the the-

ory implies the coexistence of firms with varying levels of costs,

producing for sale at the same price. This has been borne out by

empirical studies. Since all firms in the market are subject to ap-

proximately the same economic forces then it may be postulated that

each firm must give recognition to these factors not only as they ef-

fect it, but also as they effect rivals. In the simplest case, should

the price of a factor increase substantially, a firm would not be

tempted to increase prices unless it felt all firms were effected e-

qually. The temptation to raise prices is thus tempered by the firm

subjective evaluation of the existence of the kink. Should one firm

feel that all firms are effected equally and thus wouldfollow a price

rise then for this firm the kink would disappear and the curve would
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straighten out. If the firm raised its price and its evaluation of the

situation was correct, other firms would immediately follow. On the

other hand, if the firm raised its price as the result of an incorrect

evaluation of the situation, other firms would fail to follow and the in-

itiating firm would be forced to return to the old level. Miscalcula-

tions of this latter type sometimes occur, however, they confirm

rather than negate the existence of a kink (28, p. 119-136).

In general, firms which evaluate the existence of a kinky de-

mand curve will initiate price changes very carefully in view of the

penalties involved in "wrong guessing." At the same time, it would

appear that as the economic forces inducing or requiring change

buildup momentum, there will be one firm, not necessarily the larg-

est, which will bear the onus of responsibility for making the change.

This is the so-called "barometric firm" referred tobyStigler (27,

p. 445). Barometric firm leadership may be continuous or shifting.

An example of the kinky demand curvemodel as applied to flu-

id milk markets can be shown by assuming an increase in bulk milk

prices. This constitutes an increase in a factor price which affects

all firms in a relatively equal manner. It might be expected then

that finished product prices will either remain constant (increased

factor cost absorbed in the margin) or move upward by some amount

to compensate for the factor price increase (protect the margin). If
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one firm in the market decides that profit considerations require a

price increase then this firm will logically consider the implications

of a price rise. If this firm subsequently decides that all firms in

the market are equally affected by changes in the factor price, then it

can assume that other firms will sanction the price rise. For the in-

itiating firm, the kink will disappear since in line with its assumption

a price rise will be followed by all firms.

Administratively, milk prices are generally changed by prior

announcement that, beginning on a specified date, a new price list

will go into effect. This knowledge becomes disseminated through

the market and, provided the barometric firm has properly evaluated

the effect of the increase in raw product costs, all firms in the mar-

ket will revise their prices by an equal amount.

The situation is not quite so clear where the change in the fac-

tor cost situation requiring a price increase is djffused over time and

a large number of imputs. This situation can be visualized as a sort

of creeping inflation in factor costs. Conceivably though, a point will

be reached at which the kink will disappear for the barometric firm.

This firm will raise prices and rivals will find it to their advantage

to follow the increase. Once the line is broken, each firm will rush

to join the advance such that the price increase will be practically si-

multaneous.
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The existence of the kink also implies that price cuts will be

immediately followed by rivals. Thus, where demand has fallen, or

where other market forces indicate that a price cut is desirable, the

first decreases will occur in the form of shaded cuts in the listed

price. This form of action will continue until such time as one firm,

realizing that it is losing customers and recognizing that price shad-

ing is occurring will cut list prices to meet the situation. Again, all

firms will immediately follow and the price cut will appear simultan-

eous.

Price Leadership

A second oligopoly situation was postulated where price changes

occur simultaneously through the action of firms following a price

leader. In these cases the leader is presumed to dominate the mar-

ket because of size. Here the price leader sets the price and allows

other firms to sell as much as they are able at this price. The exis-

tence of price leaders have been demonstrated in a number of indus-

tries, such as steel, nickel, brass, farm machinery and others. In

general, the existence of a price leader implies a high degree of

price stability. Followers willingly acquiesce to price increases,

since in the usual case they are already selling as much as they wish

at the existing price. In the same vein, they must follow a price de-

crease or suffer the loss of their market to the dominant firm.
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Thus, increases and decreases are usually marketwide and simultan-

eous.

The existence of a price leadership situation in fluid milk mar-

kets cannot be ruled out although the necessary condition of high con-

centration sufficient to assure dominance is absentin most markets.

In particular, the Portland-Vancouver market is characterized by a

situation wherein the share of the largest firm constitutes approxi-

mately 23 percent of the market, the next largest l9percent and the

third largest 15 percent. In these circumstances it is doubtful that

market power by virtue of size alone is sufficiently concentrated to

dominate pricing policy.



THE MARKET AND MARKET LIMITS

The Market Defined

The term market is subject to a variety of meanings. It is a

physical facility where buying and selling occur, an area, i.e. , the

United States Market, an economic grouping, Le., the European

Common Market, a group of people carrying on buying or selling or

it may be a commodity as the cotton or wheat market, In general,

these definitions do not lend themselves to the cause of economic

analysis. They are inadequate since, in common, they fail to consi-

der the dominant roles played by the forces of demand and supply.

Early economists, Cornot, Marshall and others gave tacit recogni-

tion to these forces by defining a market as an area in which a single

price prevailed. Their successors in the classical school, subse

quently modified this definition to the extent that they gave specific

recognition to the interplay of the forces of demand and supply. In

this general form, the economic definition of a market prevailed until

the emergence of imperfect competition theory. At this point, a fur-

ther modification occurred in that emphasis was placed on the concept

of tforces at work" rather than singleness of price or physical area

(10, p. 21).

Cochrane has suggested the following definition as representative
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of the present stage of economic thinking on the concept of a market.

HA market is some sphere or space, where (a) the forces of demand

and supply are at work, (b) to determine or modify price, (c) as

ownership of some quantity of a good or service is transferred and

d) certain physical and institutional arrangements may be in evi-

dence.l (10, p. Za).

The definition does not provide an answer to the primary pro-

blem encountered in empirical studies of market structure. This

problem concerns the boundaries, or in another sense, the limits of

the particular market which is to be studied. The selection of the

term boundary or limit provides for recognition of one aspect of the

definition, namely, that a market consists of a sphere or space.

Since market structure analysis is concerned with the study of the

activities of firms, which themselves are spatially located, this first

approximation is essentially correct. Conceptually then, a first

step in market structure analysis is to draw a line around the firms

and their respective areas of activity, which are to be included in the

study.

Delimiting the Market

The task of delimiting the boundaries of the market involves

primarily the identification of the buyers and sellers affected by

common forces of supply and demand. Papandreou has approached



this problem in two steps; first by identifying the firms falling in

the same 1'area of competitive behavior" and secondly by identifying

those firms falling in the same "market group." (23, p. 28_29)!

If firms meet both criteria, that is, (1) fall in the same "area of

competitive behavior" and (2) fallin the same market group then,

they are said to be in the same market.

A demand schedule (curve) signifies the quantity of a good or

service that will be purchased at various prices, assuming tastes,

income and the prices of other goods are held constant. Conversely,

a supply schedule (curve) signifies the quantity of goods or services

which will be supplied at various prices. In delimiting the "area of

competitive behavior" a set of similar concepts, the cross demand

and cross supply schedules (curves) are used. A cross demand

schedule indicates the quantity of a good which will be demanded of

one firm as the price of goods produced by another firm is varied.

In the same vein, a cross supply schedule indicates the amount of a

good or service which is offered to some buyers as the price quoted

for the product or service by other buyers is allowed to vary. From

these statements relative to the cross demand schedule the following

propositions are deduced:
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If the cross demand schedule (curve) is horizontal left to

right the products are independent and the firms producing them are

not subject to common market forces.

If the cross demand schedule (curve) is generallyincreas-

ing left to right (non-decreasing and non-constant) the products are

substitutes and the firms are subject to common market forces.

If the cross demand schedule (curve) is generally decreas-.

ing left to right (non-increasing and non-constant) the products are

complements and the firms are subject to common market forces.

If the products of two firms are related according to proposi-

tion (2) then the firms are said to fallin the same "area of competi-

tive behavior. ti A like set of propositions can also be derived with

reference to the cross supply schedule. The absolute theoretical

limit to the number of possible schedules o either type is set only by

the total number of products exchanged in the economy. More realis-

tically, however, the limit is set by the analyst's intuitive knowledge

of substitutability among products and the availability of the necessary

data, time and funds needed for the computation.

The next step is to complete the criteria by delimiting the

number of firms on the basis of an industry concept. The purpose of

the limitation is to secure a homogeneous group of firms such that

their common aspects are susceptible to more meaningful analysis.
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Papandreou defines an industry as a group of firms in which

"the technological decision, market decision and organization deci-

sions of the firms in question display a similar structural pattern."

(23, p. 59-60). Accordingly then, firms are in the same area of com-

petitive behavior if their cross demand or cross supply schedules are

generally increasing (non-constant and non-decreasing). They are

in the same industry or market group if they display a similarity in

organization, technology and other aspects which together generate a

feeling of commonalty and acceptance derived from shared experi-

ences. When firms satisfy both criteria they are in the same

market.

Briefly then, the described criteria provides a conceptual

apparatus for de].imiting the area of study. A final step is necessary

in that the apparatus must be examined with a view toward deter-

mining its verifiable empirical content. In other words, is the theory

operationalor does it constitute a mere intellectual exercise.

Primarily, the theoryfails to meet the operational test because

of the difficulties involved in computing the necessary cross demand

and cross supply schedules. Foremost among these problems is the

lack of the appropriate quantitative data although almost equally

important is the computational time and expense involved. In a strict

sense the failure of the theory to meet the operational test destroys,

to some extent its usefulness. In a broader sense, however, a large
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element of validity still remains. As Cochrane points out, the theory

is valuable in three ways;

"(1) It puts the market identification problem in a form amen-

able to solution. A market bounds firms that (1) are conIronted with

a similar totality of conditions and (2) whose decisions give rise to

common forces of demand arid supply.

(Z) The theory classifies the kind of external relations among

firms and makes clear the meaning of these relations for market

delineation.

(3) It suggests the elements, or characteristics, that should be

considered in defining the limits of a market or area of competitive

behavior and the kinds of data that should be collected to give those

characteristics empirical content." (10, p. 28).

The theoretical concepts advanced by Papandreou are suggested

as a set of guide lines to be used by the analyst in conjunction with

his knowledge of conditions confronting an aggregation of firms. A

large arbitrary element exists in this, as in other concepts of a mar-

ket and in application of empirical data to the conceptual framework.

Conceivably, considerable accuracy may be achieved in the process

and in any event a gaping theoretical hole has been filled, however

permeable the covering.



Defining the Limits of Fluid Milk Markets

Certain aspects of fluid milk markets lend themselves to the

determination of the market limits. These aspects are: (1) fluid

milk processing is generally centered in populated centers such that

bulk milk flows into these centers and processed milk moves outin a

more or less cons.istent pattern, (2) bulk milk is sold under contrac-

tual relationship between producers and distributors, (3) a large

degree of regularity exists in the distribution channels of processed

milk and (4) the exchange takes place on a daily basis. These factors,

in combination, facilitate the determination of the market limits

since they provide for ready observation of the pertinent elements.

Certain patterns become evident whentiie flows of bulk and

processed milk, and the relative prices of each at various geograph-

ical points, are examined in detail. These patterns, in essence,

outline the production, processing and exchange possibilities of a

particular area. Given a particular group of firms, or a metropo-

litan area as the starting point, the ramifications of exchange can be

traced to the periphery of the.milk flow pattern.

Areas where milk product flows overlap or impinge on milk

product flows originating at other than the initially selected source

or sources constitute areas of indifference. That is, it maybe

assumed that a high degree of substitutability exists .between products
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from geographically separated areas. In still another sense; these

same areas constitute probable areas of competitive behavior.

The substitutability assumption is nOt contradicted by the available

empirical evidence. The observation of bulk milk flows and prices

serve to pin point probable areas of competitive behavior in the fac-

tor market in the same manner.

Conceivably then, the analyst can locate and define areas of

competitive behavior without recourse to cross demand or cross

supply schedules. In any case, the degree of accuracy achieved

through the consideration of milk flows and relative prices should

be such as to give practical validity to the theoretical concept of the

area of competitive behavior. There remains then, only the

secondary problem of enumerating and examining the firms involved

with reference to structural similarities in technological, market,

and organizational decision, for the purpose of constructing the

market group. This serves to flesh in the theoretical framework

such that the market or "unit of inquiry" assumes practical signifi-.

cance.



THEORETICAL RECONSIDERATIONS

The purpose of a theoretical model or models is to give mean-

ing and substance to the empirical analysis which is to follow, to lay

down a set of guide lines without which isolated facts have no mean-

ing In the main, this was the task outlined at the onset of the devel-

opment of a theory of market structure The time has now arrived to

inspect the framework in its entirity with a view to measuring the de-

gree of success or failure achieved in the accomplishment of the

task.

Briefly, the theoretical framewovk sets forth the broad concept

of market analysis with its constituent concepts of structure, conduct

and performance. The first two of these concepts are analyzed both

from a purely theoretical point of view and also with reference to the

empirical setting to which they are to be applied Finally, the con-

cept of the market and market limit are examined in the purely theo-

retical sense and also with reference to the empirical setting.

In reviewing the theory two main gaps or areas of ttfuzzinessn

in concept and possibly in execution are evident. These areas relate

to the concept of market conductin imperfectly competitive markets

and market performance in general.

In the primary elucidation of the corpus of market structure
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theory an attempt was made to introduce a concept of internal and ex-

ternal ttconduct in an effort to explain the course of

market conduct. In the latter body of theory concerning market con-

duct in fluid milk markets the influence of conduct conditioners was

ignored. The development moved from a consideration of structural

relationships directly into the area of conduct. Certain tendencies

relative to expected conduct are elaborated upon, but only in a very

general way. In view of the importance attached to conduct condition-

ers in the corpus can this subsequent failure to include their effect be

explained. If it can be explained, then perforce one area of fuzziness

can be eliminated.

The failure to include the effect of conduct conditioners, or to

list, weight or evaluate possible, effects was, intentional. The conten-

sion is held that conditioners are, in effect, part of the empirical da-

ta rather then a part of the theory itself. Thus, an expose of the

pure theory must necessarily exclude the effect of conduct condition-

ers. In a real sense, the analyst does not seek out particular conduct

conditioners, Rather, the reverse situation is true. Conduct condi-

tioners make their appearance in the course of the empirical, analy-

sis. They are, so to speak, a kind of hand-maiden to the empirical

data. The weighting given' a particular conditioner reflects only the

weight given the conditioner by the firm or firms in question. Listing
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a particular conditioner and speculating upon its effect becomes a

mere exercise unless the particular conditioner carries equal weight

in influencing firm conduct. Consequently, logic supports the con-

clusion that the consideration of conduct conditioners should be rele-

gated to the empirical analysis.

A second omission in the theoretical treatment involves the es-

tablishment of specific criteria for judging performance in the fluid

milk industry. Again, however, in attempting to evaluate perfor-

mance a priori speculation is insufficient. The actual performance

of an industry or market mustbe considered in line with attainable

performance as conditioned by the technological, institutional, polit.-

ical and social environment in which it exists. Visualized in total, a

particular m rket can be judged only with referenceto an attainable

norm. The norm in turn will reflect the resources available, and the

general institutional environment. Under these circumstances per-

formance evaluation must occur ex-post rather than ex-ante. That

is, the evidence as predicated by the empirical picture must be in be-

fore the evaluation. Any effort to set up performance norms prior to

the empirical analysis is, in one sense, an exercise in futility.



THE FLUID MILK INDUSTRY IN OREGON

A description and analysis of the current structure of the

Portland-Vancouver Milk Market requires some understanding of the

development of the market as viewed in historical perspective. A re-

view of the market's development serves to highlight the important

economic and institutional factors which gave impetus and direction to

the process of change. Consequently, such a review provides the lens

through which the investigator can focus on the more relevant factors

influencing market structure, market conduct, and market perfor-

mance.

The history of the dairy industry in Oregon can be divided into

three time periods. These are: the period prior to 1933, the period

between 1933 and 1954, and the period from 1954 to the present time.

The first or early period covers the initial growth phases of

the dairy industry or the development of a market oriented dairy

economy. It covers the period of chang& from milk production for

home use to milk production for resale and the beginnings of the large

processing-distributing complex that exists today. The second period

begins December 9, 1933 with the passage of the first Oregon Milk

Marketing Act and extends to November 2, 1954 when the Oregon

Milk Marketing.Act was repealed through a voter referendum. This

second period is the period of state regulation of the dairy industry.
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The final period begins in November 1954 and covers developments up

to the passage of the Milk Stabilization Law in May of 1961.

The Early Period

Data on the early period of growth and development of the Oregon

Fluid Milk Industry is exceedingly sparse. However, an unpublished

manuscript, authored by P. M. Brandt and others, from the files of

the Oregon State University provides some insight into conditions as

they existed in the Portland market in 1925. Accordingly, this was a

period of depressed prices and market instability and the study was

conducted for the purpose of outlining the problem areas and recom-

mending possible solutions.

This 1925 study concerned the Portland market only and covered

problems in production, processing, and distribution. It was found

that the total volume of fluid milk consumed in the Portland market

amounted to 100, 000, 000 pounds annually. Milk was drawn from a

milk shed within approximately a 100 mile radius of Portland with the

bulk of the production coming from within a 40 mile radius. The total

volume was handled by 168 distributors of whom 142 were producer-

distributors. Producer-distributors processed 30 percent of the total

milk. The survey indicated that of the remaining 26 distributors,

five distributors handled 51 percent of the total supply.

In the period covered by the study, approximately 79 percent of
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the pasteurized and bottled milk, or 50 percent of the market total

was sold through stores. Producer-distributors sold 10 percent of

their output through wholesale outlets in contrast to 87 percent of

total output wholesaled by the five largest distributors.

The 1925 study reported that one of the major factors contri-

buting to depressed prices was the large quantity of milk on the

market. Low prices in turn encouraged producers to enter into re-

sale distribution; that is, to become producer-distributors. These

producers were often forced to reduce retail prices in order to gain

entry. The resulting price competition among producer-distributors

thus further served to depress producer returns.

The authors of the study then drew the conclusion that prices

were not likely to improve unless:

(l) such strict sanitary regulations are enforced that much of
the milk now available, especially from smaller herds and
milk that is now produced for condenseries and cheese
factories would be no longer available for the city milk
supply;

utility plants would be established in the outer portion
of the Portland area which would create a market which
would make the sale of milk to Portland plants less
desirable;

a selective producer organization be established which,
due to the quality of product furnished and regularity of
supply, would make their product more desirable;

the amount of milk sold to wholesale be considerably
lessened;
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(5) a change occursin the system of farming which would
decrease dairyingin the Portland area.. "

The onset of the general economic depression of the 1930's

resulted in additional economic distress.in the fluid milk industry.

During this period several attempts were made to organize producers

for the purpose of bargaining with distributors.. These efforts led to

the organization of the Dairy Cooperative Association which included

approximately 75 percent of the producerst shipping to the Portland

market, Despite the fact that producers were organized and able to

bargain collectively with distributors, depressed prices and unstable

conditions continued in the Portland market. Finally, unable to

improve themselves by their own efforts, producers, through their

cooperatives turned to government for assistance. This led to the

passage of the first Oregon Milk Marketing Act which was signed on

December 15, 1933.

The Second Period

The Oregon Milk Marketing Act was conceived in a period of

extreme economic depression, It was also a period of extreme social

change resulting from the destruction of conventional concepts and

relationships. Consequently, the Oregon Milk Marketing Act consti-

tuted a wide departure from previously accepted concepts of free

enterprise in the dairy industry.
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In essence the Oregon Milk Marketing Act sought to regulate

the production, processing and distribution of fluid milk in all of its

myriad aspects from the farm to the consumerst table. The original

law provided for a board of three members who were empowered to

set prices to be paid to producers for bulk milk and also prices of

fluid milk products to retailers, restaurants, institutions and home

delivery. Resale prices were also established for store outlets.

The act provided for the establishment of both market-wide and

distributor pools in order to equalize payments to producers in the

various production areas. The market-wide pool is a device wherein

payment to producers is based on the total utilization of milk by all

producers in a defined market area. Distributors must account to the

pool for their individual utilization and su.bsequently must equalize

(either pay into the pool or receive payment from the pool) on the

basis of their individual utilization. Contrarywise, distributor pools

provided for payment to producers on the basis of each receiving

t s utilization. The number of marketing areas defined under

the Act varied froma high of 50 to a low of 9 during the 21 years of

administration. This variation in the number of market areas is

explained by the progressive consolidation of marketing areas as

economic conditions in the state became more homogeneous. In

addition, a limitation in the number of market areas greatly facili-

tated the administration of the marketing act. Table 1 lists the



Astoria 1 Clatsop, Tillamook, Lincoln, Coos,
We stern part of Lane and Douglas
counties west of the coast range.

Portland Multnomah, Clackamas, Hood River,
Wasco, Marion, Polk, Yamhill,
Washington, Columbia.

Eugene 3 Linn, Benton, Lane county east of
coast range.

Douglas

5

Klamath

7

8

9

Zone Description of Area

Douglas, Josephine, Jackson.

Jefferson, Deschutes, Crook.

Kiamath and Lake.

Gilliam, Morrow, Umatilla, Wheeler.

Baker and Union.

Maiheur
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number and location of the nine market zones in existence in 1954.

Table 1. Description of milk marketing zones under the Or:egon Milk
Marketing Act, 1954.

At the expiration of the Act in 1954 there were in operation a

total of 8 market pools. Table 2 lists these pools by zones indicating

the production, sales and surplus for each pool in May of 1954.

The number of distributor pools varied considerably during the

21 year period of the marketing act. One source indicates a total of

47 distrIbutor pools as of May 1952 (22). By February, 1954 the



Table 2. Milk Production, Sales and Surplus, May, 1954.!"

1/ Source: Oregon Milk Marketing Administration.

2/ Milk used for fluid purposes is termed bottle and can or B and C milk in Oregon markets.
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Zone 1'1o.

Production B& C Sálés Market Surplus Quota Surplus
Lbs. Milk Lbs. Milk Lbs. Milk Percentage Lbs. Milk Percentage

2 PortlandPool 32,152,124 19,191,816 12,960,308 40.31 2,461,034 11.36

3 EtigenePool 5,759,387 3,156,127 2,603,260 45.20 627,887 16.59

4 RoseburgPool 1,788,472 1,193,838 594,634 33.25 105,880 8.86

4 Grants PassPool 898, 390 541, 319 357, 071 39.74 104,021 16 12

4 MedfordPool 2,005,611 1,189,961 815,650 40.66 153,333 11.66

6 Kiamath Falls Pool 1, 385, 190 832, 451 552, 739 39.90 277,650 25.01

1 Astoria Pool 1,331,950 7,555,363 576,587 43.29 114,942 13.21

3 Corvallis Pool 963, 130 653, 378 309, 752 32 16 72, 602 10.00

TOTAL 46,284,254 27,514,253 18,770,001 40.55 3,917,349 12.46
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number had been reduced to 31 (5). In general, distributor pools were

promulgated for much smaller areas than market-wide pools. Oper-

ation of both pools was identical except that milk was not considered

readily interchangeable between distributor pools as it was between

distributors in a market-wide pool.

A factor of primary importance in the administration of the

Oregon Milk Marketing Act during the 21 years of its existence was

the development of a quota system. This system, when used in con-

junction with the classified price system, enables the administrative

authority to price surplus milk according to its marginalvalueLi..

Consequently, it shifts the burden of the If surplus'1 from the market

as a whole to the individual producer who creates it. The essential

features of the Oregon quota plan are presented in the following para-

graphs.

Quota was issued to producers supplying a particular market

on the basis of the bottle and can (fluid milk) sales in the market.

Initially, outstanding quota was based upon 110 percent of the market's

bottle and can sales. This was later reduced to 105 percent of sales

as pooling experience accumulated. Each producer was issued a pro

rata share of the total available quota based upon his production

during a specified quota-making period. The quota-making period

(depending on the particular market) covered the two low production

Supra, page 64. Price Discrimination.
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months of a half year or the four low months of a whole year. Quota

was then reallocated at least once each year on a market-wide basis.

Individual producer quota in each instance was based on average daily

production. Individual producer records were kept by the milk admin-

istration indicating outstanding quota and current and past production.

When bottle and can sales increased, new quota became available.

This new quota was subsequently issued to producers according to

each individual's production during quota-making months.

During the first five years of the milk marketing act, producer

quotas were made freely transferable to provide maximum operational

flexibility. After 1939 quotas were made transferable only when the

whole dairy was transferred to a new tenant or owner. This restric-

tion was made 'to prevent shifting of cows or milk between producers

for quota purposes, Consequently, unfulfilled quota became more

available to all producers in the market. The same restriction also

greatly eased the administrative burden of transferring quota between

producers.

Quotas were originally issued on the basis of butterfat content.

In the later phases of the marketing act some markets were converted

to a dual butterfat and poundage quota and eventually to a straight

milk poundage basis. Where quota was issued on the basis of butter-

fat, milk included in the quota pool was computed by dividing the

producer's quota by the average test in the pooling period.
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Under the milk marketing act, Oregon fluid milk producers

were paid for milk on both a butterfat and weight basis.. That is, one

price was set for milk, viz. $2. 20 per hundredweight, and another

price for butterfat, viz. $1. 00 per pound. All milk and butterfat

classified as quota production was pooled together. in a :'tquotatt pool.

Milk in excess of quota was .pooled in the surplus pool and .paid for on

the basis of the surplus price. When quota milk exceeded bottle and

can sales, the difference or surplus was priced at the surplus price.

Consequently, the price for quota milk varied according to the month-

to-month relationship between issued quota and bottle and can sales.

Conversely, should the quota pool be short of milk, milk from .the

surplus pool could be priced at the higher quota pool price and the

resulting price increment used to swell returns to the surplus pool.

This latter situation indicated .that additional quota should be issued.

The d.istributor counterpart to the producer quota system was a

licensing arrangement wherein the administrator of the milk market-

ing act was empowered to restrict the number of distributors serving

a particular area.. Distributors wishing to expand into a new distribu.-

tion area wer.e required to obtain permission from the milk marketing

administrator prior to entering the area. . If, on examination, the

administrator found that the area was adequately served by present

distributors, he could refuse to grant the required permission.. This

particular clause in the marketing act was bitterly contested and was
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finally abrogated by a court decision in 1953. In this decision, the

Oregon -Supreme Court held that a distributor licensed in one area

could not be restrained from servicing another area with milk pro-

duced in that area.. This particular decision destroyed the effective-

ness of the "adequate service test" as a restrictive device and all

markets became available to all distributors.

In principle the sole objective of the pricing policy of the milk

marketing act was to set prices sufficiently high. to ensure -an ade-

quate supply of pure wholesome milk. In the language of the act:

"The board shall ascertain what prices for milkin each
locality and market area of the state will best protect
the milk industry and ensure a sufficient quantity of pure
wholesome milk in the public interest. The board shall
take into consideration all conditions affecting the milk
industry, including the price necessary to produce a
fair return to the producer and to the milk dealer." (21)

In practice, the board attempted to set prices based on an aver-

age costs of production and processing. At the request of the milk

control administration, Oregon State University conducted a series

of studies with the objective of determining costs of production in

various market areas. Studies were made in Portland market area

for the period 1946-47 and followed by studies of other areas in 1951

and 1952, Processing and distribution costs were determined from

an audit of distributors' records and also from evidence produced at

hearings by various distributors.

In many ways the milk marketing act constituted a major
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departure from the free enterprise system, In the framework of the

act, however, various procedures were developed which served to

protect all members of the industry as well as the general public from

administrative acts of an arbitrary or capricious nature. A change

in administrative regulations could be rnde only after a public

hearing in which all of the parties concerned had an opportunity to

testify and present evidence. In addition, rulings by the administra-

tive authority were subject to challenge in the courts which retained

the ultimate authority to interpret the legality of the regul3tion.

In view of the stabilizing effect of the marketing act it is diffi-

cult, in retrospect, to understand the bitterness and opposition which

developed to its continued existence. Neither producer nor retail

prices under milk administration were out of. line with prices in com-

parable markets, controlled and uncontrolle& in other areas of the

country. It appears, however, that certain actions of the milk con-

trol board in particular drew wide opposition. One of these actions

was the decision of the board not to allow a store price differential.

The board's position in this regard was firmly established with refer-

ence to various cost studies which indicated that, when a two cent

allowance was made for store handling costs, delivery costs between

wholesale and home delivery were roughly the same. Since current-

ly, most markets make some provision for a store differential a pre-

sumption exists that a differential should have been allowed. This is
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particularly true for the major chain stores which are supplied by

so.-called "captive't proces sing -distributing plants. In these cases

some evidence exists that returns from dairy processing operations

exceed returns from grocery retailing. Consequently, these firms

were prepared to operate on smaller margins than those permitted

by the board. This is not to say that loss leader practices and a

favorable press did not influence the chains:' management in their

policy of opposition to milk control. Another important issue was the

paper container differential. Although this issue was settled by court

action in the case of Sunshine Dairy versus Peterson, the case served

to stir up additional opposition to board regulation.

It would appear then that the provisions of the act which pro-.

vided for the control of retail prices created a situation which in the

end jeopardized the whole act. In any event, the milk marketing act

came to a sudden end at 8:00 P.M. on November 2, 1954.

During the years the milk marketing act was in effect the fluid

milk industry went through a period of growth and consolidation.

Processing firms decreased in number and individual firms became

larger in size. Quantities of whole milk sold to plants and dealers

increased and milk retained and separated on farms suffered a

marked decline. The emphasis in terms of total production for the

state shifted from the production of manufacturing milk to the pro-

duction of milk for fluid consumption. As a result, problems
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.involvedin marketing fluid milk assumed an even higher priority

among individuals and institutions concerned with the viability of

Oregon agriculture.

The Third Period

In the main, the third period covers events and developments

which followed the repeal of the milk control act. Since many of

these developments are continuing and since these developments form

the main body of this study, the historical treatment of this period

will be rather brief.

Despite the wide s:pre;ad opposition to milk control which even-

tually led to its demise, the period following repeal witnessed no

extreme change in conditions in the industry. Market-wide pooling

was discontinued. However, distributors continued to operate indivi-

dual handler pools in the same fashion as they had done under milk

control. The quota system was retained in much the same form as

formerly with the exception of minor changes in quota-making periods

and penalty clauses required by individual handler operations. If

anything, quota acquisition became more difficult after repeal than it

had been previously.

Two rather important events occurring during the post-milk

control act period were the passage of the Oregon Milk Audit Law in

1956 and the indictment of Portland milk distributors under the
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federal antitruststatutes, October 30, 1957.

The Milk Audit Law provides for a periodic audit of milk distri-

butors' records for the purpose of verifying distributors' utilization.

The law is administered by the Oregon State Department of Agricul-

ture which has the responsibility of verifying the utilization and

assuring the proper producer pay-out according tothis utilization and

the announced class prices.. The passage o the Milk Audit Law re-

sulted from the instigation of various producer groups. Producer

activity, in this regard provides some indication of producer concern

with prevailing conditions andindirectly some evidence of producer

reluctance to place complete trust in a system of unrestricted free

enterprise.

The federal anti-trust suit filed against a group of the major

Portland distributors was settled by a nob contendre plea in such a

way that the extent of the anti-trust violations, if any, never became

a matter of record. The fact that an indictment was secured is mdi-.

cative that some degree of industry or market identification and

cohesiveness existed among the major distributors. Whether such

identification and cohesiveness is sufficient to constitute a violation

of the statutes is no longer an issue. It does suggest that some part

of the spirit of cooperation engendered by distributors' need to present

a common front during the period of state regulation carried over in
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the period of repeal. This does not mean to imply however, that

identification was complete or that it covered all phases of the

processing-distribution complex.



TRENDS IN DAIRYING

Four States of the Pacific Slope

The Portland-Vancouver fluid milk market exists as part of a

large geographical, political and temporal complex. A description of

this complex provides a setting for the market analysis which follows.

This description is in the form of a comparison of trends in the im-

portant variables affecting the dairy industry in the four states of the

Pacific Slope, Oregon, Washington, California and Idaho. The vari-

ables considered are changes in cow numbers, production per cow,

total production and population. Changes in population are a major

cause of changes in demand. Changes in. the other variables relate to

changes in the supply of raw product and its disposition.

Cow Numbers and ProductionPer Cow

The two factors determining total milk production during any

period are cow numbers and production per cow. The data in Table 3

and 4 indicate that, with the exceptionof California, cow numbers

have declined in the states of the Pacific Slope and the UnitedStates

during the period 1940-62; whereas, production per cow has increased.

These two trends have offset each other to the extent that there has

been a net gain in total milk production for the UnitedStates though
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Source: Milk, Cows on Farms, Production per cow and total production, by months,
1930-59. USDA Crop Reporting-Board, June 1961.
1960-61: Milk Production Disposition andi'ncome 1960-61, USDA April 1962.
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TthL 3. Cow Numbers, Four States of the Pacific Sop, ad thr Urdted States, 1940-1961.

Year Oregon Washington California ldal'o Uited States

(Thousauds)

1940 24 322 705 207 23,671
1941 250 327 740 224 -24, 288
1942 255 329 754 240 25,027
1943 -258 331 757 248 25,451
1944 255 330 775 250 25,597

1945 244 3-15 800 237 25, 033
1946 228 5 825 215 24.089
1947 221 280 824 208 23,329
1948 214 270 786 200 22,336
1949 215 267 780 193 22,024

1950 211 263 777 190 21.944
1931 201 247 781 190 21,505
1952 201 243 793 194 21,338
1953 203 251 816 210 21,691
1954 205 258 834 219 21,581

1955 198 261 840 216 21,044
1956 185 256 844 208 20, 501
1957 176 245 850 205 19,774
1958 168 - 239 836 204 18,711
1959 164 -234 830 204 17,901

1960 162 233 824 -202 17, 543
19611/ 157 237 813 200 17,398

1/ PreUmnary



1/ Preliminary.
Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA through 1960, Statistical bulletin 303.

Table 4. Production Per Cow, Four States of the Pacific Slope, and the United States, 1940-61.

Oregon Washington California Idaho United States

Year Milk B. 1. Milk B. f. Milk B. f. Milk B. f. Milk B. f.
(pounds)

1940 5620 253 6100 256 6940 267 5930 231 4622 183

1941 5710 257 6170 259 6880 265 5910 230 4738 188
1942 5670 255 6100 256 6880 265 5700 222 4736 188
1943 5470 246 5970 251 6900 266 5520 215 4598 183

1944 5520 248 6080 255 7070 272 5620 219 4572 182

1945 5550 250 6180 260 7150 275 5690 222 4787 190
1946 5630 253 6410 269 7110 274 5870 229 4886 194

1947 5860 264 6410 269 7250 283 6110 238 5007 199
1948 5760 259 6520 277 7360 287 6210 242 5044 200
1949 5800 261 6560 279 7520 293 6010 234 5272 209

1950 5940 267 6640 282 7710 301 6300 246 5314 210
1951 5950 268 6720 286 7700 300 6390 249 5333 210
1952 5850 263 6890 293 7660 295 6320 243 5374 210
1953 5980 266 7060 297 8100 308 6620 255 5542 215
1954 6040 269 7030 295 8400 319 6980 269 5657 219

1955 6100 268 6970 289 8620 328 7030 271 5842 225
1956 6300 274 7100 291 8700 331 7260 280 6090 233
1957 6450 281 7490 307 9060 340 7450 283 6303 240
1958 6700 288 7840 318 9110 342 7600 289 6585 249
1959 6770 288 7970 323 9570 354 7800 296 6815 256

l96O,
196F

7060 300 8510 340 9800 363
7140 300 8550 342 10130 375

8140
8320

305
312

7211 270
7211 270
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not necessarily in each individual state. Table 5 illustrates the per-

centage in cow numbers for the periods 1940-49 and 1950-59. These

data show that the reduction of cow numbers in Oregon has proceeded

at a rate of approximately 13 percent and 22 percent during the peri-

ods 1940-49 and 1950-59, respectively. On the other hand, California

has shown a gain of 10.6 and 6. 8 percent during the period 1940-49

and 1950-59, respectively. Idaho, which experienced a loss of ap-

proximately 7 percent in the period 1940-49, showed a gain of approx-

imately 7 percent in the period 1950-59. Washington suffered the

greatest loss in cow numbers of any state, declining by 17 percent in

the period 1940-49. For the period 1950-59, however, the rate of de-

cline in cow numbers in Washington was only 11.0 percent. In both

periods, 1940-49 and 1950-59, the decline in cow numbers in Oregon

was greater than the decline in numbers for the nation as a whole

which amounted to 6. 9 and 18. 4 percent for the two periods, respec-

tively.

Production per cow increased in every state and the United

States during the two periods. The rate of increase, however, varied

considerably from state to state. The rate of increase in production

per cow for the four states and the United States is shown in Table 6.

These data indicate that the rate of increase for the four western

states was lower than the UnitedStates as a whole. In this respect,
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Table 5. Percentage Changes in Cow Numbers, Four States of the
Pacific Slope and the United States for Selected Periods

State 1940-49 1950-59 1940-62

(Percent)

Oregon - 13.3 - 22.3 - 36.7

Washington - 17.0 - 11.0 - 26.3

California 10.6 6.8 15.3

Idaho - 6.8 7.3 = 3.4

United States - 6.9 - 18.4 - 26.5

however, the data are slightly misleading because in each case the

four western states started from a larger base (see Table 4). The

rate of change in Oregon increased from 3. 2 percent to 13.9 percent

between the two periods, whereas, larger gains were made in the re-

maining three states of the Pacific Slope and the United States as a

whole. A further comparison of the rate of increase for the two peri-

ods indicates that production per cow in California increased by 8.4

percent in 1940-49 and by 24. 1 percent in the period 1950- 59. Pro-

duction per cow in Idaho, which fluctuated considerably from year to

year, increased at the rate of 1. 3 percent for the period 1940-49 and

23. 8 percent in the period 1950-59.



Period

(Percent)

Oregon 3.2 13.9

Washington 7. 5 20. 0

California 8. 4 24. 1

Idaho 1.3 23.8

United States 14.1 28.2
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Table 6. Percentage Increase in Production Per Cow, Four State.s
of the Pacific Slope and the United States, 1940-49 and 1950-59.

In order to clarify the comparison of rates of gain in production

per cow, it would seem important to illustrate the relationship be-

tween production per cow in the individual states and United:States

production for comparable periods. This relationship is shown in Ta-

ble7.

Average production per cow in the four states exceeded the na-

tional average in all periods. In Oregon production per cow was 21.6

percent and 11.8 percent greater than the national average in 1940 and

1950, respectively; whereas, in 1960 average production per cow ex-

ceeded the national average by only a fraction of a point. California

production per cow on the other hand exceeded the national average

State 1940-49 1950-59
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production by 50. 2 percent in 1940, 45. 1 percent in 1950, and 40. 0

percent in 1960.

Table 7. ProductionPer Cow, Four States of the PacificSiope
Expressed as a Percent of the National Average for
Comparable Periods.

A comparison of total milk production among the four states of

the Pacific Slope and the United States for the periods 1940-59 evi

dences a rather irregular pattern (Table 8). Milk production for the

United States and California increased almost continually during the

period; whereas, production in the remaining three states was either

relatively irregular or declining. Idaho, for example, evidences a

rather irregular pattern of highs and lows, ending with a net gain of

approximately 35 percent in l960 over 1940. A somewhat similar

trend is evident inWashington. Oregon production, on the other hand,

State 1940 1950 1960

(Percent)

Oregon 121.6 111.8 100. 8

Washington 132.0 124.9 121.6

California 150. 2 145. 1 140. 0

Idaho 128.3 118.6 116.3

Total Milk Production



Table 8. Total Milk Production, Four States of the Pacific Slope, and the United States, 1940-61.

1/ Preliminary.
Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA through 1960, Statistical bulletin 303,

Year

Oregon

Milk B. f.

Washington

Milk B. f.

California

Milk B. f.

Idaho

Milk B. f.

United States

Milk B. f.
(million pounds)

1940 1394 63 1964 82 4893 188 1228 48 109,412 4343
1941 1428 64 2018 85 5091 196 1324 52 115,088 4571
1942 1446 65 2007 84 5188 200 1368 53 118,533 4704
1943 1411 63 1976 83 5223 201 1369 53 117,017 4651
1944 1408 63 2006 84 5479 211 1405 55 117,023 4657

1945 1354 61 1947 82 5720 220 1349 53 119,828 4764
1946 1284 58 1891 79 5866 226 1262 49 117,697 4677
1947 1295 58 1795 75 5974 233 1271 50 116,814 4639
1948 1233 55 1760 75 5785 226 1242 48 112,671 4478
1949 1247 56 1752 74 5866 229 1160 45 116, 103 4595

1950 1253 56 1746 74 3991 234 1197 47 116,602 4618
1951 1196 54 1660 71 6014 235 1214 47 114,681 4509
1952 1176 53 1674 71 6074 234 1226 47 114,671 4476
1953 1214 54 1772 74 6610 251 1390 54 120,221 4655
1954 1238 55 1814 76 7006 266 1529 59 122,094 4717

1955 1208 53 1819 75 7241 275 1518 58 122,945 4726
1956 1166 51 1818 75 7343 279 1510 58 124,860 4773
1957 1135 49 1835 76 7701 289 1527 58 124,628 4744
1958 1126 48 1874 76 7616 286 1550 59 123,220 4658
1959 1110 47 1865 76 7943 294 1591 60 121,889 4588

l96O, 1144 49 1983 79 8075 299 1664 62 122,803 4617
196F 1121 47 2026 81 8236 305 1664 62 125,456 4705
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shows an almost continuous decline for the 21year period. This de-

cline amounts to approximately 18 percent, 1940 to 1960.

When milk production i.s combined with population data to obtain

production per capita (Table 9) the following pattern emerges.

United States production declined from 828 pounds to 689 pounds per

capita, or approximately 16.8 percent during the period1940-1959.

Idaho shows a slight gain from 2, 352 pounds per capita in 1940 to

2, 396 pounds in 1959. In this instance, however, the trend has been

slightly irregular, reaching a high of 2, 738 pounds in 1943, declining

to 2, 018 in 1950, increasing to 2, 583 in 1954, and subsequently de-

clining to the current 2, 396 pounds per capita. In contrast, Oregon

and Washington experienced an almost continuous decline in produc-

tion per capita for the period. Washington production per capita de-

clined from 1, 129 in 1940 to the low of 660 in 1959, or approximately

41 percent. Production per capita in Oregon reached a high of 1, 333

pounds in 1941 and subsequently has declined continuously to the cur-

rent figure of 628 pounds, or a fall of approximately 53 percent.

Milk Marketed by Farmers

Quantities of milk used and marketed by farmers in the four

states of the Pacific Slope are shown for selected periods in Appendix

B Tables 1 to 4. These data i1lustate the changing utilization of milk
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Tabe9. Milk Prothctioi Per Capita, Foir Stats of the Pacific Slope, aocl the United States, l940-59

1940 1,284 1, 129 704 2, 352 828

1941 1, 333 1; 128 703 2, 643 863

1942 1, 306 1,056 671 2, 862 879

1943 1, 156 975 614 2, 738 856

1944 1, 143 959 613 2, 656 846

1945 1,083 883 612 2,661 856

1946 960 826 614 2,479 832

1947 952 812 608 2,435 811

1948 878 780 575 2, 254 768

1949 871 764 567 2, 035 778

1950 818 732 562 1,019 769

1951 764 684 542 2,068 743

1952 736 682 520 2, 103 730

1953 747 715 544 -2,352 753

1954 748 717 558 2,583 752

1955 713 695 561 2, 497 744

1956 673 679 547 2, 420 742

1957 652 673 555 2, 371 728

1958 645 677 533 2, 377 708

1959 629 661 543 2, 396 689

Yeer Oiego Wathington Califora United States
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in these states at the farm level.

The period 1940-1959 hs seena continual increase in the quan-

tities of milk sold to plants and dealers for all states. Similarly,

trends in milk utilized on farms evidences a common pattern. Some

o:f these trends are: decreasing quantities of farm-churned butter, a

decrease in the quantities of milk retailed by farmers, and a de-

crease in the quantities of milk consumed by farmers. For purposes

of comparison, the more important changes are highlighted in Table

10 for each state and the United States for the periods 1940-1949 and

1949-1958. These data are expressedin terms of percentage in-

creases or decreases in quantities of milk utilized or marketed

through particular channels between the beginning and ending years of

the period.

Quantities of milk utilized in farm-churned butter have declined

markedly in all states and the United States for all periods. During

the: period 1949-1958, this decline averaged approximately 50 per-

cent. Total quantities of milk utilized on farms also declined mark-

edly during this period. In this latter instance, the average decline

in the four states of the Pacific Slope was slightly smaller than for

the United States as a whole.

The most important trend illustrated by these data is the in-

crease in the quantities of whole milk sold by farmers to plants and
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Table 10. Percentage Change in Milk Marketed by Farmers, Four States of the Pacific Slope
and the United States, 1940-1949, 1949-1958.

1940-49 49-58 1940-49 49-58 1940-49 49-58 1940-49 49-58l940-49 49-S8-
Percent

Farm-churned

Percent Percent Percent Percent

butter -30.4 -51.7 -40.7 -59,3 -20,7 -59,5 -48.7 -50.0 -33.1 -55.5

Total milk
utilized
on farms -13.0 -29.9 -20.0 -23.8 -16.2 -17.2 -16.9 -10,2 -19,6 -32,6

Whole milk
sold to
plants and
dealers 41,1 9.0 26.6 34.9 54.1 31.7 66.7 62.0 55.4 35.7

Cream sold
to plants
and dealers.-62. 8 -55.9 -62.9 -68.8 -91. 8 -67.2 -74. 3 -64. 3 -39. 4 -44. 7

Milk retailed
by farmers -30.2 -46. 7 -26.4 -61. 1 - 8.3 54.8 -15.0 -44. 1 -30.7 -47.7

Total whole
milk
marketed -10.1 - 6.1 -9.1 13.5 23.0 32.0 -3.6 42,3 13.0 15.6

Utilization Oregon Washington California Idaho United States
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dealers. This increase ranged from a low of 26. 6 percent in Wash-

ington to a high of 66. 7 percent in Idaho during the period 1940 1949.

The increase for the nation as a whole, in the same period, amounted

to 55.4 percent. In the 1949 1958 period, increases in the quantity of

milk sold to plants and dealers ranged from 9 percent in Oregon to 62

percent in Idaho. For the same period, the corresponding increase

for the nation as a whole amounted to 35 percent.

In contrast to the increase in the quantity of whole milk sold to

plants and dealers, sales of cream show a marked decline for all

states in both periods. California experienced the largest relative

decline in cream sales to plants and dealers, amounting to 91.8 per-

cent and 67.2 percent in the periods 1940-1949 and 1949-1958, re-

spectively. In Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, the relative decline

in quantities of cream sold by farmers to plants and dealers amounted

to approximately 60 percent in both periods. In contrast, the decline

in cream sales by farmers for the nation as a whole, amounted to ap-

proximately 40 percent in both periods.

Total milk marketed by Oregon farmers declined by 10.1 per-

cent in the 1940-1949 period and 6. 1 percent in the 1949-1958 period.

Total marketings in Washington and Idaho declined by 9. 1 and 3. 6

percent, respectively, during the 1940-1949 period and subsequently

increased by 13. 5 percent and 42. 3 percent, respectively, in the

1949- 1958 period. In contrast, California experienced an increase of
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23 percent and32 percent in the 1940-1949 and1949-1958 periods,

respectively. This increase exceeded that of United States as a

whole, which amounted to 13. 0 percent in the period 1940- 1949 and

15.6 percent in the period 1949-1958.

Utilization

The period 1940- 1959 witnessed a relatively extreme swing in

the utilization of milk in the four states of the Pacific Slope. Prior to

1940, manufacturing uses accounted for the largest proportion of milk

produced in these states whereas after 1940, grade A or fluid use be-

came increasingly more important. The change-over from primarily

manufacturing to fluid use was accomplished in California by 1942,

followed by Washington in 1954 and by Oregon at a still later date.

Idahots production on the other hand, is still primarily used for man-

ufacturing purposes.

Table 11 provides an estimate of the percent of total market-

ings used for grade A in the various states for selected years. In

general the data presented in this table underestimate the importance

of the increased fluid utilization. They do not include quantities of

milk consumed on farms nor do they take into consideration the in-

crease in the quantity of milk produced for fluid use but which for

various reasons was ultimately used for manufacturing purposes.
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Table 11. Estimated Fluid Utilization as a Percent of Total Marketings, Four States of the Pacific Slope,
for Selected Years, 1940-1960.

Year Oregon Washington California Idaho

(Percent)

1940 27 37 46 iS

1941 23 34 47 16

1942 27 36 52 16

1943 32 42 59 17

1944 30 44 56 16

1945 30 32 62 19

1946 31 34 60 40

1947 30 47 57 19

1948 33 49 60 18

1949 36 52 62 17

1950 38 53 60 18

1951 41 57 63 19

1952 42 56 65 22

1953 40 53 63 21

1954 40 51 62 16

1955 46 53 64 15

1956 50 55 67 17

1957 49 56 66 16

1958 50 54 69 15

1959 50 55 68 15

1960 51 37 67 14
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The change from primarily manufacturing to grade A production

has had a significant effect on the organization of milk markets in the

four states of the Pacific Slope. Since grade A production brings a

higher return, many manufacturing milk producers switched to this

marketoutletin response to the increased demand for fluidmilk.

Manufacturing milk users were subsequently forced to reach further

afield for their supplies of raw product, or alternately to operate at

reduced volumes. Where operation at reduced volumes was unecom-

ical, firms went out of business, consOlidated operations, or entered

into the business of processing and distributing fluid milk. All of

these changes are reflected in the fluid markets which existed in

close correspondence with the manufacturing outlets. Reorganization

of fluid markets in four states of the Pacific Slope resulted ma de-

crease in the number of firms supplying these markets, an increase

in the size of these firms, and an expansion of the individual market

supply and distribution areas.

Population

The population of Oregon, Washington, California and Idaho in-

creased at a more rapid rate than the population of the United States

as a whole during 1940-1959. Table 12 showed that with the exception

of Idaho, rates of gain were greater for all the selected western



State Populations: Prior to 1955 - United States Bureau of Census - Current Population Reports
Population Estimates (Washington Government Printing Office 1947) Series P-25,
Nos. 72, 92, 97, 196, 208, 210, Series P-45, no. 9.

United States Population 1940 - 1959 Economic Report of the President. 1960 Forecast for
1955 - 1975 - Nielson Howard C. Population Trends in the United States
Through 1975 (Menlo Park, California, Stanford Research Institute 1955).
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Table 12. Population of Four States Of the Pacific Slope and the United States, 1940-1959 with
Projections for the Years 1965, 1970 and 1975.

Year Oregon Washington California Idaho United States
(thousands)

1940 1, 086 1, 740 6,950 522 132, 122
1941 1,071 1,789 7,237 501 133,402
1942 1,107 1,901 7,735 478 134,860
1943 1,221 2,027 8,506 500 136,739
1944 1, 232 2, 092 8,945 529 138, 397

1945 1,250 2,206 9,344 507 139,928
1946 1,338 2,288 9,559 509 141,389
1947 1,361 2,211 9,832 522 144,126
1948 1,405 2,255 10,064 551 146,631
1949 1,431 2,294 10,337 570 149,188

1950 1,532 2,385 10,663 593 151,683
1951 1,565 2,428 11,102 587 154,360
1952 1, 597 2,454 11, 682 583 157, 028
1953 1,625 2,478 12,157 591 159,636
1954 1,655 2,529 12,554 592 162,417

1955 1,694 2,618 12,917 608 165,270
1956 1,732 2,676 13,431 624 168,176
1957 1,742 2,726 13,871 644 171,198
1958 1,746 2,770 14,284 652 174,054
1959 1,766 2,823 14,639 664 176,947

1965 1,983 3,011 18,059 688 190,991

1970 2, 153 3, 251 20, 696 728 205, 246

1975 2, 344 3, 530 23, 565 780 220, 794

Source:
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states than for the United States as a whole in almost every period.

When the population of the four states is combined, the rate of gain in

the most recent ten-year period, 1950-1959, amounted to 31. 1 per-

cent compared to a national increase of 16. 7 percent for the same

period. On the basis of the population projections (Table 13) the es-

timated rate of gain in the period 1959-1975 for the combined popula-

tions of the four western states amounted to 51.9 percent compared

to a national increase of 24. 8 percent.

Where comparisons of rates of population increases are made

between states, California shows the greatest rate of increase for all

periods and Idaho the smallest. Oregon and Washington both experi-

enced their largest percentage increase during the period 1940- 1949

and subsequently have increased at rates only a slightly higher than

the nation as a whole.

Growth rates of individual states assume significance in point-

ing up areas where demand potential will tend to concentrate. Even

more significant is growth of population in the northwestern region as

a whole. Whereas, the former is a key variable in determining fu-

ture plant location, the latter assumes significance in determining the

location of new supply areas, optimum plant sizes and types and the

utilization of milk within the current and/or expanded milk shed.
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Table 13. Percentage Increase in Population, Four States of the Pacific Slope and the United States
for Selected Periods.

Are a 1940-49 1950-59 1959-75 1940-59

Percent Percent Percent Percent

United States 12.9 16.7 24.8 33.9

Oregon 31.8 15.3 32.7 62.6

Washington 31.8 18.4 25.0 62.2

California 48.6 37.3 61.0 110.6

Idaho 9.2 12.0 17.5 27.2

Four States 42.0 31.1 51.9 93.2



The Current Situation

The data on trends in the dairy industry indicate thatin al-

most every aspect, Oregon is failing to keep pace with industry prog-

ress in the neighboring states of the Pacific Slope. Cow numbers,

total production and production per capita have declined at a-more

rapid rateinOregon than in Washington, California or Idaho. Con-

versely, gains in productivity per cow are lower in Oregon than in the

other three- states and currently exceed the national average by only a

fraction of a point. This failure to keep pace with the dairy industry

in the neighboring states raises questions as to the continuing viabil-

ity of -the Oregon Dairy Industry. Since population, hence demand,

continues to expand these questions relate to the ability of the indus-

try to supply future needs. In part, then, one purpose of this study

is to examine in detail a major portion of the Oregon dairy industry;

namely, the- Portland- Vancouver market, with the view of identifying

factors which may be responsible for this relative lack of progress.

The Portland- Vancouver Fluid Milk Market

The Geography of Production

The increase in population of the four states of the Pacific
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Slope described in the previous section has had an important effect on
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the marketing and processing of fluid milk in the Portland-Vancouver

market. Processors have had to seekadditional supplies of grade A

milk to meet increasesinhottie and can sales brought about by the in-

crease in population. Historically, these needs have been filled from

two sources; (1) from an increase in the number and/or size oiA

grade dairies within a specifically defined marketing area, and (2)

from an expansion of the marketing area.

In the Portland-Vancouver market, both procedures have been

followed. In 1933, with the passage of the Oregon Milk Marketing

Act, the boundaries of the Portland-Vancouver market wereset bya

administrative fiat to includeparts of five counties in Oregon and one

county inWashington. Prior to 1940, required increases in grade A

supplies were met by expansion of the supply or shifts in utilization

within these legally defined boundaries. In 1950, increases in bottle

and can sales necessitated the expansion of the marketing area to in-

dude an additional four counties or partsthereofin Oregon and two

additional counties inWashington. This situation prevailed until 1954

when the milkshed was further expanded to include two more Oregon

counties. By November, 1954, when the Oregon Milk Marketing Act

was repealed, the legally defined Portland-Vancouver marketing area

contained 13 counties or parts thereof in Oregon, and three counties

in Washington. Since that time, expansion of the market area has
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continued as processors have sought additional supplies to meet the

increase in bottle and can sales. Figure 10 illustrates the boundaries

of the mi1kshed for the years 1940, 1950, and 1959. Boundaries for

the year 1959 are based on the source of current inshipments to the

Portland-Vancouver market by location of the assembly plant or mar-

keting agency and hence are only approximations. Current -inship-

-ments from these outer areas do not appear extensive -in relation to

total supplies. Indeed, the considerable expansion of market receipts

between 1953-1959 has resulted for the most par-t from expansion

within -the confines -of the 1954 area. An estimate of the quantities of

milk shipped from these outer areas reveals that in 1959 approxi-

mately 30 million pounds originated at this source.

Producer Receipts

Total producer receipts in the Portland-Vancouver market-area

-for selected years are s-hown in Table 14. Between 1951 and 1952 - --

producer receipts increased by approximately -6. 2 -million pounds or

3.-i percent. Between 1952 and 1953 the gain amounted to approxi-

-mately -32 million pounds or -16 percent. In this latter instance -a

change-in the legally defined market area brought into the market-ad-

ditional producers, so that the totals include growth through expan-

sion as well as internal growth. In 1959 the combined action of both
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Legal boundaries, Oregon Milk Control Law--l91O

Additional area, Oregon Milk Control Law--1950

Additional area Oregon Milk Control Law--l951

Estimated additional area--1959
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1/ Part of the increase in producer receipts for the months of November and December 1953 is due to expansion of the marketing area.

Data covers ten Portland-Vancouver area distributors.

Table 14, Estmatd Total Producer Receipts of Grade A Milk by Months for Selected Years, Portland-Vancouver Marketing Area.

Month

1951 1952 19
1/

53
2/

1959

Milk B. 1. Milk B. f. Milk B, f. Milk B. f,

( .s. ) 5. .5. .5. .5 .5.

January 15, 077, 767 678,935 14, 957, 275 678, 347 16, 474, 550 732, 794 22,910, 855 967, 169

February 14, 337, 887 634, 437 14,910,401 656, 278 16, 042, 995 699, 457 21, 230, 329 881, 417

March 16, 761, 034 738, 467 17, 006, 185 738, 086 18, 990, 644 819, 475 24, 220, 087 990, 073

April 18, 594, 375 798, 949 19, 291, 489 823, 189 20, 694, 265 886, 707 25, 911, 620 1, 041, 594

May 20, 740, 177 880, 272 21, 451, 300 899, 125 23, 102,931 979, 363 28, 033, 241 1, 113, 076

June 19, 462, 722 816, 112 19, 844, 011 832, 665 21, 828, 382 923, 780 25, 938,966 1, 030, 550

July 18, 707,613 784, 428 19, 304, 956 812, 023 21, 752, 654 912, 078 25, 938, 581 1, 025, 958

August 17, 419, 996 742, 643 17, 871, 519 762, 880 20, 122,921 852, 373 24, 872, 851 993, 389

September 15, 691, 866 690, 434 16, 069, 519 704, 163 18, 010, 788 787, 279 23, 312,997 958, 515

October 15, 261, 736 1, 026, 680 15, 748, 408 703, 322 17, 546, 115 788, 297 23, 972, 381 1,004, 436

November 14, 057r627 644, 016 14, 510, 279 672, 396 21, 470, 712 983, 399 22, 778, 657 966, 852

December 14, 450, 683 662, 013 15, 859, 124 723, 655 22,511,407 1,016,671 23, 561, 339 999, 815
TOTAL 200,563,483 9,097, 386 206, 824, 466 9, 006, 129 238, 548, 364 10, 381, 673 292, 681, 904 11,972,844
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factors resulted in total producer receipts of approximately 293 mu-

lion pounds.

Producer Numbers

In 1952 an average of 956 producers were listed as having a

bottle and can quota in the Portland Market. This number increased

to an average of 1, 040 producers in 1953 and subsequently, with the

expansion of the marketing area, to 1, 467 producers as of February

1, 1954. The 1959 survey ofPortland Distributors indicated that 817

producers were currently supplyingthe Portland-Vancouver Market;

that is, were directly ass ocated with the market through distributor

pools. In addition to these producers, some part of the supply of ap-

proximately 700 producers was associated with the market through

sales to Portland-Vancouver firms by 14 producer associations. On

this basis, approximately 1, 517 producers were dependent on Port-

land-Vancouver distributors as a market for some part of their pro-

duction. This compares to an approximate total of l 800 licensed

fluid milk producers for the state. In summary, these data indicate

that in 1959, 84 percent of the licensed fluid milk producers in Ore-

gon had some association with the Portland-Vancouver market. Fig-

ure 11 shows the location of an estimated 85 percent of the direct

shippers and an estimated 90 percent of those association producers



FIGURE II. APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF PRODUCERS

SUPPLYING A MAJOR PART OF GRADE A REQUIRE

MENTS OF PORTLAND AREA DISTRIBUTORS.



shipping to thePortland- Vancouver market.

Supply Potential

Table 15 illustrates the number of dairy cows two years old and

older in the Portland-Vancouver milkshed by county and state of lo-

cation for the years 1954 and 1959. In essence, this breakdown of

cow numbers illustrates the current and potential milk supply for the

market. Census data indicate that in 1954 these counties produced

and sold approximately 593, 000, 000 pounds of milk. Comparable da-

ta on fluid sales do not exist for 1954. However, using 1953 data on

bottleand can sales in the Portland Market, (See Table 16), it would

appear th8t approximately 44 percent of total milk sales in the coun-

ties concerned was utilized in the bottleand can trade. Although two

sets of data (1953 and 1954) are used in the analysis, such differences

as do exist would not appreciably influence the comparison.

The most recent census of agriculture indicates that total whole

milk sales in the counties of thePortland-Vancouver milkshed a-

mounted to 736, 000, 000 pounds. This contrasts to a bottle and can

utilization by 10 Portland-Vancouver area distributors of 265, 000, 000

pounds, Table 16. Sales by these distributors are estimated to make

up about 95 percent of total market sales. Consequently, on this ba-

sis bottle and can sales to Portland-Vancouver distributors are

150
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Table 15. Cow Numbers by County and State of Location, Portland-Vancouver Milkshed, 1954
and 1959.

County and State
1954

Cow Numbers
1959

Cow Numbers
Columbia County, Oregon 5,798 3,850

Multnomah County, Oregon 5, 167 3,991

Washington County, Oregon 11,963 10, 556

Clackamas County, Oregon 12, 158 9,042

Clark County, Washington 15, 010 13, 223

Tillamook County, Oregon 17, 464 16, 673

Yamhill County, Oregon 7, 531 5, 730

Polk County, Oregon 5, 589 3,951

Marion County, Oregon 13, 549 10, 535

Cowlitz County, Washington 5 447 3, 862

Wahkiakthn County, Washington 4, 024 3, 439

Hood River County, Oregon 1, 585 1,000

Wasco County, Oregon 1, 422 856

Clatsop County, Oregon 3, 308 2, 728

Lincoln County, Oregon 2, 694 1,933

Benton County, Oregon 4, 307 3, 161

Linn County, Oregon 10,986 8, 702

Jefferson County, Oregon 1,213 869

Skaniania County, Washington 513 462

Pacific County, Washington 2, 263 1, 732

Lewis County, Washington 11340 9,470
TOTAL 143, 341 115, 765

Source: Bureau of Census.



Tb1e 16, Estimaed Bottle and Can Sales by Months for Selected Years, Port1andVancouver Marketing Area.

1/ Part of the increase in bottle and can sales for the months of November and December 1953 is due to expansion of the market area.

V Does not include bottle and can sales by Arden Farms,

Month

1951 1952
1/

1953
2/

1959

Milk B, f, Milk B. f. Milk B. f. Milk B. f.

January 13, 470, 234 546,776 13,606,461 550,773 14,612,279 561,694 23,041,079 916, 400

February 11, 713, 378 474, 290 12, 832, 486 518, 116 12, 847, 838 506, 983 20, 529, 289 818, 856

March 12, 793, 206 524,511 13,638,701 547,809 14,194,330 564,546 22,683,655 901,991

April 12, 201, 788 491,571 13,061,856 520,293 13,752,155 547,503 21,909,653 867, 438

May 12, 452, 248 502,351 13,352,953 528,685 13,656,931 552,906 21,909,846 873, 636

June 12,099,327 493, 181 12, 892, 213 523, 843 13, 287, 170 419, 874 21, 096, 872 853, 160

July 12,413,097 499, 518 13, 247, 797 522, 123 13, 303, 434 541, 630 21, 535, 362 864, 178

August 12,629,687 520,595 13,677,614 580,719 13,617,250 547, 158 21,844,405 857, 864

September 13, 069, 685 515,743 14,499,297 562,791 13,994,913 559,014 22,884,442 906, 573

October 13, 517, 539 550,904 14, 859, 492 574, 762 14, 408, 483 575, 230 24, 369, 316 928, 523

November 13, 179, 030 546,930 13,789,851 554,775 19,104,913 790,903 22,072,624 897, 282

December 13, 432, 867 552,998 14,659,396 588,071 19,072,311 790,994 22,461,739 918,498

TOTAL 152, 972, 086 6, 219, 368 164, 118, 117 6, 572, 760 175, 852, 007 6,958, 435 265, 258, 811 10, 604, 399
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estimated at 279, 000, 000 pounds or 38 percent of whole milk sales in

the milkshed counties.

The availability of milk for bottle and can use is governed by

the extent to which producers arewilling and able to qualify as grade

A producers. Furthermore, other factors such as producer size and

location control the extent to which distributors are willing to utilize

this milk. An examination of current sources indicates that despite

the large grade A potential within the boundaries of the 1954 :mil1

shed, distributors havefélt the need to expand the supply area. This

would seemingly indicate that for many existing producers in the 1954

Portland-Vancouver milkshed as defined; (1) price differentials be-

tween grade A and manufacturing milk have on the whole been insuffi-

cient to inducea change from manufacturing to grade A production

(2) producers are unable to make a change to grade A production be-

cause of financial, institutional or other factors. Equally, it may in-

dicate that distributors have resorted to outside sources for bulk

milk in returnfor price concessions or because the competative situ-

ation has made utilization of this milk more profitable.

Production

The production pattern for thePortland- Vancouver market for

selected years is shown in Table 17. These data indicate that the



Percent of Percent of Percent of
Month 1951 High Month 1952 High Month 1959 High Month

(ibs) (ibs) (ibs)
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Table 17. Average Daily Producer Receipts and Percent of High Month by Months for Slected
Year; Pot1and-Vanouvèr Market.

January 486,400 72.71 482,500 69.73 739,000 81.72

February 512,100 76.55 532,500 76.95 758,200 83.84

March 540, 700 80.82 548, 600 79.28 781, 300 86.40

April 619,800 92.65 643,000 92.92 863,700 95.51

May 669,000 100.00 692,000 100.00 904, 300 100.00

June 648,800 96.98 661,500 95.59 864,600 95.61

July 603,500 90.21 622,700 89.99 836,700 92.52

August 561,900 83.99 576,500 83.31 802,400 88.73

September 523, 100 78. 19 535, 700 77. 41 777, 100 85.93

October 492, 300 73.59 508, 000 73.41 773, 300 85.51

November 468,600 70.04 483,700 69.89 759,300 83.97

December 466,300 69.70 511,600 73.93 760,000 84.04

Average 549,500 566,600 801,900
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high production month occurred in May, whereas the period of low

production shifted from January to December between the years 1951

and 1952. In 1959 the month of low production likewise occurred in

January.

A comparison of the production pattern for theselected three

years indicates that whereas in 1951 and 1952 approximately 30 per-

centage points separated the high and low months, this difference had

been reduced to 19 percentage points in 1959. It is evident from this

data that the production pattern has achieved more stability in this

latter period, 1959, than in the 1951 and 1952 period. One interest:-

ing aspect of this change is the fact that during the former years the

market was subject to the control of the Oregon Milk Control Board,

whereas in 1959 the market was uncontrolled.

The pattern of production derives its importance from the rela-

tive costs incurred bya particular pattern which maybe borneby

producers, distributors or consumers, either Singly or in combina-

tion. It may be taken as a desirable social goal that costs should be

minimized, insofar as possible, and that all parties should share e-

qually in the necessary costs incurred. A relatively uneven pattern

of production involving large quantities of surplus milk- may-work a

hardship on distributors unless price policies take cognizance of the

extra costs involved in disposing of seasonal surplus or meeting
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seasonal shortages. The burden of surplus becomes particularly on-

erous when it is distributed unevenly among otherwise competitive

distributors. In grade A milksheds, those distributors carrying the

surplus often incur higher costs because of the inefficiency of the

surplus disposal operation which requires high capacity plants for

short periods and which are subsequently under utilized the remain-

der of the year. A relatively stable production pattern is not achieved

without some cost to producers which again should be recognized

through the medium of the price mechanism. Producers incur higher

costs in maintaining stable production because of higher costs for

feed and forage required during fall and winter months when operating

on a fall or winter freshening program.

Bottle and Can Utilization

Bottle and can use for selected years is shown in Table 16.

This table indicates that bottle and can utilization in the Portland-

Vancouver market increased from 1, 529, 721. hundredweights per year

in 1951 to 2, 652, 259 hundredweights in 1959. This was an increase

of 73 percent during the eight-year period.

The consumption pattern for bottle and can milk indicates that

average daily consumption reaches a peak during the months of Sep-

terñber and October and is lowest during the months of May, June and

July. This contrasts to the production pattern of milk in the
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Portland- Vancouver market which reaches a peak in May and is low-.

est in January.

Estimated plant receipts for 1959, by source for thePortland-

Vancouver market are shown in Table 18. Estimated total receipts

and utilization for 1959, are shown in Table 19. These data indicate

that bottle and can utilization in the Portland- Vancouver :market var-

ied from a low of 67. 1 percent in May to a high of 84. 7 percent in

Janu3ry. Average annual bottle and can utilization for the same per-

iod amounted to approximately 75 percent. When bottle and can utili-

zation is computed as a percent of total annual producer receipts,

bottle and can utilizationamounts to approximately 83 percent or an

averageannual surplus of 17 percent. Unfortunately, however, this

surplus is so distributed that in one month, January, utilization ex-

ceeds producer receipts and in several months the margin is so nar-

row as to preclude efficient operations. On this basis an approxima-

tion of the "necessary surplus" for thePortland-Vancouver market

would be somewhere between 15 and 25 percent of sales.

Market Shares

Concentration of sales in the hands of a few large distributors

has been a characteristic of the Portland-Vancouver market for a

considerable period of time. Although the tendency towards



Table 18, Es:imatd Producer Receipts, Other Receipts and Total Receipts of Fluid Milk, by Months, Portland-Vancouver Marketing Area, 1959.

1/ Producer receipts are direct receipts from producers, other receipts are receipts from other plants or producer associations.

V

Month

Producer Receipts Other Receipts Total Receipts
Milk B. f. Milk B. f. Milk B. f.
(lbs. ) (lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs. ) (lbs.) (lbs.

January 22,1O,855 967,169 4,301,855 .188,743 27,212,710 1,155,912

February 21,230,329 881,417 4,378,404 196,059 25,608,733 1,077,476

March 24,220,087 990,073 4,789,336 211,176 29,009,423 1,201,249

April 25,911, 620 1,041, 594 4, 586, 586 197, 392 30, 498, 206 1, 2.38, 986

May 28,033, 241 1, 113,076 4, 633, 844 201, 510 32, 667, 085 1, 314, 586

June 25,938,966 1,030,550. 4,576,063 204,531 30,515,029 1,235,081

July 25, 938, 581 1,025, 58 4,901, 299 215, 428 30, 829, 880 1, 241, 386

August 24,872,851 993,389 5,405,247 231,308 30,278,098 1,224,697

September 23, 312, 997 958, 515 5, 563, 529 248, 147 28, 876, 526 ' 1, 206, 662

October 23,972,381 1,004,436 5,645,798 258,177 29,618,179 1,262,613

November 22, 778, 657 966, 852 .5, 297, 560 239, 503 28, 076, 2.J7 ' 1, aO, 355

December ' 23, 561, 339 999, 815 5, 193, 263 229, 516 28,, 754, 602 1, 229, 331

TOTAL 292,681,904 11,972,844 59,272,784 2,621,490 351,954,688 14,594,334



Table t9, Estiniat.d Total Receipts and Utilization by Months, Portland-Vancouver Marketing Area, 1959.

Month

J Includes plant loss.

Percent Util-
ized in Bottle

and Can
.ercen

Milk B. f. Milk B. f. Milk B. f.
S. .s. .5. .s. 'S. 'S.

January ;27,212,710 1,155,112 23,041,079 916,400 4,1,71,631 239,512 84.7

February 25, 608, 733 1, 077, 476 20, 529, 289 818, 856 5, 079, 444 258, 620 £0. 2

March 29,009, 423 1, 201, 249 22, 683, 655 901, 991 6, 325, 768 299, 258 78, 2

April 30, 498, 206 1, 238, 986 21, 909, 653 867, 438 8, 588, 553 371, 548 71. 8

May :32, 667, 085 1, 314, 586 21, 910, 046 873, 636 10, 757, 039 440,950 67. 1

June 30,515,029 1,235,081 21,096,872 853,160 9,418,157 381,921 69.1

July 30,839,880 1,241,386 21,535,362 864,178 9,304,518 377,208 69.8

August 30, 278, 098 1, 224, 697 21, 844, 405 857, 864 8, 433, 693 366, 833 72. 1

September 28, 876, 526 1, 206, 662 22, 884, 442 906, 573 5,992,084 300, 089 79. 2

October 29, 618, 179 1, 262, 613 23, 289, 645 928, 523 6, 328, 534 334, 090 78. 6

November 28, 076, 217 1, 206, 355 22, 072, 624 897, 282 6, 003, 593 309, 073 78. 6

Dcember 28, 754, 602 1, 229, 331 22, 461, 739 918, 498 6, 292, 863 310, 833 78. 1

TOTAL 351,954, 688 14, 594, 334 265, 258, 811 10, 604, 399 86, 695, 877 3, 989, 935 7. 3

1/
Total Receipts Bottle and Can Manufacturing
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concentration has been more pronounced in recent years, it is by no

means a new phenqrnenon. The study of the Portland-Vancouver

market in 925 found thatfive of the largest distributors handled ap-

proximately 51 percent of the milk sold for fluid use. Total sales

during this period were estimated at 100 million pounds. This study

further indicated that the market was served by a total of 168 distri-

butors, of which.l42 were producer-distributors. More recent data

for: 1952 indicates that approximately 55 distributors participated in

theY Portland pool, the five largest of which handled 68 percent of to-

tal bottle and can sales of 161, 394, 000 pounds. In this same period,

the ten largest firms handled 88 percent of total sales. In 1953 the

marketwas serviced by 79 firms, theincrease over 1952 being due

to the expansion of the legally defined marketing area. In this year,

the five largest firms processed approximately 67 percent of the total

bottle and can sales of 181, 613, 000 pounds and the ten largest 91

percent.

In view of the general exodus of some of the smaller firms

from the industry during the period.l953-1959, it is probable that an

even larger percentage of bottle and can milk was handled by the ten

largest firms during 1959. If it is assumed that the 1959 data repre-

sent 95 percent of the total bottle and can marketings, then it may be

estimated that the three largestfirms handled 55 percent of the total.
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The next three largest firms processed 26 percent of the total bottle

and can milk. Contrasting 1959 data with that of the earlier 1925

study indicates that the first five firms processed 75 percent of total

marketings in 1959 as against 51 percent in 1925

Without exception, all firms in the market in 1953, for which

data were available for 1959, continued to grow during the intervening

six-year period. The rate of growth, however, varied considerably

between firms. The data for 1959 indicate that some firms have

gained a much larger proportionate share of the increase in total bet-

tie and can sales than others. In 1953, the first three firms account-

ed for 56 percent of the milk sold in bottle and can. In 1959, the

three largest firms accounted for 58 percent of the totl. In this lat-

ter period, however.,, considerable shifting of position occurred, such

thatonefirm inthe top threein 1953 was relegated to the second

three in 1959.



THE PORTLAND-VANCOUVER MARKET-
THE EMPIRICAL SETTING

The relationship between buyers and sellers in a dynamic econ-

omy is subject to constant change as opportunities to improve the rel-

ative position of the participants occur. Consequently, a description

of seller-buyer relationships is pertinent to only one period of time.

Such a description does, however, serve a real purpose in market

structure analysis in that it provides:

Information as to the types of relationship which can exist.

Information as to the relative importance of various suppli-

ers with respect to the total supply.

Information as to the nature of the price structure.

Presence of particular power groupings.

Information relative to the factors, groups, and relation-

ships to be considered in improving market performance.

The seller-buyer dichotomy in the fluid milk industry is repre-

sented by the distributor-producer association relationship. These

firms (distributors and producer associations) compose the major

centers of decision-making activity which vitally affect almost every

aspect of market behavior. Consequently, these two rival groups

constitute the major focus of market structure analysis.

A useful description of the market must take cognizance of the

162
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two main dimensions which circumscribe the area of firm activity.

The first dimension is the internal organization of the firm; namely,

a description of the firm as an operating entity. The second dimen-

sion concerns the firms position vis-a-vis other members of the in-

dustry; that is, its position relative to rival firms with respect to

certainstrategic factors which condition firm conduct. This section

of the investigation is confined to the first dimension of firm activity.

This process may be likened to manufacturing building blocks from

which the building will be constructed. In this instance, the firms or

decisionmaking entities constitute the "building blocks." Similarly,

the market constitutes the building to be constructed by piecing the

blocks (firms) together.

The process of constructing the market by detailing activities of

all the constituent firms is necessarily a rather lengthy and time-

consuming procedure. Fortunately, however, all of the constituent

firms are not of equal importance such that the process may be tele-

scoped by selecting for detailed analysis only those firms which stra-

tegically affect market conduct and performance.

The selection criteria are listed in approximate order of impor-

tance:

(1) Relative size - size relates to market share or in the case

of producer associations to total production.
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Diversity of operations - the degree of integration achieved

by firms and the possible effect of integration on firm behavior.

Geographical concentration or dispersion of operations

which may affect market conduct and performance.

Unique characteristics of certain firms or associations

which may influence market conduct or performance.

Description of Proces sing- Distributing Firms

In 1959-1960 there were eleven major fluid milk processing

firms located within or closely adjacent to Metropolitan.Portland.

These firms received and processed bulk milk into a large number of

products and packages for resale in the Portland-Vancouver metro-

politan area and in a number of secondary markets in Oregon and

Washington. Consequently, they were in direct rivalry with each oth-

er in the Portland-Vancouver area and in some of the secondary mar-

kets. They were also in direct rivalry with processor-distributors in

the secondary markets.

All of the eleven firms were contacted in 1959- 1960 relative to

a survey of various aspects of processor-distributor organization.

Data of varying degrees of completeness were obtained from seven of

the eleven firms. Only two firms in the non-cooperating group, Lu-

cerne Milk Company and Arden Farms, were found to be of signifi-

cance in terms of important market shares in the subsequent survey.
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Lucerne Milk Company is the milk processing division of Safeway

Stores Corporation. The other important nonc ooperating firm, Ar -

den Farms, is a local branch of a national dairy company of the same

name. The two lesser important noncooperating firms were Fair-

view Farms Dairy and Sunnybrook Milk and Ice Cream Company.

The former is a locally-owned proprietary firm which has since been

purch3s ed by the Dairy Cooperative Ass ociation. The latter firm is

division of the Foremost Dairy Corporation, a national dairy chain.

The Dairy Cooperative Association

The Dairy Cooperative Association is the largest cooperative

milk producer organization in Oregon. Originally organized in 1929

as a bargaining cooperative, the association passed through various

stages until its operations encompassed almost all aspects of the

dairy industry from farm to consumer. In 1934 the Association

openedits first manufacturing facility at 1313 5. E. l2thStreet in

Portland, Oregon. Subsequently, the association entered into retail

milk distribution with the purchase of the Vancouver Creamery in

1941. This was followed in 1942 by the purchase of a proces sing-

distributing operation inSalem, Oregon and in 1948 by the purchase

of the Meadowsweet Dairy in Portland. Since that time the associa-

tion has continued to expand its operations through internal growth

and the acquisition of other firms. In early 1960 the cooperative
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completed and moved into a large modern fluid milk processing and

manufacturing plant at 2720 S. E. 6th Street in Portland.

Currently, the cooperative receives and processes fluid milk at

plants located in Portland, Salem and Hermiston, Oregon. In addi-.

tion to these plants the cooperative also operates distribution centers

in The Dalles, Hood River, Oregon City, Hilisboro, Pendleton and

Lebanon in Oregon and Walla Walla and Vancouver in Washington.

The Salem and Hermiston plants process mainly basic fluid items

whereas thePortland plant processes both basic items and specialty

fluid milk products. ThePortland plant is also engaged in the manu-

facture of nonfat: powder, ice cream and ice cream mix, and ched-

dar and cottage cheese.

The Dairy Cooperative Association represents between 1400 and

.1500 shippers which break down as follows; 500 A grade or market

milk producers, 400 manufacturing milk producers, and 500 - 600

cream producers. In this study primary attention is directed to the

grade A shippers and the market for fluid milk.

The association's fluid milk shippers are spread throughout the

total extent of the Portland-Vancouver milkshed. Table 20 illustrates

the estimated production by Portland-Vancouver Marketing Area

zones for the high and low production months. The cooperative re-

ceived from producers approximately 178, 611, 000 pounds of four
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Table 20. Dairy Cooperative Association, Estimated Production by Portland-Vancouver Production Area
Zones, High and Low Production Months - 1959.

1/ Each successive zone represents 10 mile extension of the production area from the center of Portland.

High Month Low Month

1

(lbs. )

640, 695

(lbs.

513, 407

2 7, 320, 216 5, 865,908

3 563, 078 702, 679

4 1, 609,206 1,289,504

5 1, 173, 233 940, 147

6 1, 492, 999 1. 196, 385

7 1, 273, 570 1, 020, 550

8 740, 705 593, 549

11 30, 808 24, 688

12 180, 428 144, 582

13 68, 178 54, 633

15 234, 414 187, 843

16 106,991 85, 736

17 218,078 174, 752

20 247, 583 198, 396

21 668, 431 535, 633

24 38, 626 30,952
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percent fat corrected Grade A milk, 13, 906, 000 pounds of four per-

cent fat corrected manufacturing milk and 1, 179, 000 of 32 percent

fat corrected churning cream in 1959. In the same period, bottle and

can sales of grade A milk amounted to 122, 232, 000 pounds of four

percent fat corrected milk or 125, 367, 000 pounds at average test.

This was equivalent to a fluid utilization of 68. 4 percent. Approxi-

mately 61, 473, 000 pounds or 50 percent of the cooperative's total

bottle and can sales were processed and sold to consumers under the

cooperative's privately owned Mayflower label. Bottle and can sales

were distributed between the various Mayflower branches as follows:

Portland, 40, 397, 000 pounds or 65.7 percent; Salem, 15, 364, 000

pounds or 25.0 percent; and Hermiston, 5, 712, 000 pounds or 9.3

percent. The remaining bottle and can sales, 60, 760, 000 pounds,

were sold in bulk to other plants. Major purchasers of fluid milk

from the Dairy Cooperative Association were Alpenrose Dairy of

Portland, 29, 640, 000 pounds; Sunshine Dairy of Portland, 21, 285, 000

pounds; and Fairview Farms Dairy of Portland 9, 282, 000 pounds.

These firms accounted for approximately 98.6 percent of the associ-.

ation's bulk fluid sales and 49. 3 percent of its total bottle and can

sales.

In addition to its fluid milk operations, the association conducts

a large milk manufacturing operation. Raw product for this operation



Carnation Milk Company

The Carnation Milk Company of Portland is a local branch of

the Carnation Company, a national dairy chain. Carnation received

67, 972, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk from all sources in

1959. Approximately 35, 673, 000 pounds or 52 percent was received

from 87 Carnation producers. The remainder, 32, 299, 000 pounds,
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is made up of surplus grade A milk from producers, surplus grade A

milk from other plants and manufacturing milk and cream from pro-

ducers. Table 21 shows milk used and products manufactured by the

association in 1959.

Table 21. Dairy Cooperative Association, Milk Used and
Manufactured Dairy Products Produced, 1959

Product manufactured Milk used
(milk lbs.) (B.F. lbs.)

Pounds or gal-.
lons of product

Butter

Cheddar cheese

Cottage cheese

Ice cream mix

Ice cream

6,

5,

6,

3,

099,

283,

470,

800,

881

437

932

641

2, 208,

178,

84,

437,

635

570

059

731

2,

1,

724, 328

597, 942

528, 108

637, 566 gal.

425, 683 gal.

Non fat powder 36, 166, 087 17, 271 3, 225, 904



1/ Each successive zone represents alO mile extension of the
production area from the center of Portland
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was purchased from four independent producer associations. The

associations and their Carnation sales were: Tillamook Cooperative

Creamery, 15, 800, 000 pounds; Farmers Cooperative Creamery of

McMinnvjfle, 8, 635, 000 pounds; Lower Columbia Dairymen's Asso-

ciation, 5, 377, 000 pounds; and Mt. Angel Cooperative Creamery,

2, 487, 000 pounds.

Carnation producers are relatively highly concentrated in zones

2 and 3 of the Portland-Vancouver production area. Table 22 shows

the estimated production byPortland- Vancouver production area

zones for high and low production months.

Table 22. Carnation Milk Company, Estimated Production by
Portland- Vancouver Production Area Zones, High and

Low Production Months, 1959

ZonejJ High month Low month

(pounds)
1 72, 745 62, 904

2 1, 530, 493 1, 323, 445

3

4

1, 282, 168

109, 858

1, 109, 271

94, 996

6 124,757 107.880

7 61, 782 53, 424

8 23, 699 20, 493
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Bottle and can sales by Carnation Dairy -amounted to approxi-

mately 50, 950, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk in 1959.

This is equivalent to a fluid utilization of 75 percent. Processed bot-

tle and can or fluid milk was distributed directly from the Portland

plant and through distribution centers in Albany, The Dalles, and Sa-

lem, Oregon and Longview, Washington.

Carnation producers and association suppliers share in total

bottle-and -can sales on the basis of a specified -percentage of the pool.

This percentage is arrived at through an agreement among the-parties

and is subsequently applied to each pool to determine the relative

-
- In the period covered by the survey, Carnation received and

-processed 722, 000 and 15, 578, 000 pounds of surplus milk from pro-

ducers and association suppliers, respectively. This milk-was uti-

lized in the manufacture of 831, 000 pounds of cottage cheese,

196, 000 pounds of butter, 1, 947, 000 pounds of sweetened condensed

milk. Carnation also reported the manufacture of-389, 000 gallons of

ice cream, 497, 000 gallons of iced milk, and 20, 000 gallons of

shares. Accordingly, the agreed percentage distribution was as fol-

lows:

Carnation producers 50. 1784

Tillamook Cooperative 29. 666-6

Farmers (McMinnville) 8. 0172 -

Mt.Angel Cooperative 3. 2038
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sherbet. Approximately 4, 693, 000 pounds of surplus milk and

331, 270 pounds of surplus butterfat received from association suppli-

ers were purchased at premium rates. The premium amounted to

$. 11 per hundredweight of milk and $. 06 per pound of butterfat in ex-

cess of the prevailing surplus price. Total premium payout amounted

to approximately $25, 000. The premium rate has reportedly been

reduced to $. 06 per hundredweight of milk and $. 06 per pound of but-

terfat since the time of the survey.

In 1959, bottle and can prices paid to producers by Carnation

ranged from a low of$5. 74 per hundredweight of 4 percent milk in

May to a high of $5. 97 per hundredweight in the months July through

eptember. The estimated weighted average payoutprice for the

year including debits for services and credits for premium payments

amounted to $5. 17 per hundredweight. The service debit is a pooling

charge of $. 01 per hundredweight which i.s deducted by Carnation to

cover accounting costs incurred in making the pool calculations. This

charge is applied to all milk received and pooled. In addition, Car-

nation producers are debited$. 06 per hundredweight to cover field-

men's services and other procurement expenses.

Alpenrose Dairy

Data on Alpenrose Dairy was exceedingly sparse due to the
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incomplete nature of plant records. The firm is an Oregon corpora-

tion operated by members of the Cadonau family. A dairy farm is

operated in conjunction with the dairy processing enterprise.

Alpenrose received 41, 929, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat cor-

rected milk from various sources in 1959. These sources and their

relative contributions were: Own production, 1, 951, 000 pounds;

Portland Independent Milk Producers Association, 14, 317, 000

pounds; and Dairy Cooperative Association, 25, 661, 000 pounds. In

1960, Dairy Cooperative was replaced by Tillamook Cooperative

Creamery as a major supplier.

Bottle and can sales amounted to 40, 302, 000 pounds of 4 per-

cent fat corrected milk. This is equivalent to a 96 percent Class I u-

tilization. Manufacturing milk amounted to 1, 627, 000 pounds of 4

per:cent fat corrected milk. The bulk of Alpenrose sales are concen-

trated within the immediate environs of the city of Portland with ma-

jor emphasis on retail sales withinPortland.

Lucerne Milk Company

Lucerne Milk Company is the milk processing division of Safe-

way Stores Corporation. Data obtained on the Lucerne operation

were taken from secondary sources since company policy prohibited

the disclosure of operating information. Consequently, in many
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respects the description of the Lucerne operation is incomplete.

Lucerne Dairy purchases milk from an estimated 48 producers
and from various producers associations and distributes the milk
solely through Safeway Stores. In all, the company purchases bulk

milk from 14 producer associations dispersed throughout the state of
Oregon. This is in line with a company policy wherein Lucerne a-

grees to purchase bulk fluid milk from an area equivalent to fluid

milk sales made through Safeway Stores in the same area. In its con-

tractual agreement with the producer associations Lucerne agrees to
pay the prevailing bottle and can price for fluid milk products sold in

certain counties. The contract also sets forth other obligations of

the parties such as the stipulation that Lucerne can require the ship-

ment of surplus grade A milk in amounts up to 10 percent of bottle

and can sales.

Bottle and can and surplus prices are quoted f. o. b. the Lucerne
plant in Portland. Consequently, transportation costs for milk sold

to Lucerne must be borne by the selling producer association. In

some instances Lucerne Dairy subsidizes a part of the transportation
costs from the production area to Portland. Examples of these sub-

sidy payments are $. 45 per hundredweight out of a total cost of $. 90

per hundredweight to ValleyJDaj.ry in. Baker, Oregon and$, 45 per

hundredweight out of $. 74 per hundredweight to Southwest Oregon
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Milk Producers Association of Coos Bay. The contract between Lu-

cerne and the producers association reportedly stipulates that the

subsidy will be discontinued in the event the producer association

sells milk to other Portland distributors on more advantageous

terms. Furthermore, the subsidy payment applies only to fluid milk

purchases byLucerne, the producer association bearing all transpor-

tation costs on any surplus milk shipment.

Lucerne received approximately 42, 029, 000 pounds of 4 per-

cent fat corrected milk from producers and producer associatios in

1959. Approximately 14, 584, 000 pounds or 34. 7 percent of the total

was received from producer associations in outer market areas. An

estimated 27, 441, 000 pounds was received from producers and pro-

ducer associations in the Portland area. These latter receipts are

estimated to be divided between association receipts and direct pro-

ducer milk on the basis of 7, 974, 000 pounds and 19, 470, 000 pounds of

4 percent fat corrected milk, respectively. Actual receipts based on

average tests were 12, 485, 000 pounds from associations and

14, 959, 981 pounds from producers. The wide discrepancy between

the actual shipments and the 4 percent milk equivalent figures re-

sults from relatively large skim milk shipments made by various

associations. Sources of outside or non-producer milk and estimated

receipts for the year 1959 are shown in Table 23.



Table 23. Lucerne Dairy, Sources of Outside Milk and Estimated
Shipments of a 4 Percent Fat Corrected Milk, 1959
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Total bottle and can sales for Lucerne Dairy are estimated at

35, 503, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk. This is equiva-

lent to an 84.5 percent fluid utilization based on total receipts. Al-

though the data were too fragmentary to discern differences in utiliza-

tion between outer market receipts and local association or direct

producer milk, indications are that the fluid utilization is reasonably

well balanced at approximately 85 percent for all sources.

Association
Product
pounds

Butterfat
pounds

1. Lower Columbia Dairymen's Association
2. TillammookCooperatjve Creamery
3. Southern Oregon MilkProducers

Association

1, 183, 800
1,192,650
4,825,700

47, 352
47,706

193,028

4. Central Oregon Milk Producers 803, 550 32, 142
Association

5.. Corvallis Milk Producers Association 1, 691, 175 67, 647
6. South West Oregon Milk Producers 1; 59,325 54, 373

As sociation
7. Hagers Dairy 871,875 34,875
8. Valley Dairy 850, 650 34, 026
9. Eugene Farmers Creamery 676, 750 27, 070
10. Kiamath Basin Milk Producers 559, 000 22, 360

Association
11. Umpqiia Milk Producers Association 570, 000 22, 800

Total 14, 584, 475 583, 379



Description of Producer Associations

The assessment of the potential or strategic importance of the

producer associations described in this section involves answers to

the following questions:

How much milk and/or how many producers are con-

trolled by the association?

What outlets are available for this milk; what is the

present utilization and what is the relative importance of the

Portland-Vancouver market as an outlet?

What is the location of these supplies relative to the

Portland-Vancouver market?

These questions assume major importance only in arnarket

context. Insofar as the individual association is concerned, answers
to these questions provide some insight into conduct motivation. For

example, the size of a particular association serves as a measure of

the impact association action may have on the market as a whole.

Similarly, current utilization, the existence or nonexistence of alter-

native markets and the relative importance of the PortlandVancouver

market to a particular association can be expected to strongly influ-

ence association conduct. Associations with a high bottle and can u-

tilization and alternative markets would be expected to be singularly

1 77
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nonagressive as regards market conduct. Conversely, a low bottle

and can utilization and lack of alternatives would tend to promote ag-

gressive action among producer associations seeking the available

bottle and can sales. Finally, the location of bulk milk supplies rela-

tive to the distribution area may restrict the actions of particular

associations vis-a-vis rivals. That is, assuming equal production

costs, associations located on the periphery of the market are dis-

advantaged:to the extent of the costs of transporting milk from the sup-

ply area to the distribution area.

There were 16 producer associations involved in producing and

supplying milk for distributors in the Portland-Vancouver market in

1959. Two of these associations, Farmers Dairy andDairyCooper-

ative Association, operated fluid milk processing and distributing in

the Portland-Vancouver area. Data on current operations were ob-

tained from 11 of the remaining 14.

Six of the eleven associations were considered of strategic or

potentially strategic importance in the Portland-Vancouver market.

Portland Independent Milk Produc ers As sociation

The Portland Independent MilkProducers Association is a bar-

gaining cooperative which was established in the Portland-Vancouver

area in 1934. At the present time the association represents



/1 Each successive zone represents a 10 mile extension of the
marketing area from the center of Portland.

The association operates under a bottle and can quota plan

wherein quota is issued on the basis of average production in the four

low production months of the six months September 1 to March 1.

Increases in quota when justified by sales are distributed, 50 percent
to eligible producers on an equal basis and the remaining 50 percent
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approximately 100 grade A producers. Producers are divided into

two groups, such that the association operates two bottle and can

pools. One group consists of 62 regular producers. The second

group consists of 38 Golden Guernsey producers, All producers are
located in zones 1, 2,3,:4, 5, and 6 of the Portland-Vancouver produc-

tion area. Table 24 indicates the estimated production byPortland-

Vancouver production area zones for high and low production months.

Table 24. Portland Independent Milk Producers Association,
Estimated Production, Portland- Vancouver Production
Area Zones, High and Low Production Months, 1960

Zone High production Low production

1

2
3

4
5

6

1,

1,

317,
135,
247,
130,
14,
260,

(pounds

146
835
346
469
181
184

1,

260,
934,
026,
107,

93,
214,

916
613
368
355
953
091
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on the basis of the four low months of the six-month period. The

association pool is currently closed.

In 1960 the association handled 27,924, 000 pounds of 4 percent

fat corrected regular milk and 8, 999, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat cor-

rected Golden Guernsey milk. This was equivalent to 26, 337, 000

pounds and 7, 461, 000 pounds, respectively, at average test. The

weighted average return to producers for regular milk amounted to

$4. 83 per hundredweight of 4 percent milk. Similarly, Golden Guern-

sey milk returned a weighted average price of $5. 27 per hundred-

weight of 4:percent milk.

Bottle and can sales of regular milk by theassociation a-

mounted to 18, 116, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk. This

was equivalent to a fluid utUization of 65 percent for milk in the regu-

larpool. Bottle and can utilization of Golden Guernsey milka-

mounted to 8, 425, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk. This

was equivalent to a fluid utilization of 93. 6 percent. Total sales by

the association and destination are shown in Table 25.

Total fluid utilization for both regular and Golden Guernsey

milk amounted to approximately 72 percent.

Lucerne Milk Company and Alpenrose Dairy are the most im-

portant of the association.s customers in terms of total volume. To-

gether these two firms account for 20, 917, 000 pounds of milk or
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approximately 69 percent of total bottle and can sales. Lucerne Milk

Company also buys substantial quantities of surplus Grade A milk for

manufacturing. In the period covered by the survey surplus milk

purchases by Lucerne were equivalent to 17. 6 percent of its bottle

and can sales in the same period. Alpenrose surplus purchases

were substantially smaller.

Table 25. Portland Independent Milk Producers Association,
Estimated Total Sales and Destination of Shipments,
4 Percent Fat Corrected Milk, 1960.

Purchaser Destination
Total Sales

Product Butterfat

(pounds)
Arden Farms Portland, Ore, 4, 597. 675 183, 907
Farmers Dairy Association Portland, Ore. 206, 100 8,244
Farmers Cooperative Creamery McMinnville, Ore. 574,950 22, 988
Fred Meyer Dairy Portland, Ore. 796, 775 31, 871
Hager's Milk Co. Portland, Ore. 932,900 37, 316
Lucer Milk Co. Portland, Ore., 7,934, 123 317, 36$
Meadowland Dairy Portland, Ore. 922, 325 36, 983
Sinns Dairy Portland, Ore. 1,726,200 69, 048
Suiiire Dairy Portland, Ore. 898,475 35, 939
Dairy Coop, Assoc. Portland, Ore. 1, 700, 050 68,002
Sunshine Dairy McMinnville, Ore. 164, 375 6, 575
Carnation Milk Co. Portland, Ore. 1,740,225 69, 609
Valley Farms Dairy Vancouver, Wash. 271, 500 10, 860
Reesemai's Dairy Yakima, Wash. 46, 775 1, 871
Echo Springs Dairy Eugene, Ore. 44,750 1,790
Alperrose Dairy Portland, Ore. _Q 572, 634

Total 36, 873, 050 1, 474, 922
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AU purchase agreements are oral with the exception of the a-

greement covering Lucerne sales. In this case, sales are covered

by a three-way contract between Lucerne, the association and indivi-

dual producers. Alpenrose sales are made on the basis of an oral a-

greement to purchase so much milk per day. Some spot milk is also

sold when the association can find a profitable outlet.

Theassociations producer members are located in both Wash-

ington and Oregon. An examination of the geographical distribution

between the two states reveals 78 Oregon producers and 23 Washing-

ton producers. In terms of milk production, further examination re-

veals that Washington producers supply an estimated 20 percentof

total production or approximately 7, 873, 000 pounds. Direct Wash-

ington sales, however, are limited to small amounts of fluid milk

supplied to minor Vancouver and Yakima distributors.

Eugene Farmers Cooperative Creamery

Eugene Farmers Cooperative Creamery is a processing and

bargaining cooperative located in Eugene, Oregon. The as sociation

consists of 80 Grade A shippers, approximately 220 manufacturing

milk shippers and 300 cream shippers. This analysis is concerned

with the Grade A shippers only. The association produced

30, 824, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk in 1960.
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The blended return of this°:rnilk amounted to $4. 67 per hundredweight

of 4 percent milk.

Association producers are located in zones 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

and 14 of the Portland-Vancouver production area. Table 26 illus-

trates the estimated production 1r zones for the high and low produc-

tion months

Table 26. Eugene Farmers Cooperative Creamery, Estimated Milk
Production byPortland-Vancouver:Production Area Zones,
High and Low Production Months, 1959

Each successive zone represents a 10 mile extension of the pro-
duction area from the center of Portland

Bottle and Can sales of the association amounted to 21, 165, 000

pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk or 21, 187, 000 pounds atav-

erage test. This was equivalent to a fluid utilization of approximate-

ly 69percent. Bottle and can sales were distributed between local

outlets, sales to Portland-Vancouver area firms andassociation

processed and packaged milk Local outlets (Eugene and vicinity)

(pounds

9 453, 126 380,757
10 686, 722 577, 046
11 541,034 454,626
12 241, 149 202, 635

:13 337, 242 283, 381
14 345, 931 290, 682

Zone High month Low month
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purchased approximately 4, 584, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected

milk. Portland area firms, Lucerne and ArdenFarms purchased

615, 000 pounds and 2, 691, 000 pounds of four percent fat corrected

milk, respectively. The remainder 13, 276, 000 pounds was proc-

éssed by the association. Portland area sales of bottle and can a-

mounted to 3, 306, 000 pounds or approximately 16 percent of total

bottle and can sales.

In addition to bottle and can sales to Portland firms, approxi-

mately 1, 034, 000 pounds of four percent fat corrected milk were

shipped into thePortland- Vancouver market area as surplus. This

milk was distributed between Arden Farms and Lucerne in the a-

mount of 972, 000 and 62, 100 pounds, respectively. Surplus milk

constituted 26, 5 percent of total shipments to ArdenFarms and 9

percent of total shipments to Lucerne dairy.

Association records indicate a purchase of 8, 902, 000 pounds of

4 percent fat corrected Grade A milk from Farmers Cooperative

Creamery of McMinnville. Theindicated purchase pricewas $6.09

per hundredweight of 4 percent milk. Although recorded as a pur-

chase, the association reportedly packages this milk for the account

of Farmers Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville for a flat fee per

package. The packaged products are subsequently returned to Far-

mers Cooperatives for distribution. The details of the packaging
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agreement are not public information. In effect, however, the trans-

action involves a shipment of bulk milk from zone 4 to zone 11 of the

Portland-VancouverProduction area; followed by shipment of proc-

essed and packaged milk back to zone 4 for distribution.

Lower Columbia Dairymens Association

Lower Columbia Dairymens Association is a bargaining and op-

erating cooperative with headquarters inAstoria, Oregon. The

association consists of approximately 81 Grade A shippers. The

association produced 18, 922, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected

milk or approximately 17, 923, 000 pounds at average testin 1960.

The weighted average pay price for this milk was $4, 23 per hundred-

weight of 4 percent milk.

Association shippers are located in zones 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 of

the Portland-Vancouver production area. Approximately 25 produ-

cers are located in the state of Washington and the remainder, 56

producers, are in Oregon. No breakdown in the relative quantities of

milk received annually from each state was available. A rough esti-

mate, based on December 1960 production indicates thatapproxi-

mately 28 percent of total production or 5, 298, 000 pounds is received

from Washington shippers. Table 27 indicates the estimated produc-

tion by Portland-Vancouver production area zones for high and low



production months.

Table 27. Lower Columbia Dairymens Association, Estimated
Production by Portland-Vancouver Production -Area Zones,
High and Low Production Months, 1960.

1/ Each successive zone represents a 10 mile extension of the
production area from the center of Portland.

The-association operates under a quota plan and a closed pool.

Quota is allocated twice a year, January -1st and July 1st, and is

based on the average production of the two low months of the preceed-

ing six months. A producer's quota is subject to a cutbackfora fail-

ure to make quotaover any 60 dayperiod. Thecutback is setat the

-average of the two month period. Lost quota can be reacquired in the

succeeding two month period. Association rules permit quota trans-

fers providing the herd is transferred with the quota.

Total bottle-and can sales in 1960 amounted to 12, 180, 000

pounds -at averagetest or 12, 585, 000 pounds of four percent fat cor-

rected milk. This is equivalent to a fluid utilization of approximately

186

(pounds)

5 24, 075 17, 799
6 224, 941 166, 306
7 611,397 452,026
8 839, 528 620, 691
9 123, 920 91, 618

Zone High -month Low month
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68.0 percent. Bottle and can sales were distributed between associa-

tion sales, and bulk sales to Carnation Dairy, Lucerne Milk Coniipa-

ny, Arden Farms and miscellaneous. All milk to Carnation Dairy

and Lucerne Milk Company are recorded as a bottle and can sale in

computing pool bottle and can sales. Table 28 illustrates the break-

down in pool bottle and can sales by the association and the distribu-

tion and utilization of the milk.

Table 28. Lower Columbia Dairymen's Association, Destination and
Utilization of Milk in the Bottle and Can Pool, 1960.

The association manufactures and sells butter and whole and non-fat

powder under the Dan-gold label. The manufacturing plant is located

at Clatskanie, Oregon. An estimated 6, 317, 000 pounds of surplus

Plant Fluid Surplus Total
Percent
surplus

Lower Columbia

(pounds)

5, 672,950

(pounds) (pounds)

5, 672,95O 0. 0

Carnation Milk Company 4,092,750 1,152,800 5,245,550 22.0

Lucerne Milk Company 1,080,525 103,275 1,183,800 8.7

Arden Farms 177,440 160,150 337,590 47.4

Miscellaneous 144,650 144,650 0.0

Total 11, 168, 275 1, 416,225 12, 584, 500 12.2
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grade A milk were processed into manufactured dairy products in

J960. This milk returned to producers an average price of 2. 96 per

hundredweight for 4 percent fat corrected milk. This return is in

contrast to the estimated bottle and can pool price of $5.34 per hun-

dredweight for 4 percent fat corrected milk.

Association packaged milk sales are distributed in Astoria and

Clatskanie in Oregon and in adjacent parts of Washington. Total Ore-

gon sales amounted to 3, 695, 000 pounds and Washington sales to

1. 433, 000 pounds. Washington sales thus constitute approximately

28 percent of the associations packaged milk sales. This compares

to estimated Washington bulk receipts which also amounted to 28 per-

cent of total receipts.

Farmer's Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville

This association has headquarters at McMinnville, Yamhill

County, Oregon. It consists of approximately 90 Grade A shippers

and a. relatively large corrplement of manufacturing milk shippers.

The association is both an operating and bargaining cooperative and

maintains rnanufac turing facilities at Mc Minnvill e. Manufactured

products are sold under the .Darigold' label. The association dis-

tributes bottle and can milk through a branch at Newport, Oregon and

through jobbers at DeLake, Tillamook, Newbery, Woodlawn, Dallas,



Zone V High month Low month

1/ Each successive zone represents alO mile extension of the
production from the center of Portland

The association operates under a quota plan and a partially
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and Beaverton, Oregon. Consequently, it may be said to operate on

the periphery of the metropolitan Portland market. Fluid milk for

distribution is processed and packaged for the association by the Eu-

gene Farmers Creamery of Eugene, Oregon. In addition to its own

bottle and can sales, the association sells bulk milk to Portland dis-

tributors.

The associationproducers arelocatedin zones 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

8, and 9 of thePortlandVancouver marketing area. Table 29 illus-

trates the estimated production by Portland-VancouverProduction a-

rea zones for high and low production months.

Table 29. Farmerts Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville,
Estimated Production by Portland- Vancouver Production
Area Zones, High and Low Production Months, 1960.

2

3

4
5
6
8

9

.1,

(pounds)

68, 477
441, 319
080., 973
217, 015
285, 46O
37, 851
15, 416

56,
361,
884,
177,
233,

30,
12,

038
155
618
595
604
975
616
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closed Grade A pool. The pooi is open to the extent that manufactur-

ing milk shippers who have been shipping to the association over a

year will be granted a quota on request, provided bottle and can sales

warrant an increase. Under the associatio&s plan, quota is allocat-

ed three times a year; January 1, May 1, and October 1. Allocations

are based on the average of the two low months. A producer will be

penalized with a loss of quota if production falls under allocated quota

for a 60 day period. Cooperative rules permit a transfer of quota

with the sale of the herd, subject to confirmation by the board of di-

rectors.

The cooperative produced 27, 891, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat

corrected Grade A milk in 1960. Production at average test amount-

ed to approximately 26, 27 1, 000. Prices for quota pool milk ranged

from a low of $5. 19 per hundredweight to a high of $5.45 per hun-

dredweight for 4 percent milk. Manufacturing milk prices ranged

from a high of $4. 06 to a low of $3. 00 per hundredweight for 4 per-

cent milk.

Total bottle and can sales amounted to an estimated 19, 704, 000

pounds of milk at average test or 20, 473, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat

corrected milk. This is equivalent to a fluid utilization of 73. 4 per-

cent. Bottle and can sales were distributed between; Eugene Farm-

ers Creamery, 6, 160, 000 pounds; Carnation Milk Company of Port-

land, 6, 736, 000 pounds; Mallory Dairy of Silverton, 641, 000 pounds;
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and Sunshine Dairy of McMinnville, 1, 963, 000 pounds. Miscellane-

ous sales to other distributors amounted to 3, 056, 000 pounds.

Total sales of Grade A milk to the Eugene Farmers Creamery

in this period amounted to approximately 8, 902, 000 pounds of 4 per-

cent fat corrected milk. These shipments are made persuant to the

processing-packaging agreement between the two cooperatives. Sim-

ilarly, total sales to the Carnation Milk Company amounted to ap-

proximately 8, 615, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk. Of

this amount, approximately 1, 879, 000 pounds or 22 percent consisted

of surplus grade A.

Southern Oregon Milk Producers Ass ociation

Southern Oregon Milk Producers Association ws organized in

1952 and consists of approximately 88 producers located in and a-

round Medford, Oregon. This organization recently underwent a

name change and currently bears the name Coordinated Milk Sales.

The association is a bargaining association and sells its members

milk in the Medford-Grants Pass area and also ships some milk to

Lucerne Milk Company in Portland. Portland sales amount to ap-

proximately 14. 5 percent of the association1s total receipts. Surplus

milk is handled locally through a lease agreement on manufacturing

facilities.
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The association handled 33, 769, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat cor-

rected milk or 32, 292, 000 pounds at average test in 1960. Approxi-

mately 4,853, 000 pounds of milk was shipped into the Portland-Van-

couver market area to Lucerne Milk Company. The remainder was

utilized locally. The weighted average return for all milk was $5. 11

per hundredweight of 4 percent fat corrected milk.

Association producers shipping into the Lucerne Milk Company

are located in zones 21, 22, and 23 of the Portland-Vancouver mar-

ket. Thereare an estimated 21 producers in zone 23, 17 in zone 22

and one in zone 21. The total quantity shipped from each zone was

not obtained. A realistic assumption would divide the major part of

the output equally between zones 22 and 23 with a small quantity from

zone 21.

The association had bottle and can sales of 21, 093, 000 pounds

of 4 percent fat corrected milk in 1960. This is equivalent to a fluid

utilization of 62. 5 percent. Local bottle and can sales amounted to

16, 633, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk out of total local

sales of 27, 813, 000 or a fluid utilization of 59. 8 percent. Portland

area bottle and can sales amounted to 4, 460, 000 pounds or a fluid u-

tilization of 92 percent. Surplus milk delivered to Lucerne consti-

tuted approximately 9 percent of bottle and can sales to that firm.

The association received on behalf of its members, $265, 451
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for bottle and can milk shipped to Portland. This is equivalent to

$6. 00 per hundredweight of 4 percent fat corrected milk. Transpor-

tation costs for this milk amounted to an estimated $. 47 hundred-

weight or a total of $20, 131. Consequently, net returns for bottle

and can milk, including farm pick-up costs, amounted to $247, 320 or

a weighted average return of $5. 54 per hundredweight of 4 percent

milk. Surplus grade A in the amount of 393, 000 pounds of 4 percent

milk shipped toPortland yielded a total gross return of $12, 331.

This was equivalent to $3. 11 per hundredweight. When transportation

costs of $. 47 per hundredweight are deducted, the net price of this

milk amounts to $2. 64 per hundredweight.

Local bottle and can sales yielded a gross return of $1, 022, 980

or the equivalent of $6. 15 per hundredweight of 4 percent milk. Man-

ufacturing milk sales by the association in turn yielded a gross re-

turn of $389, 842 or a weighted average price of $3.48 per hundred-

weight of 4 percent milk.

Tillamook Cooperative Creamery Ass ociation

The Tillamook:Cooperative Creamery Association was founded

in 1905 as a federation of cheese manufacturing cooperatives. In

1949, the association organized a grade A pool to take advantage of

the pricing differentials existing between grade A and manufacturing
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milk. There were approximately 125 producer members in the grade

A pooi in 1960. The association has reportedly, continued to qualify

manufacturing milk producers for the grade A pooi in line with man-

agements policy of maintaining an open pooi. Accordingly, the pooi

is open to any Tillamook Cooperative Association manufacturing milk

producer who has been shipping to the association for at least one

year. The association operates under a quota plan based on produc-

tion in the quota period September through February. Under the

plan, there is no cut back in quota for failure to make quota in the

low production month until March 1, following the base period. New

producers may enter the pool in the period August 1 to December 1

and receive a full quota based on the average of the two low months of

the previous winter.

Association producers are located for the most part in Tilla-

mook and North Lincoln Counties and in zones 6 and 7 of the Port-

land-Vancouver production area. It has been estimated that all pro-

ducers are located within a radius of five miles of the cooperative

plant at Tillamook, Oregon. Table 30 indicates the estimated pro-

duction by Portland-Vancouver production area zones for high and

low production months.

The association handled 50, 436, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat

corrected milk or 44, 805, 000 pounds at average test on behalf of the



(pounds

6 4, 555, 633 2, 384, 752

7 449 878 235, 470

1/ Each successive zone represents a 10 mile extension of the
production area from the center of Portland.

Bottle and can sales in 1960 amounted to 28, 809, 000 pounds at

average test. This is equivalent to approximately 57 percent bottle

and can utilization. Bulk bottle and can sales were made to six

plants; Carnation Milk Company, Guyton Dairy, Lucerne Milk Com-

pany, Brookwood Dairy, Arden Farms and Sunshine Dairy of Mc-

Minnville. In addition, approximately 5, 316, 000 pounds were
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producers in 1960. An examination the production pattern for this

milk reveals that May, the month of high production was approxi-

mately 95 percent higher than January, the month of low production.

A large part of this variation can be attributed to (1) climatic condi-

tions peculiar to the coastal counties of Oregon, and (2) the historical

development of the production pattern wherein wide seasonality was

of minor economic importance.

Table 30. Tillamook Cooperative Creamery Association, Estimated
Production byPortland-Vancouver Production Area Zones,
High and Low Production Months, 1960.

Zone High month Low month
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processed and packaged at the Tillamook plant in Tillamook, Oregon.

Carnation Milk Company and the Lucerne Milk Company of Portland

were the largest outlets for bulk milk, receiving approximately

12, 880, 000 and 1, 193, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk, re

spectively. Estimated bulk milk shipments to distributors in the

Portland-Vancouver market amounted to 14, 823, 000 pounds of 4 per-

cent fat corrected milk.
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE MARKET

Buyer and Seller Concentration

The theoretical framework postulated four elements as strategic

to the concept of market structure. These elements were: (1) number

and size of buyers, (2) number and size of sellers, (3) product dif-

ferentiation and (4) ease of entry. The various elements constitute

reference points which serve to sharpen the focus of the empirical

analysis. Conceptually, they pinpoint the shift in emphasis from

empirical description of individual firms to the market as the unit of

inquiry.

A first step in the empirical analysis is to attempt to limit the

area of inquiry; that is, to decide which firms and firm relationships

are important. This prior requirement results in the development of

a rather awkward situation from the standpoint of research technique.

It is awkward because a market is defined in part by its constituent

firms and their respective areas of activity. Consequently, the limits

can befrawnonly after data on individual firms havè beensubjected to

analysis. The first approximation of the market; that is, the relevant

firms to be studied must be, in part, intuitive. These intuitive selec-

tions are subject to error and their correctness or incorrectness can

only be borne out by the subsequent analysis.
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There were eleven major processingdistributing firms located

within metropolitan Portland in 1959. These firms were oligopolists

in the market for fluid milk prodcts and oligopsonists in the market

for bulk milk. One processing firm, the Dairy Cooperative Associa-

tion, was also an oligopolistic seller of bulk milk to other firms in the

processing-distributing industry. Practically every form of business

organization and every type of market integration was represented

among the eleven firms, Table 31. The Dairy Cooperative Associa-

tion and Farmers Dairy Association a-re vertically integrated pro-

ducers cooperatives. These two organizations produce, process and

distribute a full line of fluid milk products. Lucerne Milk Company

and Fred Meyer Incorporated are so-called "captive' dairies, estab-

lished through the vertical integration of two retail food operations.

In contrast, a part of the production of Arden Farms, a national

dairy processing chain, is marketed through retail store outlets con-

trolled by the parent firm. This constitutes forward integration.

Market Shares

The eleven firms of the Portland-Vancouver market processed

and distributed an estimated 272, 162, 000 pounds of 4 percent milk in

the bottle and can trade in 1959. Estimated bottle and can sales and

the proportionate share of market sales for each firm are shown in



Dairy Cooperative Operating cooperative P., Pr., Rd. and Producer members
Association Wd.

Farmers Dairy Operating cooperative P., Pr., Rd. and Producer members
Association Wd.

Carnation Milk Company National dairy chain Pr., Rd. and Wd. Producers - cooperative
suppliers

Arden Farms Company National dairy chain Pr., Rd. and Wd. Producers - cooperative
Rs. suppliers

Sunny Brook Milk and National dairy chain Pr., Rd. and Wd. Producers
Ice Cream Company

Lucerne Milk Company National chain store Pr., Rs. Producers - cooperative
suppliers

Fred Meyer Incorporated Local chain store Pr., Rs. Wd. Producers

Sunshine Dairy Proprietory Pr., Rd. and Wd. Cooperative suppliers

Alpenrose Dairy Proprietory P., Pr., Rd. and Own production -
Wd. cooperative suppliers

Fairview Farms Proprietory P., Pr., Rd. and Own production -
Wd. cooperative suppliers

Meadowland Dairy Proprietory P., Pr., Rd. and Own production -
Wd. cooperative suppliers
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Table 31. Processing-Distributiug Firms, Type of Organization, Function Performed, and Source of Raw
Product -- Portland-Vancouver Market, 1959-60.

1/
Firm Name Type of Organization Function Sources of Supply

!/ P. - Production Rd. - Retail distribution Rs. - Retail store sales
Pr. - Processing Wd. - Wholesale distribution
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Table 32. These date indicate that the Dairy Cooperative Association

with 22.5 percent o total sales, was the largest Portland area proces-

sor. The next largest firm was Carnation Milk Company, with 18. 7

percent, followed by Alpenrose Dairy and Lucerne Milk Company with

14.8 and 13 percent, respectively. Together, the top four firms

accounted for almost 70 percent of bottle and can sales by the

eleven firms.

Table 32. Estimated Bottle and Can Sales - Eleven Firms, Portland-Vancouver Market, 1959.

1/All figures converted to 4 percent milk equivalents.

2/ Includes sales by Salem and 1-lermiston plants.

Firm
Bottle and Can

sales 1/
Percent
of total Cumulative

Dairy Cooperative Association 2/

Carnatjon Milk Company

(thousand lbs.)

61, 227

50,950

(percent)

22.5

18.7

(percent)

22.5

41.2

Alpenrose Dairy 40, 302 14.8 56.0

Lucerne Milk Company 35, 503 13.0 69,0

Sunshine Dairy 21, 379 7.9 76.9

Farmers Dairy Association 16,491 6.1 83.0

Fred Meyer Incorporated 11,953 4.4 87.4

Fairview Farms Dairy 11,246 4.1 91.5

Sunnybrook Milk and Ice Cream Company 8, 690 3.3 94. 8

Meadowland Dairy 7, 288 2.7 97. 5

Arden Farms 6, 863 2.5 100. 0

Total 272, 162 100.0 100. 0
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Sales by the Salem and Hermiston plants of the Dairy Cooperative

Association are included in total bottle and can sales by that firm.

This procedure was justified in view of the considerable exchange of

both bulk milk and processed milk products between the three plants.

When these plants are excluded, total sales are reduced to 251,332,000

pounds and the relative shares of the top four firms become: Dairy

Cooperative Association, 16. 1 percent; Carnation Milk Company,

20. 3 percent; Alpenrose Dairy, 16. 0 percent; and Lucerne Milk Com-

pany, 14 percent. In view of the fact that the Dairy Cooperative As.

sociation, Carnation and Lucerne distribute large quantities of pro-

cessed milk in other market areas it is probable that Alpenrose has

the largest share of Portland area sales.

In the context of market structure analysis the important con-

sideration revolves around the concentration of market power by rea-

son of disproportionate market shares. The data in Table 32 indicate

that bottle and can sales are rather equally distributed among the top

four firms. Under these circumstances, no firm in the top four would

appear sufficiently large to be able to disregard the effect of its poli-

cies on other firms in the group.

The Market for Bulk Milk



Own
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Table 33. Source of Bulk Milk Supply and Amount Received each Source, Eleven Portland-Vancouver
Distributors, 1959.

Total
receipts

Dairy Cooperative Association

Carnation Milk Company

(000 pounds)

117, 851

35, 673 32, 299

117, 851

67,972

Alpenrose Dairy 1,951 39,978 41,929

Lucerne Milk Company 19,471 22,558 42,029

Sunshine Dairy 23, 364 23, 364

Farmers Dairy Association 19, 368 478 19, 846

Fred Meyer Incorporated 18, 990 880 19,870

Fairview Farms Dairy 1,964 9,282 11,246

Sunnybrook Milk and Ice Cream Company 12,299 12,299

Meadowland Dairy 1,819 5,962 1,110 8,891

Arden Farms 11,251 11, 251

Total 5, 734 229, 614 141, 200 376, 548
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376, 548, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk from all sources

in 1960. Sources for this milk are classified in terms of the organi-

zation of the bulk milk producers, Table 33. The purpose of such a

classification is to focus on the controlling or decision making center

relevant to particular shares of the total bulk milk supply. Accord-

ingly, these sources and their contribution to total receipts are:

distributors own production, 5, 734, 000 pounds; distributor managed

producer pools 229, 614, 000 pounds; and cooperative producer associ-

ations, 141, 200, 000 pounds. Sales by the completely integrated

Dairy Cooperative Association, total production 178, 11, 000 pounds,

were treated in a rather arbitrary fashion in making the classifica-

tion, Sales by this association to other plants (60, 760, 000 Sound s)

were included in the cooperative association sales category. The re-

maining production, 117, 851, 000 pounds, was attributed to the dis-

tributor managed producer pooi category. Similarly, production for

the Farmers Dairy, also completely inte'grated, was attributed to the

distributor-managed producer pool category. If total production by

the two integrated producer associations is excluded from the distri-

butor-managed producer pooi category, bulk receipts from this

source are reduced to 92, 282, 000 pounds.
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Estimated bulk sales by cooperative producer associations and

utilization by Portland-Vancouver area distributors are shown in

Table 34. Total sales in this category amount to 147, 345, 000 pounds.

Sales by the Dairy Cooperative Association amounted to 41. 2 percent

of the total in 1960. Other major association suppliers were:

Portland Independent Milk Producers Association, 25., 1 percent;

Tillamook Cooperative Creamery Association, 10. 1 percent; and

Farmers Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville, 5. 9 percent. To-

gether, these four associations supplied 82. 3 percent of the total

milk received from this source.

Total bottle and can utilization for milk in the association sales

category amounted to 129, 444, 000 pounds. This is equivalent to a

fluid utilization of 87. 8 percent for all rn-ilk received from this

source.

Bargaining Relationships

The market for bulk milk is made up of eleven buying firms and

thirteen selling firms. Total receipts from all sources amounted to

376, 548, 000 pounds, Table 33. Sales by producer associations to

processors amounted to 141, 200, 000 pounds or 37. 5 percent of mar-

ket receipts. If receipts from the two integrated cooperative associ-

ations are considered as outside the scope of the bargaining
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Table 34. Estimated Sales of Bulk Milk by Producer Associations and Utilization by Portland-Vancouver
Area Distributors, 1960.

Producer Association

Bottle
and can

use
Surplus

use

Percent of
total

Total sales

Cummu-
lative
percent

(000 lbs.)

Daiiy Cooperative Association 60, 760 60, 760 41. 2 41.2

Portland Independent Milk Producers Association 26, 541 10, 332 36, 873 25. 1 66. 3

Tillainook Cooperative Creamery Association 14,073 750 14,823 10. 1 76. 4

Farmers Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville 6, 736 1, 879 8, 615 5.9 82. 3

Lower Columbia Dairymen's Association 5, 351 1, 416 6, 767 4. 6 86.9

Southern Oregon Milk Producers Association 4, 460 393 4, 853 3. 3 90. 2

Eugene Farmers Cooperative Creamery 3, 306 1, 034 4, 340 2.9 93. 1

Central Oregon Milk Producers Association 2, 334 1, 383 3, 717 2. 5 95. 6

Hagets Dairy 2, 163 240 2, 403 1. 6 97, 2

Corvallis Milk Producers Association 1, 434 159 1, 593 1. 1 98. 3

Southwest OregonMilkProducers Association 1,223 136 1,359 .9 99.2

Valley Dairy 697 77 774 . 5 99. 7

Urnpqua Milk Marketing Association 366 102 468 .3 100.0

Total 129, 444 17, 901 147, 345 100. 0
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relationship, then total receipts are reduced to 239, 932, 000 pounds.

Association sales then constituted approximately 58. 8 percent of the

total. Receipts from producer associations for the top five firms,

excluding the Dairy Cooperative Association, constituted a significant

share of individual distributor receipts. Association shares were:

Carnation Milk Company, 32, 299, 000 pounds or 48 percent;

Alpenrose Dairy, 39, 978, 000 pounds or 95 percent; Lucerne Milk

Company, 22, 558, 000 pounds or 54 percent; and Sunshine Dairy

23, 364, 000 pounds or 100 percent. For the remaining six smaller

firms, with two exceptions, receipts from producer associations

made up a relatively smaller proportion of total receipts The two

exceptions were Fairview Farms Dairy and Arden Farms. In the for

mer case, an estimated 9,82, 000 pounds or 83 percent of the total

receipts were supplied by the Dairy Cooperative Association. This

latter association has since purchased the Fairview Farms Dairy

Arden Farms declined to cooperate in the study and hence data rela

tive to producer receipts and total receipts were not available.

Arden Farms does, however, purchase relatively large quantities of

association milk.

The significant aspects of the-preceeding examination are:

the importance of association sales for the market as a whole,

the importance of association sales to individual firms as a major
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source of supply (3) the concentrationof sales outlets in 5 or 6 major

bulk milk purchasers and (4) the relative size of each major outlet in

terms of the total market for producer association milk. Examination

of data in Table 32 reveals that the 5 maJor outlets constitute the fol-

lowing proportion of total association sales: Carnation Milk Company,

21. 9 percent; Alpenrose Dairy, 27. 1 percent; Lucerne Milk Company,

15. 3 percent; Sunshine Dairy, 15. 9 percent and Arden Farms. 7. 6

percent.

Data were obtained from 13 association sellers of bulk milk in

the Portland-Vancouver Market, Table 35. These data indicate that

producer associations marketed a total of 147,345, 000 pounds of 4

percent milk to Portland.-Vancouver firms in 1960. This total is ap-

proximately 6, 000, 000 pounds greater than receipts from the same

source reported by Portland-Vancouver distributors, Table 32.

The difference can be attributed to a failure to obtain data from all

firms in the market or to reporting errors in one or both sources

The difference constitutes approximately- 5 percent of total shipments

reported by producer associations.

The 13 producer associations for which data were obtained, sup-

plied 147, 345, 000 pounds of 4 percent fat corrected milk to the

Portland-Vancouver market in 1960. An important consideration,

aside from the associations V contribution to the total, is the relative
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importance of the Portland-Vancouver market to each association.

Equally important is the relationship between bulk sales and other

sales by each association. These relationships are summarized in

Table 35. Portland Independent Milk Producers Association and the

Dairy Cooperative Association are totally dependent on the Portland-

Vancouver Market as an outlet for bulk milk. Other major associa-

tion suppliers shipping a relatively large proportion of total produc-

tion to Portland distributors are Tillamook Cooperative Creamery,

Farmer 's Cooperative Creamery of McMinnville and Lower Columbia

Dairymen's Association. Approximately one-third of the total output

of these latter three associations i-s shipped to Portland-Vancouver

distributors. Bulk sales to distributors constitute the only outlet for

producer milk for many associations. On the other hand, other as

sociations have acquired processing facilities which have reduced

their dependence on bulk sales. Major producer associations with

alternative outlets are: Dairy Cooperative Association Tillamook

Cooperative Creamery Association, Farmers Cooperative Creamery

of McMinnville and Lower Columbia Dairymen's Association. These

four associations sell respectively, 34, 32, 72, and 33 percent of

their total output in bulk form and process or manufacture the remain-

de r.

The analysis of the data obtained from distributor and producer
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Table 35, Estimated Production, Total Bulk Sales and Portland-Vancouver Area Bulk Sales, Thirteen
Producer Associations, 1960.

Dairy Cooperative Association 178,611 60,760 34.0 60,760 100.0

Portland independent Milk
Producers Association 36, 873 36, 873 100. 0 36, 873 100. 0

Tillamook Cooperative
Creamery Association 50,436 16,311 32.3 14,823 29.4

Farmers Cooperative Creamery
of McMinnville 26,271 18,853 71.7 8,615 32.8

Lower Columbia Dairymens'
Association 20,294 6,767 33.3 6,767 33.3

Soiathern Oregon Milk Producers
Association 33, 769 33, 769 100.0 4, 853 14. 4

Eugene Farmers Cooperative Creamery
Association 30, 824 8,294 29.0 4,340 14.1

Central Oregon Milk Producers
Association 11,248 11,248 100.0 3,717 33.0

Hagers Dairy 3, 275 3, 275 100,0 2, 403 73.4

Corvallis Milk Producers Association 8, 077 8, 077 100.0 1, 593 19.7

Southwest Oregon Milk Producers
Association 15,405 1,405 9.1 1,359 8.8

Valley Dairy 3,864 1,715 44.4 774 20.0

Umpqua Milk Marketing Association 13, 643 13, 643 100.0 468 3. 4

Total 432,590 147,345

Portland-
Portland- Vancouver sales

Total Bulk Percent Vancouver a percent of
Production sales bulk area sales tOtal sales
(000 lbs.) (0lbs.) (percent) (000lbs.) (percent)
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as sociations supports the conclusion that the Portland - Vancouver

market is highly concentrated on both buying and selling sides.

These data reveal that four firms supply approximately 70 percent of

the product market. The relatively even distribution of market

shares, however, indicates that none of the four firms is sufficiently

large to disregard the effect of its policies on its rivals. In contrast,

the outstanding feature of the bulk milk market is the dominating po-

sition of the Dairy Cooperative Association. This association sup-

plied approximately 41 percent of the total milk purchased from pro-

ducer associations by Portland-Vancouver distributors in 1960.

Similarly, the four largest producer associations together supplied

approximately 82 percent of the milk purchased from producer asso-

ciations by Portland-Vancouver distributors.

Restrictions on Entry

The Processing-Distributing Industry

Historically, the development of the fluid milk industry has ad-

hered to a pattern of development characterized by small beginnings

followed by growth through gradual expansion and/or acquisition of or

merger with other firms. This pattern has prevailed in most mar-

kets in the United States. The single exception to the general type of

market entry and development pattern may be observed in the case of
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retail grocery chains integrating back into the development of efficient-

ly scaled fluid milk operations. In each ease, the development or en-

try pattern was predetermined by the existence of certain institutional

factors. Early development of the fluid milk industry took place in a

processing-distributing complex which emphasized retail home deliv-

ery. This particular institution required that successful entrants de-

velop efficiently organized retail route systems in order to compete

with established firms. Difficulties were encountered by new firms in

suborning customers from established firms without resort to price

competition since the retail home delivery system evolved inconjunc-

tion with the companion development of brand name product differentia-

tion. Market entry was relatively difficult under these circumstances

in that product differentiation provided established firms with

distinct advartage s.

Despite the advantagespossessed by existing firms, entry of new

firms did occur to a limited extent, Entry occurred in two different

ways: (1) through price competition and 2) through the extension of

delivery systems from adjacent markets by established firms, In the

first instance, entry occurred on the fringes of the primary market

through the medium of producer-distribitors, raw milk distributors

and extremely small processor-distributors. These firms serviced

such a small share of the total market that existing firms were able to

ignore the effects of competition and to continue to sell at the existing
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price. In the second situation, established firms competed with out-

side firms via brand name product differentiation and advertising,

matched or countered price changes and in some cases countered by

extending their own distribution systems into the intruders primary

market area.

Later developments in the fluid milk industry greatly revised

the entry conditions for potential new firms. These developments

were: first, the shift from home delivery to retail store sales; second,

the development of paper packaging for fluid products; third, the ex-

tension of fluid product lines to cover a large variety of products and

packages; and finally, increased scale economies in processing-

distributing operations. The first development gave rise to the devel-

opment of the !tcaptivelv dairies through the vertical integration of

chain store operators. This situation is exemplified in the Portland-

Vancouver market by the Fred Meyer and Lucerne Milk Company

processing operations. The second development gave further impe-

tus to the entry of chain store operators and opened up markets to

outside competition in that it lowered transportation costs for finished

products thus facilitating long distance shipment. Finally, the third

and fourth developments resulted in increases in the optimum size of

firm which in turn called for increased capital requirements and in-

creases in the size of the market to be served by these firms,
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The same developments which ga'-e impetus to entry through

integration by chain stores also encouraged entry by existing firms

into other markets. In this instance, however, the established firms

of the Portland-Vancouver market have taken the initiative with re-

spect to other markets. That is, Portland-Vancouver area firms

have been motivated by the enumerated developments to extend their

distribution systems into adjacent secondary markets. The shift to

store sales made entry into the outer markets possible and the re-

ductionoltransportation costs and econoniies of scale in processing

made extension profitable.

In contrast to the reduction of entry barriers for established

firms through the process of market extension and for chain stores

through integration, the same developments accentuated barriers to

entry for newly established firms The previous entry pattern of

small beginnings was hampered by the newer market requirements.

Small firms cannot expect to obtain an appreciable share of the most

profitable whole sale outlets unless they are able to meet the market

demand for paper packaging and a full line of fluid product items.

These demand requirements in turn require relatively large amounts

of capital in comparison to the older technology. Furthermore, be-

cause of the U-shaped nature of the planning curve new firms are not

able to operate efficiently at lower volumes.
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Data relevant to entry restrictions in the Portland-Vancouver

market are particularly difficult to obtain Conventionally, the re -

quired data would relate to the measurement of economies of scale

and capital requirements of efficient firms, a determination of cur-

rent profit rates for the industry, an evaluation of consumer brand

name product preference and of institutional, legal or other possible

barriers to entry. The scope of these requirements is such as to

constitute an individual study in themselves. A less conventional

approach is to analyze entry over time on the premise that recent

successful entrants have evaluated all possibilities and have selected

the least costly entry route or at least, the route with the greatest

probability of success.

The latter approach leads to the conclusion that in latter years

entry into the Portland-Vancouver market by new firms has been

relatively difficult. During the period 1933 to 1954 entry into the

Portland-Vancouver market was rigidly controlled by the dealer-

licensing requirements of the Oregon Milk Marketing Act.

This section of the milk control law prevented new firms from enter-

ing a market unless the petitioner could prove that the market was

currently in need of additional service. It is note-worthy that the

1953 court decision which abrogated this section of the law resulted

from an action brought by a Portland-Vancouver area firm to enter

another market. The court decision in favor of the appellant firm re-

suited in the removal of a legal barrier to entry which had existed for
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over twenty years.

No direct attempt to gain entry into the market by the es-

tablishment of a new firm has been recorded in the nine years since

the repeal of the licensing requirement. The last major entrant into

the Portland-Vancouver market through the establishment of a new

firm occurred with the back integration into milk processing by Fred

Meyer Incorporated.

Two other types of entry situations remain to be covered.

They are: (1) the entry of outer market firms into the Portland-

Vancouver market by the extension of delivery routes; and (2) entry

by the ever present fringe of producer-distributors who in any case

constitute a negligible share of the total market. Portland-Vancouver

distributors do not appear cognizant of important competition from

outside firms; hence, the extent of the former category was not

measured. In the latter category are the so-called "juggers" and

one or two route dealers whose actions affect the competitive situa-

tion in a purely local way.

Changes in the ownership pattern of existing firms provide

some insight into the character of entry restrictions. Prior to 1953,

entry into the Portland-Vancouver market could beirnade only by pur-

chase of an existing firm. This was the route followed by the Dairy

Cooperative Association in the purchase of the Meadowsweet Dairy in
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1948. In 1958, the same entry route was chosen by Foremost Dairies

Incorporated, a national dairy chain, with the purchase of the Sunny-

brook Milk and Ice Cream Company. This suggests that even in the

latter period, the barriers to new entry were sufficiently formidable

as to encourage a major company with a strong asset position into

taking the old route.

Producers and Producer Associations

The individual producer's ability to gain entry into a preferred

market would appear to be restricted to a greater extent than that of

processing-distributing firms. Many of the requisite conditions rela-

tive to entry are not within the control of the prospective producer

entrant. Some of these conditions are: -the current supply of 'fluid

milk including surplus, the current source of supply and the contrac-

tual relationship between current suppliers and bulk milk purchasers,

the geographical location of the producer with respect to the ultimate

destination of the product, and finally, the size of the producer and

location with respect to other market producers. Other conditions,

within the control of the producer, relating to the willingness of a

processor to accept a particular producers milk also exist. Some of

these are: the producers production pattern relative to the processor's

need for milk, the conditions under which milk is produced (bulk tank

or can, sanitary requirements) and the ease or difficulty in picking up
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this milk, (distance from main roads, condition of farm roads, etc. ).

In general, a distributor will be unwilling to accept a new pro-

ducer and grant him a share of the fluid market if he is currently as-

sured of an adequate supply. If a distributor wishes to obtain addi-

tional supplies of grade A milk for surplus use he will also refuse to

take on an additional producer should the subsequent dilution of the

fluid pooi jeopardize his current supply or seriously damage his re-

lationship with his suppliers. In the same view, a new producer s

willingness to accept something less than the going price for fluid

milk to gain entry would have the same unfavorable effect on the pay

out from the distributor s pool and con6equently on the latter s rap

port with current suppliers.

Historically, entry into the Portland-Vancouver market by new

producers was controlled by the Oregon Milk Marketing Act of 1933.

This act authorized the formulation of a producer quota plan. .11 The

effect of the act was to limit fluid sales to those producers currently

serving the market. Consequently, entry by new producers was se-

verely restricted. A new producer was required to purchase the

farm and herd of an old producer to gain entry and in such case he

obtained only the quota currently held by the old producer. At the

same time, however, he did gain a right to a pro rata share of new

See Appendix A for a typical producer association quota plan.
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quota as it became available. His right to a specific amount of new

quota, in turn, vas conditioned upon his production in specified quota

making months. In the event that fluid supplies failed to keep pace

with demand, the Milk Control Administration had the right to issue

new quota until a balance was achieved.

With the repeal of the Milk Marketing Act in 1 954, distributors

and producer associations retained all of the features of the old quota

plan with minor exceptions. Entry by new producers was subsequent-

ly limited to the extent that fluid sales by distributors or producer

associations were in balance with the amount of milk supplied by cur-

rent producers. Pools were either "open" or "closed" according to

whether the particular marketing agency was willing and able to take

on new producers. In 1959 and 1960 all of the distributors and all

but two of the producer associations supplying milk to the Portland-

Vancouver market were operating closed pools. The two exceptions,

Tillamook Cooperative Creamery and Farmers of McMinnville oper-

ated partially closed pools. That is, the pools were closed except for

manufacturing milk producers, belonging to the two associations, who

had fulfilled certain minimum shipping requirements.

A further indirect restriction against the entry of new pro-

ducers can be deduced frorp the operation of the Milk Audit Law. The

law provides that a distributor announce his class prices and
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subsequently pay producers according to his utilization. The pur

pose of the law is to guarantee a return to producers for milk accord-

ing to its value in use. In effect, however it also guarantees that a

distributor pay only one price for each class of milk. Consequently,

a distributor would encounter difficulty in discriminating against a

new producer even though the new producer would be willing to ac

cept a discriminatory lower price in return for a share of the bottle

and can (fluid) market.

Restrictions on entry as applied to individual producers have

no application with respect to producer associations. Insofar as can

be determined, producer associations are perfectly free to enter the

market and attempt to bargain for. a share of the fluid sales. Their

limitations in this respect are set by the competitive situation, a

reluctance to avoid "spoiling" the market or to initiate price warfare,

rather than any set of legal or institutional restrictions.

Product Differentiation

Product differentiation refers to the degree to which buyers

distinguish or have specific preferences for certain brands among

competing outputs of various sellers in an industry. These prefer-

ences constitute a barrier to entry when they permit existing firms

to elevate prices above the minimal average cost level without
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attracting new firms.

[n the fluid milk industry, product differentiation has taken

the form of brand name advertising. This course, in turn, was dic-

tated by the physical character of the main product and the existence

of legal and sanitary standards which minimized the opportunity to

exploit physical differences in the output of competing firms. In

most cases, the development of a consumer preference by brand

name advertising will not survive even small price differentials.

Under these circumstances, existing firms would meet the competi-

tion of new firms, such that, consumer preference for products of

established firm would prevail. New entrants must therefore allocate

a relatively large proportion of the sales dollar to advertising in or-

der to gain entry into a particular market. The allocation to adver-

tising must be larger than that of existing firms since, for estabr

lished brands, it is easier to retain position than it is for new firms

to gain a share of the existing business.

Product differentiation by brand name advertising is pur-

sued by all of the major firms of the Portland-Vancouver market.

The Dairy Cooperative Association has established the Mayflower

label and carries a wide program under the guidance of a local adver-

tising agency. Farmers Dairy Association markets its output under

the Darigold label. This label is supported by a regional association
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of cooperatives through an assessment of members. The advantage

of this type of organization lies, in the fact that the local cooperative

benefits from regional, as well as local advertising.

The two captive7' dairies, Lucerne Milk Company and Fred

Meyer Incorporated, advertise only in- co'njunction with food items car-

ried by the respective parent organizations. That is, the Lucerne

brand is associated solely with Safeway food sales. Similarly, Fred

Meyer brand, is associated with Fred Meyer markets. In the latter

instance, the brand has been established in conjunction with a breed

name. The identifying slogan for Fred Meyer is All-Jersey Milk.

Two other firms in the Portland-Vancouver market are identi-

fied through the national advertising programs of their respective

companies. These firms are Arden Farms and Carnation Milk, Com-

pany., Definite advantages accrue to these organizations through their

ability to use national as well as a local media to maintain brand

jdentification.'.

Among the remaining local firms, Alpenrose Dairy has been

most successful in advertising and promoting sales. Local industry

sources were unanimous in the selection' of this firm as the most

effective in sales promotion. Several devices are used. Alpenrose

sponsors Little League Baseball in the Portland area and maintains a

cpmpletely equipped Little League Park on the dairy grounds. This

firm also sponsors bus trips to the dairy and adjacent dairy farm by
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local school children and other groups. A third promotional device

is the Alpenrose pony teams and carts which are a well-known feature

in local parades and public gatherings.. These teams and carts also

appear from time to time at local stores featuring Alpenrose

products where they supply free rides to.tbe children. Finally, the

dairy uses conventional media such as signs, bill boards and posters.

One test of the effectiveness of an advertising or promotional

program lies in its ability to increase or maintain consumer prefe-

ences for the product. Another test is the effectiveness of the pro-

gram in relation to its costs. Relative to the latter test it is extreme-

ly doubtful if the Alpenrose Dairy can compute all the costs of its

major promotional program. The dairy farm is operated in conjunc-

tion with the general dairy enterprise. Labor from the farm or dairy

is moved freely from one enterprise to the other. Pony's are kept on

the farnvand the pony carts are built and repaired by plant mainten-

ance men. Insofar as is known, no effect is made to allocate costs

between farm operations, dairy operations and the promotion pro-:

gram. Some measure of the effectiveness of the program in india

cated by the Dairy's ability to continue to maintain its share of

market sales. In this respect, industry members feel that Alpenrose

has secured and is maintaining the bulk of the retail home delivery

sales within the area in which it operates.



MARKET CONDUCT

Pricing Fluid Products

The relatively high concentration of the processing -di stribu-

ting segment of the Portland-Vancouver market suggests that pro-

duct prices will be formulated in a-non.-competive context. High con-

centration followed by firm recognition of interdependence should

inevitably lead to the development of price collusion, or at the very

least, of quasi-agreements relative to price policy among rival

firms. The survey of Portland-Vancouver market conducted in

1959-60 indicated that an arrangenent of' the latter sort does exist.

For most Portland distributors, the pricIng agreement involves

only a willingness to '1follow the market" or "meet the competition".

Other distributors, because of their relative size or strategic posi-

tionfunction in a more positive manner. The general pattern of

behavior is one of price leadershipwith leadership responsibilities

shifting in an apparently random manner between three major firms;

Carnation Milk Company, Dairy Cooperative Association and Lucerne

Milk Company. The Dairy Cooperative Association and Carnation

Milk Company are the first and second largest firms in the market.

Alpenrose Dairy, the third largest firm appears to be relatively pas-

sive with respect to initiating changes in price policy. In contrast,

Z23
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Lucerne Milk Company, the fourth largest firm exerts considerable

influence on policy. Price increases cannot be maintained in the face

of a refusal by Lucerne to follow; whereas, a price reduction by

Lucerne will compel others to follow. In this process, Lucerne's

power to compel a reaction is restricted to out-of-store prices;

however, action at this level has a natur-al repercussion on retail

home delivery prices. Lucernets power to inhibit price increases

and to compel price decreases is derived not from size alone but

from its strategic position as the largest single retail outlet in the

product market. Rivalry among whole sate purchasers for retail

sales is extremely strong with the consequence that store prices

must be closely aligned. A store price by Lucerne will therefore

set the price for the market. In order to maintain the competitive

position of their wholesale outlets vis-a-vis Lucernes, other distribL

utors must follow even though such a course involves some surrender

of the profit margin.

Retail prices in most fluid milk riarkets are relatively stable

over time. Prices may persist for periods of two years or longer

without an intervening change. Average prices for retail home de-

livered standard milk in the Portland market increased from 22

cents per quart in 1953 to 26. 5 cents per quart or 4 5 cents in the

eight year period. c33). The relative stability of these prices shows
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more clearly when viewed on a year to year basis. Prices during

the month of February were selected for comparison. In February

1953 the base price amounted to 21. 5 cents per quart. This price

persisted through February 1955. In February 1956, the reported

basic price was 23 cents per quart, increasing to 24 cents by Febru-

ary 1957, and 25 cents per quart by February 1958. The 25 cent

price persisted through February 1959. The 1959 price increased

by one cent per quart to 26 cents by February 1 960, followed by a

half cent per quart increase by February 1961. The resulting 26. 5

cent price subsequently persisted through February 1962.

The relative stability and upwardtrend in milk prices follow-

ing the repeal of the Oregon Milk Marketing law in 1 953 evidences a
/1

lack of overt retail price competition in the sale of a basic product

This agrees with information obtained from various distributors and

other industry sources. Stable list prices do not refute the probabil-

ity that quasi-agreements relative to price are broken by hidden

price concessions. Industry sources report that rival distributors

have resorted to this practice as a competitive device to secure

choice customers. Such policies, when widespread, eventually re-

suit in a breakdown in the current price structure through price

/1- This statement ignores the price break for bulk milk and retail
saies initiated by the Dairy Cooperative Association in May and
June of 1961. Lower prices persisted until restored by the passage
of the Oregon Milk Stabilization Law in June of 1 961.
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warfare. The persistence of a stable price level over time would

seemingly indicate the limited application of this practice in the

Portland-Vancouver Market.

Wholesale price competition among Portland distributors is

more intense than the competition for retail sales. Wholesale 'sales

make up approximately 70 percent of total sales by Portland-Vancou-

ver distributors. Distributor& unit costs for wholesale accounts are

also proportionally less2 Strong rivalry exists for wholesale out-

lets since the relationship between wholesale and retail prices is

partially historical and thus only indirectly related to current costs.

This results from a tendency to formulate wholesale list prices on

the basis of a constant margin relative to retail price. Consequently,

since selling costs differ, current profit margins based on wholesale

list prices are wider than would exist under purely competitive con-

ditions. Inth.e individual case of a high volume wholesale customer,

the wholesale list price- -cost margin may be even wider. Under

these circumstances competing firms have a wider latitude in which

to maneuver. Wholesale list prices become shadow prices as distri-

butors contend for the high profit business by granting hidden price

concessions. These concessions are generally based on volume and

One distributor reported average retail sales costs of 40 cents
per dollar of sales compared to an average cost of 13cents per
dollar of sales at wholesale.
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are justified through cost savings made by the distributor. This

lends a guise of legality to what otherwise might constitute illegal

price discrimination. In fact, however, illegal price descriminatlon

can and probably does occur in the scramble for business. Obviously,

it cannot be documented since discount schedules are closely held

firm secrets.

The policy of granting hidden wholesale price concessions

through discounting is self-defeating in terms of maximizing indus-

try's profits. It does not conform to the theoretical model which

postulated the concept of the tendency to maximize the joint industry

profit. It is axiomatic that, when hidden discounts are widespread

the current price structure will be joepardized. Large discounts are

symptomatic of a sick pricing structure; that is, they indicate that

the current relationship between casts and returns and market shares

and market strength is unacceptable to some firm or firms.

Despite these geieral tendencies and continued discounting

the relationship between wholesale and retail prices has been

reasonably stable in the Portland-Vancouver market. Several pos-

sible explanations exist for this phenomenon. First, firms are guided

in their pricing policies on the basis of an average return on each

product regardless of outlet. Consequently, high margin outlets

constitute acceptable areas of price competition with certain
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ttaveragell profit limits. Secondly, discounters feel that a greater

proportion of new accounts can be secured and maintained without

the corresponding loss of other accounts through counter action. To

the extent that the price cuts remain hidden (are discriminatory) real

gains are realized. Finally, discount schedules represent real econ-

orries of high volume sales and discounts are only given commensu-

rate to the extent of the economies to the firm, This infers that

price discrimination does not exist between purchasers.

The Poker Game

Price changes in the Portland-Vancouver fluid market are

initiated in an atmosphere that is redoler!t of a poker game. All the

aspects are present including the opener, the bluff, the counter and

the call or showdown. Changes in the industry cost structure result-

ing from increases in bulk milk prices or increases in labor costs

call forth efforts by industry members to maintain the profit margin.

Since all firms are not equally affected biy cost increases, doubt will

exist as to whether particular firms will follow or accede to in-

creased product prices. This is particularly true of the captive"

dairies, Lucerne Milk Company and Fred Meyer Incorporated whose

cost structure will, differ from the conventionally organized proces-

sor -distributors.
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In the course of industry wide bargaining for labor rates,

announcements may be made that the increased wage scale will com-

pel an increase in product prices. A similar announcement may be

made following an increase in bulk milk prices. Undoubtedly, con-

versations take place between some of the firms as to the advisabil-

ity of specific increases. Commitments are sought and counters are

examined, accepted or rejected. Finally, one firm will open with a

published price announcement effective at a future date This may

be followed by a similar announcement afew days later by another

firm. The objective is to gain a commitment by one of the strategic

firms; that is, one whose sales are sufficiently large to swing an

appreciable share of the market to the new price level. If such a

commitment is not obtained, the initiating firm may ignore the pub-

lished announcement and continue to do business at the old set of

prices. In such a case more ground work must be done. The issue

is not settled even when the bulk of the larger firms accede to the new

price level and announce their acceptance. A failure to go along by

one of the strategic firms can still force a return to the old price

level. Formal collusion under these circumstances thus constitutes

a strong temptation.



Non-Price Competition

Non-price competition generally takes the form of (1) product

differentiation, (2) sales promotion and advertising, (3) increased

corsumer services of (4) a combination of the first three. The ef-

fectiveness of the first two devices as arnethod to increase market

shares is questionable. In any event effectiveness in this regard is

difficult to either prove or disprove. - At best, it can be said that the

use of these devices is of significant assistance to a firm in retain-

ing its current share of market sales and obtaining its proportionate

share of increased sales.

The third device, increased consumer services, falls in a

different categpry. These services may-loom so large as to con-

stitute disguised price competition. Examples of this type of non-

price competition are: supplying milk coolers, bulk dispensers and

refrigerated display cases to either wholesale or retail customers.

An even more unique type of service, constituting non-price

competition, is important in the Portland-Vancouver market. It

was pointed out that wholesale sales constitute approximately 70 per-

cent of the Portland-Vancouver market. The bulk of these sales are

made through super markets or superettes. A part of these outlets

is supplied by the captive dairies such as Lucerne and Fred Meyer.

230
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The remaining non-integrated store outlets constitute the bulk of the

wholesale market to other Portland-Vancouver dairy firms. Con-

sequently, their continued economic viability is important to these

firms. In turn, these store outlets, often independently owned small

chain operations or single stores, are at a competitive disadvantage

with Safeway or Fred Meyer chain stores. Some of this competitive

disadvantage lies in the inability of smaller super market operators

to obtain capital at sufficiently low rates for expansion or for mod-

ernization and replacement of fixtures and/or equipment. Distribu-

tors have subsequently followed a policy of loaning money to super

market operators at rates acceptable to the operators. By reason

of their greater asset structure and access to money markets, funds

are more readily available to the distributors. Industry sources

report that such loans are profitable in that the capital funds
available to distributors are obtained at lower interest rates.

If these reports are true, distributors are thus able to poc-

ket the difference between the rate paid and the rates charged as a

net gain. Even more important from the distributor 's point of view

is the quid pro quo extracted from super market firms for the loan.

These loans are made in return for a full supply contract negotiated

between the loaning distributor and the super market. In this way,

the loaning practice fulfills three functions for the distributor: (1) it

furnishes a guaranteed market in the most profitable outlet, (2) it

eliminates competition at least during the period of the loan for the

outlet and (3) it provides the distributor with an effective tool with
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which to make inroads into markets supplied by rival firms. A re-

liable figure on the amount of money involved in customer loans in the

Portland-Vancouver market does not exist. Reported sums vary so

greatly that it is impossible to quote estimates with any degree of

credulence. By all acounts, however, the total sum involved is large.

The practice of making customer loans has altered competitive

conditions among distributors of the Portland-Vancouver market.

Certain distributors such as the Dairy Cooperative Association,

Carnation Milk Company and Arden Farms have greater access to

loanable funds than others. In general, the distinction may be made

that the national chain dairies and the cooperatives are in the strong-

est position relative to access to loanable funds. Consequently, the

practice of granting customer loans works to the disadvantage of local-

ly owned proprietory firms. As the practice spreads, these latter

firms find themselves excluded from a profitable segment of the

market unless they too can gain access to satisfactory capital sources.

Forward Integration

The policy of making wholesale customer loans is but one step

removed from a policy of forward integration. In forward integra-

tion the dairy purchases the wholesale outlet and operates the new

outlet as a complementary enterprise. This policy has been
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followed to a limited extent in the Portland-Vancouver market by

Arden Farms. Aside from providing a guaranteed outlet for the

products of the parent firm, the policy also enables the parent firm

to gain through diversification. The limited extent and lack of data

as to the effects of this practice precludes an evaluation of its impact

on the Portland-Vancouver market.

Pricing Factors in the Market for Bulk Milk

Bulk milk is supplied to distributors in the Portland-Vancouver

market by two general sources: (1) individual producers and (2) coop-

erative producer associations. The latter sources are most import-

ant relative to the concept of market conduct since these organiza-

tions have some influence on prices paid by distributors, Individual

producers must accept the price as given since alternatively they can

only reject or accept the distributor's offer. Each individual pro-

ducer's supply constitutes a minuscule share of the total such that a

failure to arrive at a satisfactory bargain will have no discernable

effect on the price or quantity of milk offered. Contrariwise, pro-

ducer associations, by virtue of their control of appreciable supplies

of bulk milk have varying degrees of influence on both price and quan-

tity. The degree of control in each instance will vary with the size of

cooperative's supply relative to the total milk available.
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In the Portland-Vancouver market,- the Dairy Cooperative

Association controls approximately one-half of the milk moving into

the bottle and can trade. By virtue of its size, the association as-

serts a high degree of control over the price for fluid milk. Over

time this control has developed to the extent that the association is

the recognized price leader in the market. In several cases this

leader ship is indirectly recognized in the individual producer-

distributor- contract. That is, distributors contract to pay the price

paid by the highest paying firm having ten percent of the market and

paying that price to at least fifty percent of its producers. In other

cases, firms merely acknowledge that they will pay the price paid by

Dairy Cooperative Association for milk utilized in the bottle and can

trade. -

Rivalry among producer associations for anincreasing share

of the market's bottle and can sales is extremely keen. The size of

the Dairy Cooperative Association and its ability to retaliate undoubt-

edly prevents or at least inhibits the development of price competi-

tb-n among producer associations. The 1959-60 survey of the

Portland-Vancouver market failed to disclose any serious deviations

from the announced bottle and can price. The price announced by the

Dairy Cooperative Association, in general, was the prevailing price

in the market.
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Manufacturing is the only alternative use for milk which does

not enter the bottle and can trade. Milk in this use brings a return

which ranges from $2. 50 to $3. 00 per hundredweight less than milk

utilized in the bottle and can trade. Producers receive a weighted

average or a blend price computed by averaging returns from the two

uses. Rivalry among cooperative associations, then, is directed

toward raising the blend price by increasing the proportionate share

of bottle and can sales. Rivalry among producer associations in the

Portland-Vancouver market takes- on three general forms: (1) price

competition in fluid milk for manufacturing use, (2) non-price compe-

tition in fluid milk for manufacturing use and (3) non-price competi-

tion for fluid milk sales.

The market price for fluid milk utilized in manufacturing is

dominated by the level of government price supports. The support

price program also provides a guaranteed market for all surplus

fluid milk providing sufficient manufacturing capacity is available.

This latter condition characterizes the Portland-Vancouver market.

A single net price for surplus milk should prevail under these cir-

cumstances. Logic suggests, then, that the acceptance of lower-than-

market prices for surplus milk by producer associations is part of a

quid pro quo; that is, it is a form of rebate for an increased share in

bottle and can sales. Variations in prices paid for surplus fluid milk
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by Portland-Vancouver area distributors were noted for the period

l959-6O Prices received for surplus fluid milk varied between pro-

ducer associations and between distributors supplied by the same

association. In sum, there was a strong inference that price compe-

tttion in the sale of surplus fluid milk existed among producer associ-

ations in the Portland-Vancouver market. Paradoxically, however,

the competition was initiated for the purpose of securing non-price

objectives; namely, an increased share of bottle and can sales.

The second type of producer rivalry encountered in the Portland-

Vancouver market also involved the saleof surplus fluid milk. Many

Portland-Vancouver area distributors have succeeded in developing

profitable outlets for milk in the manufacture and sale of such prod-

ucts as cottage cheese and ice cream. Surplus fluid milk furnishes a

superior and highly sought after source of milk moving into these out-

lets. When distributqrs request additional supplies, however, cur-

rent suppliers are usually reluctant to increase the total quantity of

surplus because of its consequent effect on the association supplier's

blend price. Distributors realize that rival associations having a

lower fluid utilization may readily accede to a request for additional

surplus fluid milk if, in return, they are rew.rded with a share of the

distributor's bottle and can sales. The occasion for many of these lat-

ter associations involves merely a shift in outlets for existing fluid
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surplus and a net gain in bottle and can sales. Even a threat by the

purchasing distributor to shift to a new source of supply in order to

obtain ädditional surplus fluid milk may be sufficient to obtain the

cooperation of his current supplier. In this event, the end result

will be an addition to the total surplus ca-rried by the market.

The third type of rival action encountered among producer as-

sociations supplying the Portland-Vancouver market involves produ-

cer association services offered in return for bottle and can sales. A

most extreme example of this type of rival action occurred in the

spring of 1961 involving the Dairy Cooperative Association, Tilla-

mook Cooperative Creamery Association and Alpenrose Dairy. The

action was directed against the Dairy Cooperative Association and

succeeded in suborning a major a9eount, Alpenrose Dairy, from the

association.

In 1 961, Alpenrose Dairy shifted its purchases of bulk milk from

the Dairy Cooperative Association to Tillamook Cooperative Creame-

ry. This amounted to a loss to the Dairy Cooperative Association of

approximately 26 percent of its total bottle and can sales with a com

mensurate effect on fluid utilization and "payout The loss of the

Alpenrose account can be directly attributed to the ambivalent nature

of the Dairy Cooperative Associations operation; that is, its rivalry

with Alpenrose as a fluid milk processor and distributor and its
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rivalry with Tillamook as a supplier of bulk milk. Reportedly, the

sine qua non for the shift by Alpenrose Dairy was an offer by the

Tillamook Cooperative Creamery of a six month line of credit in the

amount of $250, 000. This credit in turn was required by Alpenrose

to enable that firm to meet rival actions of other distributors in

product sales promotion.

The success of the action was due in part to the dual role played

by the Dairy Cooperative Association in the market. Since the as-

sociation is a completely integrated operation it is faced with rival

action from two directions. As a processor of fluid milk, this as-

sociation is engaged in direct competition for sales with other pro-

cessors in the product market. On the other hand, as a supplier of

bulk milk the association in engaged in rivalry with other coopera-

tives and producer groups for bulk milk outlets. As a member of

this rival distributor group, the Dairy Cooperative Associations

reluctance to meet the competition of another cooperative by an ac-

tion which would strengthen a product market rival vis-a-vis itself

is understandable. It is also a reasonably safe assumption that the

Dairy Cooperative Association had both opportunity and ability to

match the offer of the Tillamook Cooperative Creamery Association.

Conduct Conditioners

The concept of a conduct conditioner or conditioners was
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coined in an effort to get closer to the sources of market conduct.

The theoretical framework suggested two types of conditioners:

(1) internal conduct conditioners and (2w) external conduct condition-

ers. In the analysis of the Portland-Vancouver market certain con-

ditioners of both types appeared most relevant. This section con-

stitutes an effort to relate specific conduct conditioners to market

conduct.

Internal Conduct Conditioners

Among the many possible internal conduct conditioners possi-

bly the most important in the Portland-Vancouver market is the

form of organization of the rival firms. Closely related to this is

the existing asset structure of these firms. These two character-

istics, together, determine in a large part the power structure of the

market. Their importance derives from the ability or lack thereof

which they impart to the constituent market firms to follow selected

modes of market conduct.

Practically every possible form of business enterprise is rep-

resented in the Portland-Vancouver market, Table 31, page 199. In

terms of the general influence of these firms on market conduct, the

most important forms of organization appear to be the incorporated

chains and the cooperative organizations. In the former group are
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such Portland-Vancouver marketing firms as the Lucerne Milk Com-

pany, and the Carnation Milk Company. Both of these firms are rep-

resentativesöf large national organizations. From the viewpoint of

the Portland-Vancouver market their assets are relatively unlimited.

They differ to the extent that the Lucerne Milk Company is the cap-

tive processor for Safeway Stores, a large supermarket chain,

whereas Carnation's parent organization is primarily concerned with

milk processing and distribution.

Sales rivalry between Lucerne and Carnation is partially in-

direct, a situation derived from the differences in organization.

Lucerne Milk Company has a guaranteed outlet for all its sales

through the supermarket stores of-theparent company. Carnation

distributes its products through retailhome delivery and through a

number of wholesale outlets such as retail stores. The latter are

particularly susceptible to price competition from Safeway. Conse-

quently, Carnation's margin on wholesale accounts is dependent to

some extent on the margin taken by Lucerne. The reverse situation

is also true though perhaps to a more limited extent.

The interdependence of these two firms is easily recognized.

Similarly their respective asset positions are well known. Together,

these two factors presage that price competition would likely be long

drawn out and painful if carried to the point of price warfare. As a
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result, a point is reached beyond which neither firm cares to ven-

ture at the risk of instigating price warfare. On the other hand, the

same factors which restrain strong price competition have an oppo-

site effect on the tendency toward price collusion.

The Dairy Cooperative Association is the largest processor-

distributor in the Portland-Vancouver market. The same organiza-

tion also controls approximately 50 percent of bulk milk utilized in

bottle and can sales. The existence of a large cooperative organi-

zation as a major processor-distributor has a strong influence on the

behavior of rival distributors. The cooperative organization of a

major processor ensures that a large part of any excess profits ob-

tained through price collusion in the product market will be returned

to producers in the factor market through higher bulk milk prices.

This does not preclude the cooperative from entering into collusion

with rival distributors; rather, it serves to dissipate the gains from

price collusion. Faced with smaller gains from price collusion,

rival distributors will be less likely to enter into collusive agree-

ments. Furthermore, it would appear that should collusion occur in

the product market, it will work to the long run disadvantage of the

cooperative in the factor market. Barriers to entry of new produc-

ers or producer associations in the factor market are much lower

than barriers to entry in the product market. Consequently, a
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collusive product price, reflected back in a non-competitive bulk

milk price, will likely encourage entry by rival producer associa-

tions. It will also encourage excessive production by existing

producers.

Collusive product price agreements will eventually fall of their

own weight unless entry by new producers or producer associations

and restrictions on production are provided for in the agreement. On

the other hand, non-cooperative distributors are not likely to gain

measurably from extensions of the collusive agreement into the factor

or bulk milk market. In fact, since the ultimate result of the exten-

sion would be to strengthen the cooperative, vis-avis other distribu-

tors, the latter will not accede to even tacit extensions.

Limited collusive price agreements are possible in product

markets incorporating large cooperative distributors; where, (1) the

cooperative has higher processing costs than other collusive firms or

(2) the cooperative operates in two or mere markets such that col-

lusive gains in one market are dissipated over all markets. Under

these circumstances, collusive gains by the cooperative in the

product market may not be reflected in bulk milk prices and prices

for bulk milk will remain reasonably competitive. Non-cooperative

distributors consequently succeed in retaining a larger share of the

collusive gains. The collusive price limit in either case is
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established at the point where excess profits are reflected in higher

bulk milk prices to the extent that new producer or producer associ-

ation entry is encouraged.

External Conduct Conditioners

External conditioners were defined as factors external to the

firm which influence firm conduct. In the Portland-Vancouver mar-

ket, the anti-trust laws are currently a major deterrent to collusive

pricing. Their efficacy in this regard is derived from a recent anti-

trust indictment drawn against the major Portland distributors-

The defendant firms were permitted to plead nob contendere and

relatively severe fines were paid The success of this action has

undoubtedly inculcated Portland-Vancouver firms with a high respect

for these laws.

The success of the antitrust laws however, cannot be measured

by the indictments secured or the fines assessed For the most part,

the effectiveness of these laws is derived from their effect on the

public image of the firms involved and the obstacles they present to

potential evaders. In the first case, the public will possibly forgive

one mistake whereas they may not forgive two. In the second case,

successful evasion requires that the firms involved resort to artifice

or device to simulate competition. This, in turn, requires

United States v. Oregon Milk Distributors etal. Cr C-18460
District of Oregon, October 30, 1957.
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communication and coordination of a high order which may be diffi-

cult to achieve. Furthermore, these requirements must be handled

in a conspiratorial atmosphere which is likely to give pause to

thoughtful men.

An industry or firm which fails to stimulate public regard in-

vites public retaliation. This maxim is the foundation for the modern

concept of public relations. It is this sai-ne regard for a public image

which is highly influential in modifying or restraining the market con-

duct of firms. For example, a poor public image may be part of the

consequences of "faring too well!t Consequently, cutthroat competi-

tion which drives competitors to the wall is likely to be avoided.

Practical examples of the mitigating effects of the desire for

public regard on market conduct are not available for the Portland-

Vancouver market. Needless to say it is only where such regard is

lacking that the failure of the industry or firm to take cognizance of

its importance becomes apparent.

A third external conditioner which modUles market conduct is

that of the political environment in which the firm exists. The dairy

industry has always been one which invited a high degree of public

interest. Consequently, it has been treated to various amounts of

control exerted through the political system. In the Portland-

Vancouver market, political control or regulation has ranged from
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sanitary requirements through complete economic regulation.

view of this history of past regulation, distributors must take cogni

zanceofthé effect ôftheirconduct on rival firms, producers, producer

associations and consumers as viewed in a political context.



MARKET PERFORMANCE

The Processing Distributing Sector

Market performance is defined as the end result of the compo-

site actions of all firms in the dimensions of price, output, produc-

tion, selling costs and product design which are arrived at through

the market conduct of firms. Bain has suggested that;"market

performance can be completely appraised onlyby an interminable

series of intensive detailed studies, each devoted to one of the many

hundreds of thousands of individual industries in the economy.

(3, p. 346). This statement infers that a high degree of specificity

of interest and minute concentration is required in the development

of performance criteria and the evaluation of market performance.

The number of performance characteristics are limited only by the

number of norms which are esteemed as desirable from the stand-

point of social welfare. Furthermore, certain performance ch3ac-

teristics, hence criteria, are likely to be unique, having reference to

only one market or industry. As detailed studies accumulate these

latter, and the more important from the welfare point of view, per-

formance characteristics acquire priority. That is, the performance

characteristics can be classified in order o importance with refer-

ence to the industry or market under study.

Broad structural studies of the type conducted here can cover

dnly a few of the potentially important performance criteria. This

246
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limitation is imposed by the decision to assign equal importance to

all of the analytical elements; namely, structure, conduct and perfor-

mance, Consequently, each element is treated within the framework

of this decision.

Several criteria were suggested in the theoretical framework

as a basis upon which to evaluate market performance. All were

selected on an a priori basis. They were: progress, stability, ade-

quate service and efficiency. Two of the performance characteris-

tics, progress and adequate service, are preponderantly subjective

in substance. The remaining characteristics, stability and efficiency,

lend themselves more readily to empirical verification.

Progress

Progress, used as a criteria to evaluate market performance

concerns the technological performance of the market relative to

attainable rates. It concerns the progress achieved by market firms

relative to opportunities. Progress, so defined1 is a nonoperative

criteria in that it fails the test of empirical verification. It fails

since it involves two indiscernable determinations, (1) an a priori

determination of an adequate rate of discovery, invention orinnova-

tion and (2) the appraisal of an ideal rate of innovation or adoption of

previously discovered techniques (3, p. 396). Under these circum-

stances, a fair question is whether progress or the progressiveness
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criteria has any validity.

If progressiveness of a market or markets is to be evaluated

in absolute terms, then a failure to pass the verification test destroys

the validity of the criteria. On the other hand, it is contended that

in an industry as geographically compartmented as the fluid milk in-

dustry, the progressiveness criteria has some relative meaning. In

this latter sense, progressiveness may be evaluated in terms of the

rate of adoption of technology as compared to the rate observed in

other fluid markets. This criteria is not as sharp as might be de-

sired since it depends on large part on the perception, experience

and subjective evaluation of the investigator. It does, however,

provide one alternative to ignoring the progressiveness criteria..

Technological progress relates to the adoption of new methods, equip-

ment or products wherein gains accrue through increased efficiency

(greater output per unit of input or the same output for fewer inputs),

increased quality or increased consumer satisfaction. The gross

picture of the processing distributing segment of the Portland-

Vancouver fluid milk market indicates widespread adoption o cur-

rently accepted processing techniques. Some of the more important

techniques are:

(1) Bulk handling of producer receipts. The market has con-

verted to almost 100 percent bulk handling and in this respect exceeds

the performance of many major United States fluid markets.
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Paper packaging in multiple quart containers. Paper pack-

aging is widespread and it is noteworthy thatDairy Cooperative

Association is one of the first firms in the country to switch from

wax coated to plastic coated containers.

Cleaning in Place, - adopted to a considerable degree by

larger plants. Not common to all plants..

Automated Materials Handling - substantially below the

rate of adoption of many major markets yet in all probability ap-

proaches the national average.

One suggested test of progressis whether labor productivity is

increasing over time (25). This test would appear to have meaning in

both the absolute and relative sense. Unfortunately, however, the

absence of the requisite time series data compels reliance on the

latter or comparative test. Utilizing, the productivity criteria, some

evidence exists that in at least one sector labor productivity deserves

a low comparative rating. Nationally, most major fluid milk markets

have resorted to 5 or 6 day delivery. In the Portland-Vancouver

market all but two firms (not the largest) are still operating on a

seven day delivery s,rstem. Consequently, route labor productivity

in the Portland-Vancouver m,rket is lower than comparative markets

at least to the extent of the infficiercy. involved in seven day delivery.

The seven day system is maintained under duress. Industry sources

indicate that survival of the system is due to opposition from labor
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Stability

The stability criterionis possibly more fitting as a tool for

evaluating the gross performance of the economy rather than the. indi-

vidual market. Nevertheless, it is contended that the criterion can

be important from a micro viewpoint.. Instability resulting from

chance maladjustment of supply to demand is characteristic of agri-

culture generally. Consequently, the stability criterion becomes

important in evaluating performance in specific sectors of the agri..

cultural economy.

The stability criterion as used here refers tb the character of

price changes and the consequent adjustments in resources commit-

ted as a result of these changes. In this context stability is not to be

confused with rigidity. It is deemed desirable that some change occur,

either:investment or disinvestment, as a result of long run changes

:lfl the underlying technological or utility functions.. A stable market

then is defined as one in which short run changes in supply and demand

functions are sufficiently. dampened by the market mechanism to

promote orderly response.

Losses are the penalty. imposed by the market to force the ad-

justment of supply to demand. Immoderate losses continuing over a

long period are undesirable since this results in large iniquities.to
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resource owners. Consequently, stable markets at chronically low

levels of price and output are considered as an undesirable phenomena.

One test of market stability is to examine the relative share of

the sales dollar retained by different groups of resource owners.

This test is not absolute since it tells nothing about changes in the

infrastructure of costs which in turn determines the profits retained

by each group. Figure 12 illustrates prices paid or bulk milk, the

consumer price per quart and the relative share of the sales dollar

retained by producers and distributors in the Portland-Vancouver

market, 1917-1961. In the years following the lifting of wartime

price controls (1945-46) and continuing to1953 both producer and con-

sumer price s.increased at a relatively steady rate. In the same

period, the producers share zanged from a low of 55. 79 percent of

the sales dollar in 1946 to a high 59. 91 percent in 1947. In 1951 the

producersshareamountdto 59.44 percent, increasing to 59.77 per-

cent in 1952 and remaining at this point in 1953. The repeal of the

Oregon Milk Marketing Act resulted in a slight drop in consumer

prices in 1954 and 1955. Subsequently, consumer prices have con-

tinued to increase at an average rate of approximately 3 percent a

year. In the same period, producer prices have remained relatively

constant with the result that the producels share of the sales dollar

has faflen steadily. The producers share has declined from 56. 14

percent in 1954 to 46. 10 percent in 1961.
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In one sense the relationships expressed in Figure 12 conceal

more than they reveal. The leadership pattern of pricing bulk milk

and the dominant position of the Dairy Cooperative Association in this

pattern should (cetera parabis) assure a rather constant relationship

between consumer and producer prices. The cetera parabis condi-

tion in this instance relates to the relative cost structures of distri-

butors and producers. If these cost structures are changing at dif-

ferent rates or in different directions then the relationship between

consumer prices and producer prices will not be constant. Conse-

quently a changing relationship as evidenced in Figure 12invites

further analysis as to the effectiveness of the cooperative dominated

leadership model as revealed by comparative cost analysis. This

latter analysis is however, beyond the scope of the study.

Adequate Service

The adequate service criterion relates to the estimation of the

marketh ability to provide goods and/or services of the quality and in

the quantities desired by consumers Quality differences in the pro-

ducts of most industries are amenable to objective measurement. On

the other hand, the application of quality standards as a measure of

market performance calls for subjective evaluation. Product quality

;in the fluid milk industry is assured by legally enforced minimum

standards as to produqt ingredients and sanitary requirements.
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These standards serve to establish an almost universal standard of

excellence. In addition, the existence of these relatively high level

minimum standards eliminates the necessity of a subjective estimate.

Aside from absolute quality differences, products may exhibit

differences in packaging and in varietal characteristics, either real

or imaginary. The emphasis on nonprice competition through pro-

duct differentiation in the Portland-Vancouver market assures con

sumers of a wide choice of such products and product container corn-

bina.tions. There were an estimated 56 basic fluid products and/or

combinations marketed by Portland - Vancouver distributors in 1959.

These basic products do not include small varietal differences which

are only partially real differences. Product sales data for six firms,

handling approximately 77 percent of the milk marketed by Portland-

Vancouver firms, are shownin Appendix C Table 1 through 4. These

data were obtained froma sample of route sales slips and plant

records and cover only Portland-Vancouver area sales. Conse-

quently, they provide only a partial picture of marketing channels,

products and container sizes utilized in the market.

The sales data indicate a relatively large concentration of pro-

duct sales in certain containers andin certain channels. For exam-

pie; they, indicate that approximately 87 percent of total unit sales are

marketed inpaper containers. If these data are adjusted to include

sales by Lucerne Milk Company (packaging 100 percent of its output
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in paper but not includedin the six firms) paper packaged products

amount to approximately 93 percent of the total. Similarly, the

sample data indicates that approximately 62 percent of total sales are

marketed through wholesale channels. If Lucerne Milk Company

sales are included, wholesale sales channels are estimated to provide

outlets for 70 percent of total sales.

In brief, it would appear that some services are not only ade-

quate in the Portland-Vancouver market bt possibly excessive. The

proliferation of products, especially when small varietal differences

are included, and the large number of product container combinations

constitute an extra cost to the industry. However, the wide trend to

paper packaged products and the miniscule amounts currently pack-

aged inglass lends some encouragementto the view that some product

container combinations will shortly be eliminated. At the same time,

the trend toward increased wholesale distribution at the expense of

retail indicates that lower volumes moving through retail distribution

channels may result in making this latter service prohibitively expen-

sive.

Production Efficiency

The most important or dominant performance aspect of an

industry is its relative efficiency:in producing goods and services as

measured by the degree of congruency between actual costs of
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production and distribution and attainable ones.. Efficiency, viewed

in this respect has two main dimensions, the efficiency of the organi-

zation of the industry or market and the internal efficiency of the

member firms (3, p. 343). Market or organizational efficiency is

reflected in; the scale of plant relation to that which would permit

lowest unit costs; the degree of vertical integration relative to the

cost minimizing degree of integration and the degree of chronic

excess capacity relative to demand, if any. The internal efficiency of

member firms refers to the efticiency oi the internal organization and

management of firms in selecting and utilizing cost minimizing tech-

niques, given: existing plant scale, integration patterns and degree of

excess capacity (3, p. 343). It is evident that the evaluation of pro-

ductive efficiency in all of the above dimensions constitutes an inquiry

of c rable scope. Consequently, this analysis is restricted to

only a few aspects of those dimensions for which survey or supple-

mentary data were available.

Process.ing Costs. Existing scale of plant relative to achiev-

able cost minimizing scale is an important consideration in some

industries. Indications are, however, that scale of plant is n im-

portant consideration in the fluid milk industry only for plants of

small or less than moderate scale. That is, some evidence exists

that the relatively flat slope of the planning or long run average cost

curve enables moderately sized plants to achieve economies
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comparable to those of much larger plants.. Small plants are defined

in this instance as those plants whose annual volume is less than

14, 000, 000 pounds. Four o the plants of the Portland-Vancouver

market fell in the small scale category. This small scale standard

was derived from a recent Oregon study on the relationship between

processing costs and plant size (30). The results of this study are

summarized as follows:

Plant No. Annual Output
(pounds)

3, 705, 000

7,410, 000

14, 820, 000

29, 640, 000

59, 280, 000

ProcessingCosts per Quart
(cents)

587

4.33

3. 65

3.15

2. 90

These data indicate a difference of . 25 cents per quart between

plant 5, the largest plant and plant 4 which is one half as large as

plant 5. Similarly, plant 3 with an annual volume exactly, one-fourth

that of plant 5 experienced processing costs of only . 75 cents more

per quart. In either case, the differences are relatively small and

constitute approximately 1 percent and 3 percent of a 23 cents per

quart whole sale price, respectively.

A second important considerationin the measurement of
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processing costs relates to the intensity of use of existing facilities.

The Oregon study assumed a five day week operation, a constant

product mix and specific rates of operation for various machine paced

operations(30, p. 12-13). These factors were held constant for all

plants. Typically, however, plant efficiency in the utilization of plant

and equipment is not related to quantity of output alone. Efficiency in

the utilization of plant will also vary with the product mix. Large

multiple product plants handling a wide range of products are likely to

experience an equally wide range in the utilization of various product

lines. Conversely, smaller plants with a less complex product mix

may achieve full utilization of plant within their more limited capaci-

ties. The result of a processing cost study conducted by Connor and

others has indicated the importance of achieving full utilization of

plant (11). This study indicated that fully utilized smaller plants

could achieve unit costs comparable to those experienced by larger

plants when the latter were operated at less than practical capacity.

The largest distributors of the Portland-Vancouver market ap-

pear to have achieved volumes which permit reasonably efficient

operation. Indications are, however, that unit processing cost differ-

ences between the largest plants and moderately sized plants are

likely to be small and unimportant. Some evidence also exists that

economies gained through increased size of plant may be dissipated

through less efficient utilization of fixed plant brought on by the
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parallel proliferation of products and product container combinations.

Distribution Costs. Fluid milk markets are notoriously ineffi -

cient relative to the duplicatipn of facilities. Duplication occurs by

reason of the atomistic nature of the final product market, its geo-

graphical dispersion and the rivalry between distributors for sales,.

Figure 13 illustrates the extent of duplication in the Portland-Van-

couver market as derived from the distribution routes of five distri-

butors. Each symbol represents the approximate center of the dis-

tribution aea for one route.

The duplication problem and the resulting loss in market effi-

ciency does not come within the domain of the economist. Possible

solutions such as customer allocation conflict with currently held

values. The assignment of customers or allocation of territories 'by

distributors acting in concert constitutes a violation of the antitrust

laws. Similarly, the assignment of customers or allocation of terri-

tories by centralized political authority conflicts with the currently

held concept of a free enterprise society. The performance rating of

the distributive sector of the Portland-Vancouver market is accor-

dingly encumbered by inefficiency originating from the duplication

problem. In any case, the cost of this particular market inefficiency

is one which society has elected to pay in return for freedom of

choice.

Route efficiency, in the micro or firm sense 'is partially a
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market and partially a firm phenomenon. It is a market phenomenon

to the extent that market organization and firm shares facilitate the

development of efficient high volume routes. It is a firm phenomenon

to the extent that management organizes its market share into a mini-

mum number of high volume routes consistent with the service to be

rendered.

Several measures are available with which to evaluate the effi-

ciency of route distribution from the firm or micro point of view.

They are average distance traveled per unit delivered, units per man-

minute or hour and units per route. The method selected for the

evaluation of route efficiency in the Portland-Vancouver market was

units per route. This method was chosen because the data were more

complete and readily available. In addition, the test serves a second

purpose in that it provides data of potential usefuliness to distributors.

Six Portland-Vancouver firms cooperated by furnishing data for

the evaluation. A sample of 6 days distribution of product was selec-

ted for each route in each cooperating plant. Each product and/or

product container combination was then converted to its equivalent

in labor units. The conversion table for these equivalents is shown

in Appendix D Table 1. The sum of the number of labor units for each

route indicated the equivalent volume of product handled on the route.

The total number of labor units for each firm were subsequently

summed and an average volume per route obtained. The resulting
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comparisons for wholesale and retail routes are shown in Tables

36 and 37. respectively.

The average load for wholesale routes in the Portland-

Vancouver market amounted to 1, 728 labor units. The heaviest aver-

age loadout or most efficient routes in terms of volume handled were

operated by Carnation Milk Company. The lightest or least efficient

routes were operated by the Dairy Cooperative Association. The

Carnation Milk Companyt s average loadout amounted to 2, 054 labor

units as compared to an average of 1,209 units for the Dairy Cooper-

ative Association. These two firms ranked second and first, respec-

tively, in terms of total output for the market,

The average loadout for the market compared favorably with

the comparable average loadout for 13 wholesale routes in the Spring-

field, Massachusetts market (26). This latter market was the only

one for which comparable data was available, The average loadout

for the 13 Massachusetts routes amounted to 1,666 labor units per

route. This compared to the market average of 1,728 units for the

Portland-Vancouver market,

The average loadout for retail routes in the Portland-

Vancouver market amounted to 667 units. Alpenrose Dairy was the

leading firm with an average loadout of 795 units. This firm was

followed by Carnation Milk Company with 656 labor units per route

and Sunshine Dairy with 622 Labor units per route. Meadowland

Dairy, with 449 labor units per route, had the lowest
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Table 36. Retail Routes Operated, Total Daily Labor Units, and
Average Labor Units per Route. Six plants. Portland-
Vancouver Market Area, 1959.

No. of Total Labor Units
All Routes

Average No.
of Labor Units

per RouteName of Plant Routes

Farmers Dairy
As sociation 20 11,300 565

Carnation Milk
Company 92 60, 360 656

Dairy Cooperative
Association 61 32, 434 532

Sunshine Dairy 31 19,288 622

Meadowland Dairy 6 2, 693 449

Alpenrose Dairy 110 87,438 795

Total or Average 320 213,513 667
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Table 37. Wholesale Routes Operated,Total Daily Labor Units and
Average Labor Units per Route, Six Plants.
Portland-Vancouver Market area, 1959.

Name of Plant
No. of
Routes

Total Labor Units
All Routes

Average No.
of Labor Units

per Route

Farmers Dairy
Association .13 19,873 1,519

Carnation Milk
Company .28 57,512 2,054

Dairy Cooperative
Association 8 9,677 1,209

Sunshine Dairy 1.7 24, 76.9 1, 457

Meadowland Dairy 9 17,303 1,922

Alpenrose Dairy 13 22,994 1,769

Total or Average .88 152, 128 1,728
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average loadout among the six firms.

The data on average wholesale and average retail loadouts indi-

cate wide differences among firms relative to distribution efficiency.

For some firms, more efficient organization should result in appre-

ciably lower distributioncosts. Other firms appear to be maintain-

ing relatively efficient operations. The wide range of efficiency for

the market as a whole, as revealed by loadout volumes, indicates

that more attention to route organization could appreciably improve

performance with respect to the distribution function.

The Bulk Milk Sector

One of the more important performance dimensions in the bulk

milk sector relates to the organization of the market with respect to

minimizing transportation costs. This particular performance di-

mension was selected for analysis because (1) inefficient organization

is relatively costly, (2) it is objectively measurable and (3) it is

subject to remedial action.

A purely competative market is characterized by freedom from

entry barriers, resource mqbility and price flexibility. Under these

conditions, a market would be so constituted that the geographical

price difference would be equal to transportation costs from the pro-

duction source to the point of utilization. Milk produced in areas

closely adjacent to sales area would bring the highest price and
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conversely,milk produced at greater distances would have a lower

price. The difference between the two prices would just equal the cost

of transportation from one. area to the other.

The bulk milk sector of the Portland-Vancouver market is

oligopolistically structured. Consequently, on theoretical grounds

alone the pr.ice structure would be expected to deviate from compe.-

titively organized markets. One test of market efficiency,is to

measure the amount of the deviation. The procedure followed was to

construct a theoretical supply area on the bas.is of market data on

production and utilization. The difference between the theoretical

supply area and the actual supply area then constitutes a rough meas-

ure of the degree of inefficiency.

Fluid milk requirements for all of the Portland distributors

were estimated on the basis of the survey and supplementary data in

order to determine fluid milk requirements. A 15 percent increment

was then added to provide for day to day fluctuations in requirements..

Total annual requirements were estimated at 3.05, 747, 000 pounds of

4 percent milk. Average monthly requirements were then compared

with estimated production by producers supplying the Portland-

Vancouver market for both high and low production months.. Produc-

tion was subsequently zoned by circular areas with successive 10

mile radii of the center of Portland.. Table 38 shows the estimated

monthly production for 20 zones for both high and low production
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Table 38. Estimated Fluid Milk Production by 10 Mile Zones, High
and Low Production Months., Portland-Vancouver Market,
l95960.

Zone

Radius from:
Portland
(miles)

Low Month High Month
Monthly Cummulative: Monthly Curnmulative

Production Production Production Production
(000 lbs.

1 10 1,210 1,210 1,457 1,457
2 20 9,623 10,833 11,979 13,436
3 30 3,710 14,543 4,576 18,012
4 40 2,899 17,442 3,584 21,596
5 50 1,425 18,867 1,775 23,371
6 60 4,150 23,017 7,771 31,142
7 70 1,691 24,708 2,321
8 80 1,617 26,325 2,122
9 90 581 721

10 100 700 829
11 110 478 571
12 120 759 881
13 130 719 830
14 140 291 346
15 150 182 230
16 160 102 136
17 170 652 1,086
18 180 243 408
19 190 289 481
20 200 212 275
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months. The highest production occurred in May and thelowest pro

duction in January. By comparing high production against fluid re

quirements and low production against fluid requirements, two inclu

sive areas were delineated, Figure 14, area A, indicates the produc

tion area required to satisfy fluid milk requirements of Portland

distributors during the month of highest production. AreaB indicates

the production area required during .the month of lowest production.

The month of highest production was represented by the average of

the two high production months for each group of producers. Simi

larly, the month of low production was represented by the average of

the two low production months for each group of producers. It was

assumed in each case that all milk produced would be available to

Portland distributors and that total fluid requirements would be filled

before any milk would be diverted to surplus. The milk supply con

sidered is currently controlled by Oregon distributors or producer

associations and meets fluid requirements; hence, the major problem

was to determine market requirements in terms of supply availabi

lity. No consideration was given to milk required by local markets

or milk which sold for manufacturing purposes. Insofar as local

markets are concerned, the problem of supplying the central market

assumes that the price structure will be such as to attract the neces

sary milk in competition with local markets. Consequently, the

theoretical boundaries must necessarily move outward to compensate



Figure 14. Portland-Vancouver Milkshed Theoretical Production Areas
Indicating Bottle andCan Requirements plus l5percentNeces-
sary Surplus, High and Low Production Months, 1959-60.
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for losses to local markets not served by Portland-Vancouver distri-

butors.

The fluid utilization dataindicate that bottle and can require-

ments for May are approximately 26, 100, 000 pounds of milk and

1, 060, 000 pounds of butterfat. The same requirements for Novem-

ber are approximately 26, 200, 000 pounds of milk an.d 1, 050, 000

pounds of butterfat. By comparing these requirements with the pro-

duction for fluid use data it canbe seen that requirements in the low

production and high production months can be met by an area with a

radius of 80 miles (8 production zones) and an area of 60 miles (6

production zones) of Portland, respectively.

The construction of a theoretical supply area gives cognizance

only to milk currently produced for fluid ase. It does not include

manufacturing milk which potentially is also available for fluid use.

When the theoretical supply areas, as determined from fluid require-

ments and production for fluid use, are compared with total milk

sold as abstracted from census data, the theoretical supply area

loses meaning. This is obvious since with perfect knowledge, re-

source mobility, market entry and the appropriate price structure,

adequate supplies of fluid milk might be obtained from within an even

smaller area. The theoretical area does show, however that with

a free movement of milk supplies and an appropriate price structure,



including appropriate transportation differentials, total producer

returns cQuld be increased by minimizing transportation costs.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In its broadest aspects market analysis is a relatively complex

phenomenon. Each of its various dimensions; structure, conduct

and performance constitute wide fields of inquiry which are subject

to both intensive and extensive analysis. A theoretical model is

necessary to give meaning to the facts disclosed by this analysis.

This study involved the development of a market structure

model with reference to the various aspects of the fluid milk indus-

try. Specifically, the model was attuned to the structural situation

existing in the Portland-Vancouver fluid milk markets. Subsequently

this market was described in terms of the model.

The description of the Portland-Vancouver market covered

three phases. First, the market was described in a historical con-

text; secondly, in a geographical-political context (state data) arid

finally, inthe context of its constituent business firms. The descrip-

tion of the market was then followed by analysis in terms of the di-

mensions of market structure theory; structure, conduct and perfor-

mance.

The analysis of the Portland-Vancouver market sought to

identify the strategic firms in terms of their influence on market

conduct and market performance. In this respect, firm behavior was

evaluated relative to some of the more important market variables.
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Examples of these variables are price, output, and product differen-

tiation. Subsequently, market conduct was evaluated in terms of four

selected performance norms. These norms were, stability, progress,

efficiency and adequate service. This process -served to pinpoint

specific market imperfections and provided a basis from which to

offer suggestions for improving market performance.

The most positive set of market imperfections disclosed by this

study are found in the bulk milk sector of the market, These imper-

fections stem from

The oligopsonistic organization of bulk milk purchaser.

The surplus creating character of the classified pricing

system.

Distortions in resource allocation resulting from applica-

tion of the quota plan.

Rivalry, among producer associations.

Market imperfections show up in (1) the accumulation of sur-

plus fluid milk in excess of market needs (2) the unequal distribution

of the surplus burden among producers and producer associations (3)

uneconomic extensions of the fluid milk supply area and (4) the proli

feration of producer organizations and services rendered by these

associations.

Orderly and efficient marketing requires that fluid milk supplies

be reasonably equated with fluid milk demand. Secondly, it requires

that the necessary and seasonal surplus be distributed equitably
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among producers and producer groups. A third condition.is that milk

supplies be obtained from the most economic source involving a mini-

mum of transportationfrom the point of production to the point of

consumption. Finally, orderly marketing requires a minimum of

rivalry among producers or producer groups serving the market.

Economic rivalry among producers and/or producer groups is permis-

sive only if based on differences in production efficiency. It is likely

to result in appreciable losses to producers and consumers if based

on market power.

Historically, producer groups have resorted to government

assistance to promote orderly marketing in fluid milk markets. This

assistance ha been sought and received from both state and federal

agencies. When fluid markets were small; that is, when milk produc-

tion was spatially limited to areas immediately surrounding the con-

sumption area, state regulation was reasonably effective. The

Oregon Milk Marketing Act of 1933 is a case in point. As fluid mar-

kets expanded over wide areas and lapped over state boundaries,

state control has become less effective. Conversely, in this latter

situation federal control has become more effective since internal

political boundaries do not restrict the application of federal regula-

tions. The trend in market regulation has been to extend market

boundaries; consequently the influence of federally regulated markets

has continued to expand and that of state regulated markets to
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contract. Presently, there are 81 federally regulated fluid milk

markets as contrasted to approximately 10 state regulated markets

in the United States.

A Federal Order for the Portland-Vancouver Market

A federal milk order is recommended for the Portland-

Vancouver market, A market order with a market wide pool will

provide for an equitable sharing of the surplus burden by all produ-

cers benefiting from the market. It will require that all producers

receive the same price for milk according to its use and this in turn

will be determined by means of a complete and accurate audit.

Finally, by assuring payment of proper location or transportation

differentials an order can penalize uneconomic procurement prac-

tices and subsequently provide for more efficient organization of the

market.

Ineffectiveness of State Regulation

A state milk order or milk control law is not likely to result

in the promotion of efficient and orderly marketing under current

conditions. Appreciable quantities of bulk milk in the Portland-

Vancouver market currently move across state lines andhence

cannot be regulated by state law. Similarly, considerable quantities

of processed milk also move across state lines further complicating
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the process of state regulation. Technological improvements have

facilitated milk movements to the extent that suppliers of milk in

Idaho and Washington would constitute a continuous menace to the

efficacy of state regulation. Since state regulation is likely to be

only partially effective its itnposition car only serve to distort the

application of market forces. Nonregulated producers in most cases

would gain at the expense of regulated producers. For these reasons

then, a state order is not recommended.

Some Federal Regulation Problems

The theoretical framework for this study advanced the concept

that every classified pricing system carries with it the seeds of its

own destruction. This statement was based on the premise that milk

production would not be restricted and that the market would eventu-

ally be inundated with surplus milk. The Oregon Milk Marketing Act

of 1933 took cognizance of this situation by instituting a quota plan.

Oregon producer associations and distributors have continued the use

of a quota system since the expiration of milk control. Currently,

under existing legislation, quota plans cannot be operated in the same

legal or regulatory framework as federal milk market orders. Vol-

untary quota plans managed by cooperatives are legal within the

framework of the order system. They are, however, likely to be

ineffective since the membership in the plan by all producers is not
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compulsory. Pending legislation authorizes the use of quota plans ;lfl

federal order markets. This contingency, the passage of authorizing

legislation, cannot be considered a factor in recommending a Federal

Order for the Portland-Vancouver Market.

Why a Quota Plan

Experience indicates that market wide pools in Federal Order

Markets generally experience the accumulation of unnecessarily

large quantities of surplus milk. The stability of prices and the

orderliness of market practices have a positive effect on production.

A quota plan and Federal regulation together could assure orderly

marketing without promoting an excessive surplus of milk.

Cooperative Unity and Strength

A voluntary quota plan could function in a Federal Order

Market provided the requisite condition of cooperative unity is achiev-

ed. Greater unity and strength can be achieved through the merger

or federation of the major cooperatives in the market. A federated

or merged body could vitally influence the terms and conditions of

the federal order obtained for the market. Subsequently, the follow-

ing gains could be obtained for all producers in the federation

1. Increased handling charges on fluid milk and reduction or

elimination of costly services induced by producer group rivalry.
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Premiums-bulk tank, special and others could be negotiated

or increased.

The association or federation could obtain full supply con-

tracts with dealers..

Plants could be used more effectively to balance supplies.

Surplus milk could be processed more efficiently.

Hauling rates could be reduced by consolidation of routes.

Overhead costs would be less per hundredweight.

Special problems,. such.as market research and economic.

analysis of order terms could be handled more easily.

Federal order terms could be influenced more favorably.

The merged body could be more effective .in.influencing

legislation., both state and.federal,which effects producers.

Cooperative unity is a necessary condition to the operation of

a voluntary qi.otä plan in a Federal Order Market under present legis-

.lation. If a cooperative has less than complete coverage of the mar-

ket, .. nonmembe.rs.without quota will tend to gain at the expense of

cooperative members. On the other hand, a federal or.der with a

market wide pool will equalize returns to producers. Fac.ed with.

the alternative of losing a historically profitable position non-

members may be more easily attracted into a cooperative particu-

larly if the benefits of future membership can be outlined.
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The imposition of a federal order into the Portland-Vancouver

market will result in immediate gains to some producers and losses

to others. Maricetwide equalization will benefit those producers or

producer associations whose utilization is less than the market aver-

age. Similarly, it will penalize those producers whose utilization is

greater than the market average. This is an unavoidable circum-

stance. Other producers will lose if the market boundaries and

transportation or other differential zones place them in a less pre-

f:erred position. Again, this is an unavoidable circumstance. In

order to achieve long run gains in market efficiency short run losses

by some individuals are to be expected.
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APPENDIX A

Typical Producer Association Quota Plan

Quotas are regulated in the following manner:

1. The production year shall be from August 1 until the following

March 1, and a like period thereafter until changed or amended by

the membership.

2. (a) When the total production of our membership approximates

our total allocated quota, the board of directors may, at its dis-.

cretion, call for a revision of quotas of all members. When the

total production of the members approximates 105 percent of

bottle and can sales, it shall be mandatory of the board to call

for a review so that total allocated quota approximates 110 per-

cent of bottle and can sales.

The quotas of members who have not met their responsibility

will be adjusted to their total production of the preceding 90 days

of the production year, or if 90 days has not elapsed, that por-

tion of the production year immediately preceding the review.

The quotas of members exceeding their production responsi-

bility will be revised to their average production as in paragraph

2 (b) above.

3. If no review occurs during the production year, on March 1, the

quotas of members not meeting the production responsibility

will be adjusted to the average production of the four :low months
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of the production year.

In adjusting quotas, a month in which the average production was

not more than twenty pounds per day below the quota shall be

treated as a month in which the quota was met. Notice of adjust-

ment of quotas shall give the formula used to adjust it,

If at the time of review or other time specified by the board of

directors, they (the board) shall find it in the interest of the

members to increase the allocated quotas, the total volume of

the increase shall be divided in half. One half to be prorated to

each member and added to his quota; the other half shall be di-

vided percentage-wise to members whose total production has

exceeded his quota. The members shall be notified in writing of

revision of their quota. The member must within ten days notify

the board of directors of their acceptance of the revised quota.

Failure to do so will constitute refusal, The board of directors

shall at all times maintain accepted quotas equal to our market

commitment.

In case of disaster to a herd or premises of a member which will

disrupt production, no adjustment of quota shall be made until in

the opinion of the board of directors the member has had ample

time to recover from the disaster.

Any producer who purchases a quota shall at the first adjustment

of quota after he joins the organization, be ineligible to
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participate in quota reallocations based upon surplus production.

The members payout report should designate his quota for the

payout period, his delivered quota and surplus, if any. This

report should also include total production of the producers, total

delivered quota, and delivered surplus of the members, and the

total sales in the fluid market.

It shall be permissible upon approval of the board of directors

that a member shall be entitled to sell to any other member, or

anyone eligible for membership, a portion of his quota as long as

the seller and purchaser understand and agree to the following

conditions:

No transfer of these will be considered involving less than

300 pounds daily quota to a new shipper unless this involves a

divsion of a partnership or a sale in its entirety.

No seller shall be permitted to buy any quota from anyone

for a period of six (6) months from the date of sale.

No purchaser shall be permitted to sell any portion of his

quota for a period of six (6) months from the date of purchase,

unless sold in its entirety. Under extreme conditions, the board

will consider emergency sales.

It shall be understood by all members that any time it

becomes apparent that these transfers are being abused in a way

detrimental to the best interests of the organization, any or all
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applications for partial transfers may be rejected..

(e) No complete transfers will be approved unless a satisfactory

noncompetition contract is executed.

If within the first sixty days of any production responsibility

period after a quota adjutment, any member who has gained an

increase in his quota who has not maintained an average daily

production equalling his new quota, it shall be adjusted to that

average daily production.

That portion of the total daily allocated quota taken from the

members under this proposal shall on order of the board be real-

located on basis of surplus production records to those members

so deserving for the same sixty day period.

Any member who does not deliver any milk to the market for a

period of 15 days will automatically lose his quota and any mem-

ber who does not deliver milk suitable for use in the bottle and

can trade for a period of 60 days shall lose his quota.

The Board of Directors may, upon application of a recognized

breed milk program, pool that milk separately, provided that any

additional expense incurred be borne by the program, and any

premium earned shall accrue to the program. No new producer

shall be qualified for a special breed marketing program if any

present quota holder wishes to qualify.

Quota needed to maintain the market commitment not provided by
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section 5 shall be sold to qualified producers, and the money so

derived shall be used exclusively to stabilize the quota by pur

chasing quota that is for sale. The Board of Directors shall esta-

blish a base price of quota and notify membership.



Table 1. Milk Used and Marketed by Oregon Farmers, 1940-1960.

Milk Used on Farms Milk Marketed by Farmers

/ Preliminary.
Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA, through 1960 Statistical Bul. 303, Economic Research Service.

Year
Fed to
Calves

Consumed as
Fluid Milk
or Cream

Farm-
Churned
Butter

Total Util-
ized on
Farms

Delivered to Plants & Dealers

Re-
tailed by
Farmers

Total
Market-

ings
Whole
Milk Cream

Mil. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mil. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mil. lbs. Mu. lbs.
1940 50 127 46 223 567 518 86 1, 171
1941 51 119 42 212 617 516 83 1,216
1942 53 121 39 213 700 449 84 1,233
1943 53 117 41 211 720 400 80 1,200
1944 51 119 38 208 785 340 75 1, 200

1945 49 120 42 211 800 266 77 1, 143
1946 45 125 38 208 800 196 80 1,076
1947 47 117 35 199 830 197 69 1,096
1948 44 112 35 191 770 206 66 1,042
1949 45 117 32 194 800 193 60 1, 053

1950 45 115 29 189 820 186 58 1, 064
1951 46 114 29 189 790 161 56 1,007
1952 45 110 26 181 805 143 47 995
1953 46 105 24 175 860 134 45 1,039
1954 47 100 23 170 895 130 43 1,068

1955 46 91 19 156 889 120 43 1,052
1956 43 92 18 153 883 95 35 1,013
1957 39 80 16 135 885 83 32 1,000
1958 38 72 14 124 890 80 32 1,002
l959 37 64 13 114 890 75 31 996
1960' 36 63 12 111 930 73 30 1,033



Table 2. Milk Used and Marketed by Washington Farmers, 1940-1960.

Milk Used on Farms Milk Marketed by Farmers
Delivered to Plants & Dealers

Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA, through 1960 Statistical BilE. 303, Economic Research Service.

Year
Fed to
Calves

Consumed as
Fluid Milk
or Cream

Farm-
Churned
Butter

Total Util-
ized on
Farms

Whole
Milk Cream

Re-
tailed by
Farmers

Total
Market-

ingsMu, lbs. Mil. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu, lbs. Mu. lbs. Mil. lbs. Mil. lbs.
1940 68 156 81 305 940 579 140 1,659
1941 73 153 75 301 1,000 589 128 1,717
1942 72 144 64 280 1, 100 497 130 1, 727
1943 72 135 68 275 1, 150 421 130 1, 701
1944 76 138 62 276 1,250 350 130 1,730

1945 70 137 60 267 1,270 286 124 1,680
1946 66 150 60 276 1,230 260 125 1,615
1947 66 142 56 264 1, 160 247 124 1, 531
1948 64 137 52 253 1,140 254 113 1,507
1949 66 130 48 244 1, 190 215 103 1, 508

1950 65 126 40 231 1,220 200 95 1,515
1951 65 131 40 236 1, 150 180 94 1, 424
19S2 64 126 38 228 1,200 165 81 1,446
1953 65 117 34 216 1,380 110 66 1,556
1954 65 111 32 208 1,440 110 56 1,606

1955 65 116 27 208 1,458 100 53 1,611
1956 60 105 23 188 1,510 75 45 1,630
1957 55 95 21 171 1,560 61 43 1,664
1958 53 86 20 159 1,620 55 40 1,715
1959 50 80 18 148 1,629 50 38 1,717
1960 50 77 16 143 1,755 47 38 1,840



Table 3. Milk Used and Marketed by California Farmers, 1940-1960.

Milk Used on Farms Milk Marketed by Farmers
Delivered to Plants & Dealers

Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA, through 1960 Statistical Bul. 303, Economic Rese arch Service.

Year
Fed to
Calves

Consumed as
Fluid Milk
or Cream

Farm-
Churned
Butter

Total Util-
ized on
Farm

Whole
Milk Cream

Re-
tailed by
Farmers

Total
Market-

ingsMil. lbs. MiT. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs.
1940 142 201 53 396 3,313 786 398 4,497
1941 148 196 53 397 3,648 670 376 4,694
1942 156 178 46 380 3,838 600 370 4,808
1943 155 173 51 379 4, 140 344 360 4, 844
1944 153 157 51 361 4,605 123 390 5,118

1945 154 157 49 360 4,900 80 380 5,360
1946 153 171 44 368 5,050 68 380 5,498
1947 156 154 44 354 5, 170 68 382 5, 620
1948 151 150 42 343 5,000 71 371 5,442
1949 152 138 42 332 5, 105 64 365 5, 534

1950 157 136 42 335 5,265 70 321 5,656
1951 155 136 42 333 5,280 65 336 5,681
1952 151 133 36 320 5, 335 51 368 5, 754
1953 145 124 28 297 5,855 46 412 6,313
1954 154 121 24 299 6,240 47 420 6,707

1955 159 123 24 306 6,440 43 452 6,935
1956 152 119 22 293 6,510 36 504 7,051
1957 150 116 19 285 6,845 29 542 7,416
1958 145 109 17 271 6,750 21 574 7,345
1959 136 99 13 248 7,060 20 615 7,695
1960 130 89 10 229 7, 240 18 622 7, 880



Table 4. Milk Used and Marketed by Idaho Farmers, 1940-1960.

Milk Used on Farms Milk Marketed by Farmers
Delivered to Plants & Dealers

Source: Dairy Statistics, USDA, through 1960 Statistical Bul, 303, Economic Research Service.

Year
Fed to
Calves

Consumed as
Fluid Milk
or Cream

Farm-
Churned
Butter

Total Util-
ized on
Farm

Whole
Milk Cream

Re-
tailed by
Farmers

Total
Market-

ings

Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mu. lbs. Mil. lbs. Mu. lbs.

1940 31 107 39 177 510 501 40 1,051

1941 34 106 37 177 611 495 41 1, 147

1942 37 103 32 172 761 395 40 1, 196

1943 39 101 35 175 781 370 43 1, 194

(944 41 96 30 167 945 253 40 1,238

1945 42 94 29 165 966 178 40 1, 184

(946 41 95 25 161 900 163 38 1,101

1947 43 90 23 156 925 153 37 1, 115

1948 43 90 22 155 912 139 36 1,087

1949 41 86 20 147 850 129 34 1,013

1950 45 91 18 154 880 129 34 1,043

1951 45 90 17 152 920 108 34 1,062

1952 41 86 16 143 960 90 33 1,083

1953 45 84 14 143 1, 130 89 28 1, 247

1954 50 82 14 146 1,270 87 26 1,383

1955 51 80 13 144 1,279 73 22 1,368

1956 50 75 12 137 1,292 60 21 1,373

1957 50 70 12 132 1, 325 50 20 1, 395

1958 49 69 10 128 1, 357 46 19 1, 442

1959 49 64 9 122 1,404 47 18 1,469

1960 49 61 8 118 1,464 45 17 1,526



APPENDIX C

Table 1. Estimated Portland-Vancouver Market Area Disposition, Selected Major Product and
Container Lines; -Wholesale and Retail Sales 1959, V

1/ Market area includes Hilisboro and Oregon City.

2/ Less than 1000 units.

292

Product
Unit Container

Disposition Percent Disposition
Wholesale Retail Total Wholesale Retail

Raw Milk

(thousand units) (percent)

Quarts Glass 66 48 115 57.8 42, 2

Standard Milk
Gallons Glass 25 25 100,0
Quarts Glass 49 1, 051 1, 100 4, 5 95. 5

Quarts Paper 164 4, 940 5, 104 3. 2 96. 8

Quarts Twn, Pak. 81 81 100.0
Pints Paper 2/ 100,0

Homogenized
Milk

Quarts Twn, Pak. 3, 598 3, 598 100,0
Gallons Glass 61 51 112 54. 7 45, 3

Gallons (Disp. Can) 381 1 382 99.7 0, 3

1/2 Gallon Glass 10 160 170 5.7 94, 3
1/2 Gallon Paper 8, 222 902 9, 124 90. 1 9,9
Quarts Glass 485 4, 366 4, 851 10.0 90, 0
Quarts Paper 8, 567 11, 963 20, 530 41. 7 58, 3

1/3 Quarts Paper 70 2/ 70 99,9 0, 1

1/2 Pint Paper 14, 110 83 14, 192 99. 4 0 6
1/2Pint Glass 1,861 2/ 1,861 99.97 0,03



Product Disposition Percent Disposition

1/ Market area includes Hillsboro and Oregon City and represents data from 6 plants.

2/ Less than 1, 000 units

93

Table 2. Estimated Portland-Vancouver Market Area Dispositiof1 Selected Major Product and
Container Lines; - Wholesale and Retail Sales 1959.

Unit Container Wholesale Retail Total Wholesale Retail

Hi - Test

(thousand units) (Percent)

Quarts Glass 7 151 158 4.8 95.2

Quarts Paper 378 312 690 54.7 45.3

Pints Paper 174 174 100.0

Multi-Vitamin

1/2 Gallon Paper 2/ 99 99 100.0

Quarts Glass 2/ 702 702 0.01 99.99

Quarts Paper 352 1,042 1,394 25.2 74.8

1/2 Pints Glass 1 2/ 1 69.1 30.9



Product Disposition Percent Disposition

11 Market area includes Hillsboro and Oregon City and represents data from 6 plants.

2/ Less than 1, 000 units.
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Table 3, Estimated Annual PortlandVancouver Market Area Sales Selected Products, Wholesale and
Retail Sales, 1959..!"

Unit Container Wholesale Retail Total Wholesale Retail

Table Cream

Gallons

(thousand units)

2 2

(Percent)

100,0

Pints Paper 16 16

1/2 Pints Paper 24 1 25 96.0 .04

Whipping Cream

Gallons 11 11 100.0

Quarts Glass 2/ 12.5 87.5

Quarts Paper 25 1 26 94,7 5,3

Pints Paper 319 69 389 82,0 18.0

1/2 Pints Paper 699 152 851 82,2 17,8

Half & Half

Gallons 8 8 100. 0

Quarts Glass 11 100 111 10,0 90.0

Quarts Paper 1, 311 132 1,443 90,8 9.2

Pints Glass 10 242 252 3,9 96,1

Pints Paper 1,098 328 1,426 77,0 23.0

1/2 Pints Paper 2/ 100.0



1/ Market area includes Hilisboro and Oregon City and represents data from 6 plants.
2/ Less than 1, 000 units.

,J Includes special buttermilk drinks.
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Table 4. Estimated Portland-Vancouver Market Area Disposition, Selected Product and Container
Lines, Wholesale and Retail Sales 1959.

Product Disposition Percent Disposition
Unit Container Wholesale Retail Total Wholesale Retail

Chocolate Milk

(thousand units)

2/ 100.0Gallons Glass
Quarts Glass 64 64 .1 99.9
Quarts Paper 316 133 449 70,3 29.7
1/2 Pints Paper 282 2 284 99.4 .6

Buttermilk -
Gallons Glass 6 6 100. 0
Quarts Glass 9 93 102 9. 1 90.9
Quarts Paper 1, 180 55 1, 235 95. S 4. 5
1/2 Pints Paper 61 2/ 61 99.9 0.1

Lo-Test Milk
Gallons 6 1 7 87,1 12.9
1/2 Gallons Paper 203 72 275 73. 8 26. 2

Quarts Paper 433 551 984 44. 0 56. 0
Quarts Glass 2/ lOS 105 0. 2 99. 8

Skim Milk
Gallons 3 2/ 33 99. 7 0. 3
1/2 Gallon Paper 142 142 100, 0
Quarts Glass 38 746 784 4,9 95, 1

Quarts Paper 1,483 1, 726 3, 209 46. 2 53. 8
1/2 Pints Paper 63 63 100. 0



Homogenized Milk

Chocolate

Buttermilk

Half and Half

Whip Cream

APPENDIX D

Table 1 Partial Sch,dule of Labor Unit Modifiers for Products and Containers, Wholesale and Retail
Delivery.1

Labor Units

glass gal.
glass 1/2 gal.
glassqts.
paper qts.
paperpts.
glassl/2pts.
paper 1/2pts.

paper qts.

glass qts.
paper qts.
paper 1/2 gal.

paper qts.
paper 1/2pts.

paper qts.
glass gal.

glass qts.
paper qts.
glass pts.
paper pts.
paper 1/2 pts.

glass qts.
glass pts.
paper 1/2 pts.
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1/ Adapted from - Clark D. A. Jr. Milk Delivery Costs and Volume Pricing Procedures in California.
California Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 757, Berkeley, Calif.

Retail Routes Wholesale Routes

9.0 9.0
8.0 8,0

6. 0
1.8 2.0
1.5 1.5
1.0 1.0
1.0 .8
1.0 1.0
1.0 .6

1.0 1.0

1.2 1.8
1. 2 1.2
1.8 2.0

1.2 1.2
1.0 .8

1.2 1.2
6. 0 6.0

1.2 1.8
1. 2 1, 2
1.0 1.5
1.0 1.0
1. 0 8.0

1.2 2.0
1.2 1.5
1.0 1,0

Product Container

Can Milk 5 gal.
3 gal.

Special Milks

Skim Milk




